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Robert P. Green, Jr.
Clemson University
The Problem
One of the most striking academic paradoxes of the last decade has been that, during a
period in which American historiography has been "undergoing the most creative ferment in its
entire lifetime,"• the teaching of American history in the schools has been widely perceived as
sterile, moribund, and ineffective. While the "new social history" added exciting areas of study to
the academic discipline and forced rethinking in many traditional historical fields, a growing sense
of crisis characterized history in the schools. The 1987 publication, What Do Our 17-Year-Olds
Know?, an analysis of the 1986 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), brought
this sense of crisis to a head. One objective of the analysis was to ascertain whether students had
command of background knowledge about American history. Co-author Diane Ravitch
summarized the results and the authors' reaction.
We found it disturbing that two-thirds of the sample did not know that the CivilWar
occurred between 1850 and 1900, that nearly 40 percent did not know that the
Brown decision held school segregation unconstitutional, that 40 percent did not
know that the East Coast of the United States was explored and settled mainly by
England and that the Southwest was explored and settled mainly by Spain, that 70
percent did not know that the purpose of Jim Crow laws was to enforce racial
segregation, and that 30 percent could not find Great Britain on a map of Europe..
. . Plainly, a significant number of students are not remembering the history that
they have studied; they are not integrating it into their repertoire of background
knowledge, either as fact or asconcept.2

147
lMichael Kammen, "Introduction: The Historian's Vocation and the State of the Discipline in the United States," in The
Past Before Us: Contemporary Historical Writing in the United States, ed. Michael Kammen (Ithaca, New York: Cornell
University Press, 1980) 22.
2 Diane Ravitch, "The Plight of History in the Schools," in Historical Literacy: The Case for History in American
Education, ed. Paul Gagnon (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1989) 52.
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The Ravitch and Finn study, although not without critics, seemed to support the findings of
earlier studies of social studies teaching and learning, for which American history provides the
core, such as those summarized by Project SPAN. "[S]cores from 1970 to 1978 reveal the
following results for social studies knowledge, skills, and attitudes: Little or no improvement for
elementary students, no improvement and slight declines for junior high students, significant
declines for high school students. "3 Adding to the bleakness of this picture, SPAN had
supplemented its review of student learning with a review of studies of student attitudes. They
found, for the most part, that "students do not like social studies very much and do not believe the
subject is very important to their lives after school. . . . [M]ost of the research evidence ... points
to widespread lack of student interest and motivation. Student lack of interest, indifference, and
boredom seem to be prevalent in social studies classes, especially at the secondary level. "4 Such
findings led curricular critic Joe Kincheloe to write, "Students in contemporary social studies
classes are learning less and disliking it more. "5 The typical curricular pattern in American schools
finds U.S. History taught at the fifth, eighth, and eleventh grades. "In practice," argues David
Jenness, "most schools and texts adopt a modified chronological-forward scheme, with t h e ~
of the frame of attention on the precolonial, colonial, and early national period in grade 5, the
nineteenth-century up to about Reconstruction in grade 8, and the modem period in grade 11.
There is much review at the beginning of each cycle, especially in the middle cycle. "6 While the
fifth grade course frequently incorporates geography--including material on "America's
neighbors," Canada and Latin America--and may emphasize events of everyday life and social over
political history, there remains considerable repetition at the secondary level. 7 This fact is reflected
in the textbooks used at these levels.
While the eleventh-grade texts are much larger than the junior high texts and include
a greater variety of content, they contain a good deal of the same information. For
the period from the Civil War to World War I, for example, texts at both levels are
likely to include the history of Reconstruction; the growth of U.S. industry and the
rise of big business; politics in the Gilded Age, including an account of the
overthrow of the Tweed Ring; the rise of the Populist party; the coming of the
Spanish-American War; and the history of the Progressive movement. 8
Repetition thus becomes one source of student dissatisfaction. "You can only hear about the Civil
War so many times," one high school student stated. "American history does not go back very far,
so you have to study the same stuff over and over again." 9 Warnings against the "hurried survey of

3 SPAN Consultants and Staff, "Six Problems for Social Studies in the 1980s," in Social Studies in the 1980s: A Report of
Project SPAN, ed. Irving Morrissett (Alexandria, Virginia: ASCD, 1982) 80.
4spAN Consultants and Staff, 81.
5Joe Kincheloe, Getting Beyond the Facts: Teaching Social Studies in the Lale Twentieth Century (New York: Peter Lang,
1989) 2.
6David Jenness, Making Sense of Social Studies (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1990) 267.
7Douglass D. Adler and Matthew T. Downey, "Problem Areas in the History Cirriculum," in Downey, History in the
Schools, 19
8 Matthew T. Downey, "The Status of History in the Schools," in History in the Schools, ed. Matthew T. Downey
~Washington, DC: National Council for the Social Studies, 1985) 5.
Adler and Downey, 19.
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the whole field" can be traced back at least to the 1909 American Historical Association Committee
ofEight, 10 and nearly 50 years ago, Edgar Wesley argued that
the blunt truth of the situation is that courses in American history are often outright
duplications of one another. This repetition is particularly obvious at the senior high
school level. . . . It lessens or destroys the interest of most pupils. . . . It
promotes superficial and shallow results, for the pupils ... unwarrantedly assume
that they already know and understand the materials... _11
This historical identification of the problem of repetition does not mean that content has not
changed over the years. At least as reflected in U.S. history textbooks--which are the single most
influential factor in shaping the curriculum--content has expanded beyond traditional political and
military history to include a wide range- of social, economic, and cultural developments. The
inclusion of a broader range of material has resulted from pressures both inside and outside the
profession.12
Developments within the various fields of historical study have influenced the content of
textbooks. Historians serve on the author-teams of texts and bring their knowledge of current
research to the task. In recent years, for example, conceptual and analytical tools borrowed from
the social sciences have influenced traditional political and economic history, while the "new social
history," efforts among professional historians to write history "from the bottom up," has focused
greater attention on groups that have been under-emphasized in the past: women, blacks, Native
Americans, and immigrants, among others.
In a parallel development, advocacy groups anxious to make sure that the cultural diversity
of American society is adequately represented in textbooks have exerted pressure on publishers,
often through governmental agencies or branches. South Carolina's Education Improvement Act
of 1984 required that" ... by the 1989-90 school year, each public school of the state must instruct
students in the history of the black people as a regular part of its history and social studies
courses." 13 The Texas Education Agency, acting on a 1985 state legislative resolution, required
U.S. History texts to include the contributions of Bernardo de Galvez, Spanish governor of
Louisiana, to the American effort during the Revolutionary War. 14
Conversely, some advocacy groups exert countervailing pressure, limiting treatment texts
might give to some issues. Religious fundamentalists, concerned over the spread of "secular
humanism" in the schools, review text material for anything that they feel subverts authority, is
anti-Christian, anti-family, or un-American. As one can imagine, a very broad range of topics in
American history can fit under one or more of those labels. The portrayal of women in
non-traditional roles may be--and has been--perceived as anti-family. The absence of serious
treatment of religion in American history--criticized from both right and left--may be attributed in
part to publishers' fears of censure from fundamentalist advocacy groups.

York: Peter Lang,

:y, History in the

thew T. Downey

10Jenness, 265.
11 Jenness, 266.
12John J. Patrick and Sharryl Davis m;wke, "Curriculum Materials" in Morrissett, 43-47.
13 south Carolina Act 512, Section 59-29-55 (1984).
14s.C.R. No. 56, 69th Legislature of Texas (1985).
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Facing pressures from a variety of perspectives, it is no wonder that textbooks avoid
controversial topics, limit analysis, and read as bland, encyclopedic renditions of "facts." Of
course, where teachers fail to adjust their presentations of content--to go beyond the text by
adjusting content to student age and interest or adjusting methodology--student interest will
decline. Disenchantment with "repetition," therefore, may reflect a more significant problem. "The
reason [repetition is a problem], one suspects," Adler and Downey write, "is that a great many
secondary students find that much of the content being repeated is uninteresting and largely
meaningless. . . . The basic flaw is not repetition; it is the repeated encounter with a history that
has little meaning to students struggling to learn it" 15
There are certainly more "facts" than in earlier texts, but more is not necessarily better. One
culprit in this situation is the felt necessity among teachers for "coverage." Although it is
impossible for teachers to survey all of American history in any other than a superficial manner,
they are hesitant to "leave anything out." One junior high school social studies department head
described a problem she found in her school: "Some of our history teachers have majors in
American history. Evidence has shown that they have difficulty in deleting historical data ...
since they consider everything important. . . . Some of our history teachers do not have a major in
history and have experienced difficulty in determining what is essential. They have problems
covering the American Experience from Colonial Times to the Present." 16
Superficiality of treatment coincides with the lecture-recitation or worksheet-recitation
instructional format.
In a typical social studies lesson, the teacher assigns students a section of the text to
read, follows with a recitation based on the reading, informally lectures on the
topic, engages students in a discussion that involves students' answering questions,
or has students complete written worksheets in class or as homework. 17
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Evaluation procedures also appear to reinforce superficiality. Examinations of assessment
methods reveal that teachers tend to assess low-level cognitive skills. On tests, students are
expected to regurgitate memorized facts. "Generally avoided in evaluation are synthesis and
evaluation, reasoning skills, and critical and creative thinking. Although paper-and-pencil tests can
measure higher-level thinking operations, most teacher-made tests in fact do not." 18 Standardized
tests, when they play a role, further reinforce the phenomenon of superficiality.
Historical research in teaching practices reveals that this pattern has been stable throughout
the century, despite periodic efforts at reform.1 9 As early as 1893, the NEA's Committee on
Secondary Social Studies argued, "It is better to omit history altogether than to teach it ... by
setting pupils painfully to reproduce the words of a textbook. "20 Rather, they argued for the use of
probing questions and discussion; a wide range of sources, including literature and primary
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IS Adler and Downey, 20.
16Jenness, 268.
17sPAN Consultants and Staff, 83.
18spAN Consultants and Staff, 83.
.
19 Larry Cuban, "History of Teaching in Social Studies," in Handbook of Research on Social Studies Teaching and Learning,
ed. James P. Shaver (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1991) 199-203.
20Jenness, 262.

21Hazel W. Hertzbe1
22Jenness, 262.
23Jenness, 262.
24cuban, 206.
25Michael Kammen,
Literacy: The Case J
26Kincheloe, 168.
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sources; visual aids; and student investigations. The 1899 AHA Committee of Seven disparaged
rote memorization and "advocated inquiry and critical thinking, written work using several books
and a variety of narratives and viewpoints, original sources, audio-visual aids, collateral reading,
and correlation with other subjects, both the humanities and social sciences. "21 Historians of the
1934 AHA Commission wrote, "If the objective of history is to develop understanding and insight,
the emphasis will have to be placed upon wide and critical reading, upon the interpretation of data,
upon the synthesizing of diverse accounts, and upon the understanding of
relationships. "22Historian Edwin Fenton, guru of the "new social studies" in the 1960's argued,
"A student who learns facts and generalizations about the past without becoming involved in the
process of inquiry
--and most students in American schools do exactly this--does not study history. "23
As Larry Cuban and others have pointed out, explanations for the historical predominance
of the lecture-discussion/recitation format and emphasis on rote memorization of text material can
be attributed in part to the culture of the school. 24 Nonetheless, the prevalence of fact-oriented
teaching vexes classroom history. It produces, argues historian Michael Kammen, "highly
selective, sentimental, and sanitized versions of American history ... a severely simplified vision
of how we came to be the society we now are. "25 Kincheloe is more critical. "The restrictions on
the imagination, the literal-mindedness, the over-simplified perspective on cause and effect, and the
distortion of the historical process are only a few of the liabilities resulting from the fact-oriented
teaching of history." Much more serious, he asserts, is the promotion of a simple-minded view of
America. "The expectation that students will emerge from the series of elementary and secondary
history classes appreciating America is not based upon their insight--gained from critical inquiry
and reflection-- into the noble principles on which the nation was founded; rather, it is based upon
a series of 'moral' (i.e., military) victories and a host of homilies which have been dunned into the
students. The result is neither a deep understanding of nor a respect for basic American principles
but merely a superficial expression of national loyalty."26
Some Hope
Not all history teachers in the schools, however, reflect the dominant pattern in their
teaching. Over the last decade, much of the professional literature in the teaching of history has
explicitly recognized the shortcomings of traditional history teaching and offered ways in which
innovative teachers address them. A key vehicle has been the incorporation of elements of the
"new social history" into the schools. Matthew T. Downey argued in Teaching American History:
New Directions that the new research in history potentially had "the capacity to revitalize the
teaching of history," offering teachers "the possibility of helping students construct a new

21 Hazel W. Hertzberg, "History and Progressivism: A Century of Reform Proposals," in Gagnon, 79.
22 Jenness, 262.
23 Jenness, 262.
24Cuban, 206.
·
25 Micbael Kammen, "History is Our Heritage: The Past in Contemporary American Culture," in Paul Gagnon (ed.) Historical
Literacy: The Case for History in American Education (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1989) 139.
2 6Kincbeloe, 168.
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definition of history. as well as new perspectives on the past."27 A collection of essays reflecting
innovative practice. Teaching American History included. for example, the comparison of
obituaries students wrote for themselves with those they wrote (using census reports) for women
from the 1880's, allowing students to detect changes in women's roles over the past 100 years; the
use of artifacts from the 1920's to encourage student hypothesis-formation on the changing status
of women in that decade; and the use of tabular data (statistics) to infer information concerning
women's increasing participation in the labor force as well as to foster a critical awareness of the
characteristics of statistical data as historical evidence. With strategies reminiscent of those
advocated by the AHA in 1899 and 1934, Teaching American History: New Directions reflected
the work of teachers who fostered historical study as active student processing of historical
information.
A further benefit associated with the incorporation of the new social history in classrooms
is that it provides a more comprehensive vision of America's past, better meeting the needs and
interests of an increasingly diverse student population. James A. Banks, writing for the
Educational Equality Project of The College Board. makes this argument
Students of all cultural and ethnic groups need to see their history mirrored in
school history. Too often in the past women, working people. and ethnic and racial
minorities--among them Native Americans, Hispanics, and blacks--have seen little
of their historical experience reflected in study. Social history gives attention to
these groups and others that usually have been left out of historical
accounts.including, as [historian Robert] Damton puts it, "the oppressed, the
inarticulate, the marginal." . . .The newer approach to inquiry adds increased
understanding about responses to structures of power, including the efforts of
minority and oppresed groups to retain a vital cohesion despite the opposition they
met. This more inclusive view, as [historian Michael] Kammen says, results in
historical inquiry that is "more responsive to the pluralistic and increasingly
egalitarian society in which it functions. "28
Thus the new social history can provide more meaningful content, that is content related to
the experiences of a diverse student body, while it exposes students to and has -them work with
"relevant source materials and 'survivals' from the past." "Once students have experience in
working with actual survivals from the past," argues Banks, "they begin to see that history is less a
familiar series of names and incidents to be memorized than a challenge to critical thought, less
standard answers than a number of signifcant questions open to diverse treatment and
interpretation. "29

27 Matthew T. Downey,

"The New History and the Classroom," in Teaching American History: New Directions, ed. Matthew
T. Downey (Washington, DC: National Council for the Social Studies, 1982) 3.
28 James A. Banks, Academic Preparation in Social Studies (New York: College Entrance Examination Board,
1986) 21-22.
29Banks, 45.
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Further examples of innovative teaching are found in Teaching Social Studies: Portraits
from the Classroom. 30 Again written by classroom practitioners, these portraits reflect the use of a
wide range of strategies and activities. In the teaching of history in the elementary grades we see,
for example, the use of a historically-rich community to involve students actively in "doing"
history, the study of names and family histories to understand cultural diversity and practice a
variety of skills, and the study of ecology through Native Americans' strong connections with
Mother Earth. On the secondary level we see strategies that foster
critical reasoning through historiographical treatments of major topics in American history;
exploration of the controversial nature of Vietnam through a wide variety of sources; and the
organization of a U. S. history course around such enduring issues as freedom and authority, unity
and diversity, stability and change. As the editors argue, the portraits are characterized by a "clear
sense of purpose" on the part of the teachers that goes "far beyond the listing of narrow, relatively
low-level objectives" and includes the devotion of "an enormous amount of thought to the
importance of process as well as product in the act of teaching." In short, "students are
consistently asked to think. "31
Yet the teachers who describe their work in Teaching American History: New Directions
and Teaching Social Studies: Portraits from the Classroom are exceptional. How can we--teacher
trainers and professional historians--foster more of this kind of effort?
What Knowledge?
American History is--in terms of the demands it places on the knowledge of the
practitioner--one of the most difficult subjects to teach well. As Lee Shulman argues in a broader
context, to teach well, teachers must understand the structures of the subject matter, the principles
of conceptual organization, and the principles of inquiry that help answer two kinds of questions ..
.. What are the important ideas and skills in this domain? and How are new ideas added and
deficient ones dropped by those who produce knowledge in this area?32
Central to Shulman's thinking is the rather obvious idea that teachers of American history
must know their subject well. Yet knowing well "is not simply a matter of quantity--the ability to
recite more dates, recognize more names, recall more events. Rather," argue Shulman's students
Suzanne Wilson and Gary Sykes, "it requires elaborated, coherent understanding of historical
phenomena. "33 Two key factors in a deeper understanding of history are what Wilson and Sykes
call "integration" and "qualification."
"Integration" refers to relatedness, the ability to discern causal relationships between events
or the ability to interpret events or figures in relationship to common themes. Wilson
and Wineburg describe two outstanding history teachers, Ms. Jensen and Mr. Price.

30Vincent Rogers, Arthur D. Roberts, Thomas P. Weinland, eds., Teaching Social Studies: Portraits from the Classroom
~Washington, DC: National Council for the Social Studies, 1988).
lRogers et al., 94-95.
32 Lee Shulman, "Knowledge and Teaching: Foundations of the New Reform," Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 57, No. 1
~1987) 9.
3Suzanne M. Wilson and Gary Sykes, "Toward Beller Teacher Preparation and Certification" in Gagnon, 271.
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Jensen's understanding of history is fundamental to the way she captures
the minds of her students. For her, American history is more than particular dates,
persons, or legislative acts. History centers on such themes as authority, freedom,
and representation--themes that bind past to present and provide a framework for
organizing the mass of information in the 11th-grade curriculum. This framework
guides her curricular decisions, allowing her to foreshadow ideas months before
her students confront them. For example, when she introduces 18th-century views
of human nature at the beginning of the year, she knows that these same issues will
resurface in discussion of the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and federalism. And
long before students begin to prepare for those debates, Jensen has already laid the
ground-work by introducing students to ideas that set them thinking about the
nature of authority ....
Just as Jensen laid the groundwork for the ratification of the Constitution by
first introducing her students to 18th-century views of human nature, so Price
introduces organizing frameworks and concepts early in the school year, thus
enabling his students to cull the information presented to them and sort the wheat
from the chaff. To talk about the Intolerable Acts, he had to introduce the
Townshend Acts, as well as the Gaspe incident, Sam Adams, and the Committees
of Correspondence. He also introduced an adaptation of Crane Brinton's model of
revolution. 34
"Qualification" refers to one's understanding of historical knowledge as tentative and
qualified. Good teachers of history understand that their subject is a scholarly activity. Scholars
ask questions. Their answers are tentative and susceptible to revision. "History is, among other
things, a forum for inquiry--in this sense, inquiry driven by puzzlement, the fallibility and
ambiguity of evidence, the nonknowability of the past. "35 Again, we can look to Wineburg and
Wilson's study of excellence in history teaching.
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Price emphasizes that historians present "accounts" of events, not the events
themselves. Students learn about the Battle of Lexington and Concord, but they see
the battle from both the British and American perspectives. They learn about the
Salem witch hunts, but they also learn that recent historiography has produced
interpretations that differ from those presented by the authors of their textbook.
They learn that the British viewed the Intolerable Acts as quite reasonable.
Conclusions are exciting in Price's class, for history is not a dusty and dated
collection of people ·and places. Instead, history is an anthology of stories, told by
people with different convictions and commitments, many of whom cannot even
agree on the story line. 36

34 Samuel S. Wineburg and Suzanne M. Wilson, "Models of Wisdom in the Teaching of History," Phi Delta
Kappan, Vol. 70, No. 1 (1988), 53-55.
35 Jenness, 285.
36Wineburg and Wilson, 56.
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Most of the available evidence suggests that, generally, American history teachers do not
have this deeper knowledge and, consequently, the subject is not taught well. What can be done?
Wilson and Sykes argue that the challenge is one of professional resocialization of history
teachers. 37 Years of exposure to inappropriate models must be overcome. Such an effort requires
the cooperation of college history professors.
Historian Tom Holt argues that, before he can teach his students history, "they have to
unlearn what history is."
Plainly put, they conceive of history as the ordering of already known facts
into agreed-upon chronologies. They think of history as sealed off both from the
lives of ordinary people and from questions about how the particulars of everyday
life become the generalizations of historical knowledge. For many students, only a
fiction writer shapes and interprets--not a historian. And above all, they think they
are the consumers, not the makers, of history. It is there: fixed, final, and waiting
to be read. 38
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This view of history seems to be abetted by the popular notion that "history" is a body of
information ("facts," one supposes) recorded in the past and brought into the present--perhaps, as
historian Jim Davidson has humorously suggested in talks with teachers, by a time-transcendent
messenger3 9--so that the historian can write it down. This view of "history" ignores the process by
which history, the narrative that we read, is created. It fails to recognize the process that takes
place between the historian and those parts of the past that remain--the documents, relics, and other
sources of information that the historian must interpret
Holt writes of how he conceptualizes his classes at the University of Chicago:
Rather than teaching them to be consumers of stories, "someone else's
facts," we might better develop [students'] critical faculties by letting them create
stories of their own. One way to do this is by letting students work with the raw
materials of history, the actual documents, letters, voting statistics, etc., from
which professional historians construct their narratives. In the process they can be
introduced to the essential skills a historian must cultivate, which is really simply a
set of questions one puts to the materials or documents. Is it a primary or
secondary source ... ? What is the point of view of this source? How and why was
this document produced, and how does that affect its trustworthiness? What are the
document's silences? What does it leave out? What does it assume? ...But ...
the ultimate task is to use the document or documents to synthesize a narrative about
an event or development 40
37Wilson and Sykes, 279.
38 Tom Holt, Thinking Historically: Narrative, lmagination,-and Understanding (New York, CEEB, 1990) 2.
39James Davidson, "After the Fact: The Art of Historical Detection," Presentation at the annual meeting, National Council
for the Social Studies Rocky Mountain Region, Phoenix, AZ, April 1984.
40 Holt, 10.
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Furthermore, Holt argues, primary documents can be supplemented with the study of
conflicting narratives written by others. 41 Such an approach requires familiarity with the
historiography of a particular topic or period of history. In fact, knowledge of the historiography
of a period provides the potential teacher with insights into both primary and secondary sources: he
or she becomes familiar with the data various historians have used to develop their interpretations
as well as the points of conflict between the various interpretations themselves. Armed with this
knowledge, potential teachers can see how lessons requiring historical processing can be created.
They will see that their own students can be presented with historical data, can make observations
and infer generalizations. Such generalizations can be used to enrich or challenge generalizations
presented in their textbooks or other sources. Presented with conflicting historical interpretations,
their own students can critically analyze and evaluate the passages they read, attempting to
determine for themselves which interpretations better reflect the "facts."
A Case In Point: Reconstruction Historiography

The idea I am suggesting is that familiarity with the historiography of a period can provide
potential teachers with the kind of knowledge Lee Shulman and his students argue they require to
be effective instructors. Let us consider Reconstruction historiography as a case in point.
As we know, the traditional, "Dunning school" of Reconstruction historians, emphasizing
what they felt were the base and immoral motives of its Radical architects, described the period as
unfortunate in every way. Unscrupulous and corrupt carpetbaggers and scalawags, promoted by
ruthless Radicals in Congress bent on revenge (Thaddeus Stevens and Charles Sumner, for
example), were unleashed on the South, exploited the hapless freedmen, generally wreaked havoc,
and undermined both the Southern economy and racial relations for generations. "Never have
American public men in responsible positions, directing the destiny of the Nation, been so brutal,
hypocritical, and corrupt. ... The Southern people literally were put to the torture," wrote
historian Claude G. Bowers. "Saddled with an irresponsible officialdom, the South was ...
plunged into debauchery, corruption, and private plundering unbelievable... ," argued E. Merton
Coulter. 42
Potential teachers would learn that a major assumption of this school of thought was that
Southerners had recognized their defeat at the hands of the Union and, during the period prior to
Radical Reconstruction, 1865-1867, were willing to accommodate themselves to a reasonable plan
for Reconstruction (read Lincoln or Johnson plan). "The South accepted the results of the war--the
doom of slavery and the doctrine of secession--as inevitable," wrote Albert B. Moore, "and its
leaders sought to restore their respective states as speedily as possible to their normal position in
the Union. But despite its acceptance in good faith of the declared aims of the North, the South
was forced through the gauntlet of two plans of Reconstruction. "43 More contemporary
41 Holt, 42.
42 Quoted in Gerald N. Grob and George Athan Billias, Interpretations of American History, Vol. I (New York: The Free
Press, 1972) 482-483. In the original article from which this piece was drawn, I attempted to demonstrate the ease with
which materials were developed from anthologies of interpretations, thus the use of the anthology rather than the original
in this and like notes.
43 Ibid., 500.
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historians, focusing on the plight of the freedmen after the war, challenge the Dunning view. One
major point of contention (there are many) is over the question of accommodation. Pointing to this
two-year period when ex-Confederates essentially ran their own Reconstruction, more
contemporary historians find little evidence of Southern white willingness to accommodate to any
new role for the freedmen. "Virtually from the moment the Civil War ended, the search began for
legal means of subordinating a volatile black population that regarded economic independence as a
corollary of freedom and the old labor discipline as a badge of slavery," argued Eric Foner.44
Historians such as Foner point to the passage of Black Codes, the creation of organizations such as
the Ku Klux Klan, the burning of black schools, etc. as evidence that the white South was indeed
nQ1 ready to accommodate. This evidence, in tum, places military reconstruction under the
Radicals in a less sinister light45*
One can see how a simple lesson in historical processing might be derived from the above
historiographical information. One might present the Moore quotation, above, and have students
read the following quotations from the period and infer their own
generalizations about white attitudes toward the freedmen. Students could be asked to focus on the
question, "Were Southern whites in the period 1865-1866 willing to accommodate themselves to a
new role for the freedmen in Southern society?"
. . . there has got to be a constant pressure brought to bear upon the former
slaveholders to make them deal fairly with the negroes.... They were very well as
slaves, but in any other relation they hate them, and will place every possible
obstacle in the way of their elevation.... Captain D.W. Whittle, June 8, 1865.
There is nothing the matter down this way but injustice to the negro .... It is
lamentable and astonishing with what tenacity the unsubjugated cling to the old
barbarism. Clinton B. Fisk, September 2, 1865.

[A Freedmen's Bureau agent reported] that he called upon the Sheriff of Henry
County and asked him to arrest certain parties charged with committing outrages on
freed people. The sheriff replied that "it would be unpopular to punish white men
for anything done to a negro--it might be unsafe--that he was not going to obey the
orders of any damned Yankee--and that the rebellion was not over yet in Henry
County." David Tillson, October 16, 1866.
... even under the most favorable circumstances thaccan be anticipated under the
present system of laws the freed people will fail to receive from the civil authorities
that protection to which they are entitled both by right and by law, and without
which they cannot but gradually revert back to a condition differing little from their
former slavery--save in name. Robert K. Scott, December 18, 1866.
44 Eric Foner, Reconstruction: America's Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877 (New York: Harper and Row, 1988) 198.
45 John Hope Franklin, Reconstruction After the Civil War (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961) and Kenneth M.
Stampp, The Era of Reconstruction: 1865-1877 (New York: Vintage Books, 1965).
*Focus on the life of the freedmen also provides the opportunity to structure student thinking around the concept
of freedom, easily a thematic issue. See the discussion of integration by Wilson and Sykes, above.
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These quotations are excerpted from John A. Carpenter's essay, "Atrocities in the
Reconstruction Period," which originally appeared in the Journal of Negro History. Essays such
as Carpenter's can be found in anthologies of historical interpretations, volumes that are virtual
gold mines for the potential high school teacher. This essay, for example, appeared in Charles
Crowe's anthology, The Age of Civil War and Reconstruction (1966). 46 Quotations such as these
are pieces of evidence that the historians use to support their generalizations. The potential
teachers, once exposed to this information, are armed in such a way that they can excerpt such
brief quotations to have their own students create their own generalizations.47
Clearly, the generalization inferred by students from the above data would be quite different
from that made by Moore. Evidence abounds that many white Southerners were quite unwilling to
accommodate themselves to a new role for the freedmen. Yet, how could Moore ignore this
evidence? Such questions allow potential teachers to develop exercises that require their students
to consider the role of perspective in historical writing. Might perspective "bias" what a historian
writes? A lesson in critical analysis for bias might be designed around the longer excerpt from
Moore, below. In this excerpt, Moore is discussing Radical Reconstruction. The potential
teacher, after describing bias in terms of indicators such as the use of emotionally charged or
loaded words, disparaging attributions, slanted data, over-generalizations, and/or rhetorical
questions, might have students search the excerpt for such indicators. 48 Furthermore,
the potential teacher might ask students if, in the presence of some of these indicators, Moore's
underlying assumptions concerning black Americans are not evident. That is, are there statements
which, when considered together, cause one to draw an inference concerning Moore's attitudes
toward blacks? In the following excerpt, suggestive elements have been underlined.
The political enfranchisement of four million Negroes
... is the most s.tartl.iog fact about [Radical] Reconstruction.... There is ~
in the history of democracy comparable to it. To give the Negroes the ballot and
office--ranging from constable to governor--and the right to sit in state legislatures
and in Congress, while depriving their former masters of their political rights and
the South of its trained leadership, is one of the most outstanding facts in the
history of reconstruction. . . . It was a stroke of fanatical ven&eance and desi&n ..
Race friction and prejudice were engendered by Reconstruction .... It
caused greater discriminations against the Negroes in politics and education, and in
other ways. The Negroes had been so pampered and led as to arouse false notions
and hopes among them as to make them for many years lame factors in the
rebuilding of the South. The Negro after Reconstruction, and in large degree
46 John A. Carpenter, "Atrocities in the Reconstruction Period" in Charles Crowe, ed., The Age of Civil War and
Reconstruction, 1830-1900: A Book of Interpretive Essays (Homewood, IL: The Dorsey Press, 1966).
47 This is meant only as a limited sample of the kinds of primary materials potential teachers would derive from a study of
Reconstruction historiography. These particular passages all come from northerners in the South--a fact that provides
opportunity for critical analysis. Other materials might well be used to supplement and expand the above. For example,
southern white attitudes might be explored through excerpts from black codes or statements by southerners during Johnson
reconstruction state conventions.
48 Barry Beyer, "Critical Thinking: What is It?" in Social Education Vol. 49, No. 4, April 1985, 270-276.
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because of it, continued and continues to be a source of division between the North
and South. The North either could not or would not understand the necessity of
race seereeation, and the idea that the Negro must have a definite place in the
scheme of life was obnoxious. Disfranchisement of the Negro, occasional race
riots, and the sporadic mobbing of Negroes accused of heinous crimes gave rise to
continued charges of "Southern outrages." Criticisms from the North, generally
based upon a lack of understandine of the problem, seemed more a matter of
censure than of true interest in the Negro.49
Potential teachers would be prepared to develop a similar lesson in which students might be
asked to compare the arguments and evidence of a Dunning historian like Moore to a more
contemporary historian like Kenneth Stampp, John Hope Franklin, or Eric Foner. For example, in
the passage above, what arguments does Moore provide in support of his contention that Radical
Reconstruction "engendered" race friction? Would Eric Foner, based on the excerpt below, agree
with Moore on this point? Students might comparatively evaluate the generalizations of Moore and
Foner in terms of the quantity and quality of evidence used.
In some areas, violence against blacks reached staggering proportions in the
immediate aftermath of the war. In Louisiana, reported a visitor from North
Carolina in 1865, "they govern ... by the pistol and the rifle." "I saw white men
whipping colored men just the same as they did before the war," testified ex-slave
Henry Adams, who claimed that "over two thousand colored people" were
murdered in 1865 in the area around Shreveport, Louisiana. In Texas, where the
army and Freedmen's Bureau proved entirely unable to establish order, blacks,
according to a Bureau official, "are frequently beaten unmercifully, and shot down
like wild beasts, without any provocation." Susan Merritt, a freed woman from
Rusk County, Texas, remembered seeing black bodies floating down the Sabine
River, and said of local whites: "There sure are going to be lots of souls crying
against them in Judgement." In some cases, whites wreaked horible vengeance for
offenses real or imagined. In 1866, after "some kind of dispute with some
freedmen," a group near Pine Bluff, Arkansas, set fire to a black settlement and
rounded up the inhabitants. A man who visited the scene the following morning
found "a sight that apald me 24 Negro men woman and childen were hanging to
trees all round the Cabbins. "50

Of course, Foner and most contemporary historians reject the idea that Radical
Reconstruction "engendered" race friction. There is ample evidence to suggest such friction
existed long before the Radicals imposed Congressional Reconstruction. In fact, these historians
argue that real concern for the plight of the freedmen during this period motivated a number of
influential Radicals. The historiographical debate revolving around the Radicals' motives--as well
as virtually any issue during the period--can provide even more, interesting classroom materials.
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49Grob and Billias, 500-503.
50Foner, 119.
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The exercises presented here have focused on only one aspect of Reconstruction--the
question of Southern accommodation in the period 1865-1867. Of course, brief excerpts from
secondary sources do not do justice to the complete works from which they are taken, nor do they
truly reflect the historical complexity of the period. A really thorough study of Reconstruction,
however, would be beyond the scope of a high school survey. Rather, the objective here has been
to suggest ways in which potential teachers, armed with knowledge from their own study of
Reconstruction historiography,
might introduce high school students to elements of historical process--elements to which they are
rarely exposed.51
Knowledge of Reconstruction historiography, or the historiography of any period,
provides the teacher with information--both primary and secondary--around which effective
exercises in thinking historically can be created. Exercises in inductive reasoning and critical
thinking not only allow the students to "do" history, they also make history more fun. Sampling
the historiography of a period or issue can add many dimensions to the teaching of history.
Lester Stephens defines history as "a mental construction of the past based on evidence
which has been carefully subjected to tests of validity and then critically and systematically ordered
and interpreted to present a story of man's interaction with other men in a society. "52 A key idea
here is that history is constructed by the historian--it results from an interactive process between the
historian and that which remains from the past. History is alive, it is not a body of inert and arid
facts. It is critical to the future of the subject in the schools that teachers of history understand thi$
and reproduce this understanding in their teaching. As historian Gordon Craig argues, "it is vital
that our emphasis be as much upon thinking about history as describing what happened in it. For
above all we need living ideas to correct inherited myths and conventional assumptions about the
historical process and to provide a basis for the political competence that so often seems in short
supply today. General factual knowledge about the past is not enough, whether we consider the
role of history in the schools, or in public affairs of the society at large." 53

5 l Anthologies of both primary and secondary sources abound in paperback, and such anthologies should be a part of every
potential history teacher's bookshelf. Many anthology editors offer excellent historiographical essays as introductions to
their selections (as do Grob and Billias), and these essays provide background information for the teacher. Some new
anthologies of primary sources actually provide instructional structure for historical analysis. Anthologies of "secondary
sources," historical interpretations, are especially useful. Teachers can dissect the evidence that the historians use in
support of their generalizations, supply these pieces of evidence to the students, and allow the students to do some
inductive reasoning of their own--as in the simple exercise derived from John A. Carpenter's essay. Or, longer excerpts can
be presented for critical analysis--as in the Moore and Foner passages. If the teacher bas time, of course, more
sophisticated exercises can be derived through study of the actual historical monographs.
52Quoted in Jenness, 269.
53 William H. McNeil, Michael Kammen, Gordon A. Craig, "Why Study History? Three Historians Respond" in Gagnon,
115.
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At the tum of the twentieth century a sinister new plague appeared on the horizon of the
American South. It affected both the body and mind, with the usual prognosis of certain death for
its victims. The characteristic symptom of the disease was the appearance of sunburn-like
eruptions on the hands, arms, feet, neck and face, which often blistered and peeled. Victims also
suffered from a loss of strength, indigestion, stomach pain, headaches, a burning mouth, a
reddened tongue, constipation or diarrhea, often before the eruption of the tell-tale lesions
appeared. Advanced cases were sometimes accompanied by insanity. 1 Physicians were mystified
as to the nature and cause of this disease, which was known as the "Four-D'S"--dermatitis,
diarrhea, dementia, and death--and identified in 1907 as Italian pellagra. Known in Europe since
the eighteenth century, pellagra was thought to be nonexistent in America. 2 One of the areas most
severely hit by this blight was the Upstate of South Carolina, especially the textile mill villages of
Anderson, Greenville, and Spartanburg Counties. Pellagra exacted some of its heaviest tolls in this
region, but many of the answers to the pellagra puzzle were solved there as well.
Dr. James W. Babcock of Columbia, South Carolina was at the forefront of the pellagra
campaign. In 1907 he reported nine cases of what he believed to be Italian pellagra at the South
Carolina State Hospital for the Insane, where he was Superintendent. Dr. Babcock believed that
pellagra was occurring regularly throughout South Carolina, and was further convinced that
pellagra was not a "new" disease to South Carolina at all, but had been prevalent in the South
Carolina State Hospital since its opening in 1828. 3 However, not all within the medical community
at the time were convinced that this "new" diseases was, in fact, pellagra, the European disease
which had no known cause or cure. Therefore, in 1908, Dr. Babcock traveled to Italy with Dr.
Joseph J. Watson and South Carolina Senator Ben Tillman. In Italy they visited several hospitals

1
Joseph Goldberger, "Pellagra. Its Nature and Prevention," Public Health Reports 33(5 April 1918):481-88.
2Jobn Duffy, The Healers (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976) 241-42.
3c. V. Akin, Control of Pellagra (Columbia, South Carolina: South Carolina State Board of Health, 1932), 3; James W.
Babcock, "How Long bas Pellagra Existed in South Carolina?" reprinted from American Journal of Insanity LXIX(July
1912) 186, James Woods Babcock Papers, Waring Historical Library, Charleston; G. A. Wheeler, "A Note on the History of
Pellagra in the United States," Public Health Reports 46(18 September 1931):2223-29.
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for pellagrins where they became convinced that the diseases of Southern Europe and the Southern
United States were in fact the same.4
By 1909 pellagra had the full attention of the South, and in November that year, 394
physicians from virtually every state and many foreign countries met in Columbia for the first
National Conference on Pellagra. The main topic of discussion was the etiology of the disease. It
was widely believed that pellagra was caused by the consumption of com. This belief in a "maize
toxin" led to calls for the elimination of Southern staples--grits and com bread--from Southern
tables. The "moldy meal" theory held that only musty com was responsible for pellagra, kindling
widespread demands that the South grow enough com to meet its own needs, and not "import" com
from the Midwest. This fear resulted in a 1911 South Carolina law which made South Carolina the
only state in the Union to have control over its com market However, not everyone believed in the
com theories. Others attributed the disease to: a living micro-organism--a parasite like the
hookworm; a protozoan transmitted by the bite of an insect--like malaria; unsanitary methods of
excreta disposal--like typhoid fever; spring heat and sunshine--as pellagra was most common in the
warm South and seemed to have a seasonal cycle; a germ carried to the United States from Europe
by Italian immigrants; and even the emancipation of the slaves. However, by the end of the
conference the only issue that the attending physicians were able to agree on was that pellagra was
becoming more and more prevalent in the South and was causing a very high death rate. 5
As the nation focused its attention on the pellagra problem during the 1910s, special
attention was paid to the Upstate of South Carolina, where pellagra was epidemic. In 1912 there
were 450 reported cases of pellagra in Spartanburg County, 43 cases reported in Anderson County,
and 41 cases reported in Greenville County. However, because of the faulty methods used in
gathering data at that time, the State Board of Health estimated that there were at least 800 cases of
pellagra in those three counties in 1912.6 One reason that many cases of pellagra went unreported is
that most pellagra sufferers never saw a physician because they could not afford to do so. Pellagra,
in addition to being a scourge limited mainly to the South, was also a condition that was most
prevalent among the very poor. Therefore, many of those afflicted with pellagra chose to rely on
home remedies or patent medicines to treat themselves. A number of "miracle cures" were peddled
by quacks in the mill villages and rural areas of the Piedmont region. Two of the most popular
"cures" in the Upstate were "Pellagracide" and "Ez-X-Ba River, the Stream of Life," both
manufactured in South Carolina. "Ez-X-Ba" was marketed by an Upstate cotton-mill worker,
Ezxba W. Dedmond, a self-cured pellagrin who claimed a partnership with God and promised a
cure for pellagra for $5 a bottle. In 1912 the Journal of the American Medical Association exposed
"Ez-X-Ba" and "Pellagricide" as scams, but similar potions continued to be sold throughout the
1910s.7 Those who did seek the help of physicians
4 Elizabeth Etheridge, The Butteifly Caste (Westport, CT: Greenwood Publishing Company, 1972) 12; James A. Hayne,
"The History of Pellagra in South Carolina," Journal of the South Carolina Medical Association (19327):205; Daphne Roe,
A Plague of Com (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1973) 79.
5v. P. Sydenstricker, "The History of Pellagra, Its Recognition as a Disorder of Nutrition and Its Conquest," The American
Journal of Clinical Nutrition 6(July-August 1958):409-14; Etheridge, 18,21,24,25-27; Hayne, 205-06.
6c. H. Lavinder, "The Prevalence and Geographic Distribution of Pellagra in the United States," Public Health Reports
27(13 December 1912):2076-2088; South Carolina State Board of Health, Annual Report (Columbia: State Printers, 1913)
14.
?Etheridge, 37-38.
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were subject to a variety of treatments. From 1907 to 1916, there was a general reliance on the use
of drugs to treat pellagra. Doctors purged their pellagrous patients; injected antiseptics into their
appendixes; gave them tonics of iron, strychnine and quinine; and recommended blood transfusions
from recovered pellagrins as a source of antitoxin. 8 However, none of the medical or patent
treatments proved to be effective measures against the spread of pellagra, and the number of cases
and deaths continued to mount
One reason for the high number of reported cases in Spartanburg County was the presence
of the pellagra research going on in that county beginning in 1912. During the summer of 1912 the
Thompson-McFadden Commission, a privately endowed project conducted by the New York
Graduate School of Medicine, made a study of pellagra in Spartanburg County. From June 15 to
October 15, 282 pellagra cases were studied by the commission, yielding inconclusive results as to
the cause of the disease. However, two facts were clear: 1) 85% of the pellagra cases occurred
among the poor; and 2) there was a much higher incidence of the disease among cotton-mill village
populations than the other residents of the county. While the total population of Spartanburg
County showed 38 pellagra cases per 10,000 people, the cotton-mill village population of the
county had a rate of 104 pellagra cases per 10,000 population, and the rural areas of the county had
only 16 cases per 10,000 population. The Thompson-McFadden Commission also found that the
blacks of Spartanburg County, who made up about one-third of the county's population, had a
much lower incidence of the disease than did whites, with a rate of only 9.5 cases per 10,000.
Later reports by the commission continued to reaffirm this belief that blacks were less susceptible to
pellagra than whites, with statistics showing that from 1908 to 1914 only 13% of the reported
pellagra cases in Spartanburg County were among blacks.9
The Thompson-McFadden Commission concluded from its 1912 study that there was no
evidence to support the "maize theory" of pellagra, and it was the belief of the commission that
pellagra was an infectious disease. 10 By 1912 the belief that corn, or stale com, caused pellagra had
been abandoned by most physicians and researchers. At the second Pellagra Conference in 1912,
again held in Columbia, three theories of the etiology of pellagra were endorsed. The first of these
was the infectious disease, or excreta-borne, theory--supported by the members of the
Thompson-McFadden Commission; the next was the insect-borne theory; and the third was the
faulty-diet theory-presented by Dr. Joseph Goldberger of the United States Public Health Service. 11
Although Dr. Goldberger's dietary theory did not initially win the endorsement of all those at the
conference, it was his theory that would eventually prove to be the key in solving the mystery of
pellagra.
The United States Public Health Service had been quick to get into the pellagra campaign,
beginning its own investigations as to the cause and cure of pellagra at the South Carolina State
Hospital for the Insane in 1909. However, the Public Health Service accomplished little until it put
Dr. Joseph Goldberger in charge of its operation in the spring of 1914. Within months of the start
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8Roe, 93-95.
9J. F. Siler, P. E. Garrison, and W. J. MacNeal, Pellagra: The First Progress Report of the Thompson-McFadden Pellagra
Commission (New York: New York Post-Graduate Medical School, N.d. {19137}), 4-7, 20-21, 24, 26; J. F. Siler, P. E.
Garrison, and W.J. MacNeal, Pellagra: The Third Progress Report ofJhe Thompson-McFadden Pellagra Commission (New
York: New York Post-Graduate Medical School, 1917) 9.
10J. F. Siler, et al., Pellagra: The First Progress Report of the Thompson-McFadden Pellagra Commission, 11.
11 Hayne, 206-207.
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of his research Goldberger was showing the controlling influence of diet in both the prevention and
causation of pellagra. Goldberger believed that the key to pellagra lay in the "3-M" diet of the
South--meat (fatback and salt pork), meal (cornbread and grits), and molasses. Conducting
experiments in South Carolina, Georgia, and Mississippi, Goldberger began to win support for his
hypothesis that pellagra was caused by a deficient diet. In experiments at a prison farm and two
orphanages in Mississippi, and at the Georgia State Sanatorium, Goldberger was able to produce
and cure pellagra through changes in diet alone. Goldberger also showed, through his failed
attempt to infect himself and other volunteers with pellagra (through the ingestion of blood, feces,
urine and mucous of pellagrins, that pellagra was not an infectious disease.12 At Goldberger's
request, the United States Public Health Service took over pellagrins in Spartanburg County in June
1914. With the aid of federal funds extensive changes were made to the facility before it was
reopened that fall. In November 1914 an out-patient clinic was added to the Pellagra Hospital. The
idea of Dr. Goldberger, this clinic was unusual in that it dispensed no medicine at all, only food.
The patients, all with moderately severe cases of pellagra, came to the clinic every day for dinner
until their conditions improved.13
In 1916 Goldberger began a series of studies of the cotton-mill villages of Upstate South
Carolina that would solidify his deficient-diet hypothesis. He began his study in seven cotton-mill
villages where pellagra was epidemic. The investigation was divided into two parts. One concerned
itself with the prevalence of pellagra in the villages, and the other with the collection of data relating
to family diet and income. In 1917 the study was expanded to include 24 cotton-mill villages in the
Piedmont region, comprising a total population of 22,653. These villages varied in sire from about
300 to 1,600 in population and were almost entirely white. The surveys taken by Goldberger dealt
exclusively with white mill operatives and their families, as nominal groups such as mill executives
and their families, store managers, and clerks were excluded. In 1917 a total of 1,147 cases of
pellagra was observed, a rate of 506 pellagra cases per 10,000 population, with 18.5% of all
households observed having at least one pellagrin. A survey taken in nine of the villages revealed
that only 7.9% of those afflicted with pellagra received professional attention, and Goldkerger
estimated that no more than 1 in 6 pellagra victims in all the villages ever saw a physician. 14 1he
investigations of the cotton-mill villages produced two very important results. First, Goldberger's
studies showed that, contrary to the prevailing opinion, the great majority of pellagra cases were
mild. Therefore, although Goldberger found that a much higher proportion of the populace had
pellagra, he also found that the death rate from the disease was much lower than previously
believed. The Public Health Service put the 1917 fatality rates from pellagra in the mill villages
12Joseph Goldberger, et al., "A Study of the Diet of Nonpellagrous and of Pellagrous Households in Textile Mill
Communities in South Carolina in 1916," Journal of the American Medical Association 71(21 September 1918):944-949;
Etheridge, 16, 70, 89; Roe, 103.
13 J. F. Siler, P. E. Garrison, and W . J. MacNeal, "Relation of Pellagra to Location of Domicile in Spartan Mills, S.C., and
the Adjacent District." Archives of Internal Medicine . 20(August, 1917):198-315; Etheridge, 62, 84, 89.
14Edgar Sydenstricker and Dorothy Wiehl, "Disabling Sickness in Cotton Mill Communities of South Carolina in 1917,"
Public Health Reports (13 June 1924):1417-43 ; Joseph Goldberger, et al., "Disabling Sickness Among the Population of
Seven Cotton Mill Villages in Relation to Family Income," Public Health Reports (22 November 1918):2038-51 ; Joseph
Goldberger, et al., "A Study of the Relation of Factors of a Sanitary Character to Pellagra Incidence in Seven Cotton Mill
Villages of South Carolina in 1916," Public Health Reports 35(16 July 1920):1701-1714; Goldberger, et al., "A Study of
the Diet of Nonpellagrous and Pellagrous Households in Textile Mill Communities in South Carolina in 1916," 944; United
States Public Health Service, A Study of Endemic Pellagra in Some Cotton Mill Villages of South Carolina, Hygienic
Laboratory Bulletin No. 153 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1929) 1-3, 8; Wheeler, 2226.
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Thomas J. Ward
between 1.5% and 3% of all cases, whereas surveys done in 1911 and 1912 showed pellagra
fatality rates ranging between 13.5% and 28%. Although part of this decline owed to the improved
treatment afforded pellagrins by 1917, it was principally the result of the discovery of many mild
cases of pellagra which had before gone unnoticed. The Public Health Service studies showed that
many people developed, and recovered from, mild cases of pellagra annually, without ever being in
danger of death. Goldberger estimated that because most physicians did not recognize these mild
cases, pellagra was 2 to 6 times more prevalent in the South than had previously been thought.
Another startling effect Goldherger's discovery of mild pellagra was that children, in whom the
disease had previously been thought to be almost non-existent, actually made up the majority of the
pellagra sufferers, almost two-thirds, albeit mostly with mild cases. 15
The second, and more important, result of the cotton-mill village studies was that they
helped confirm Goldberger's deficient-diet theory of pellagra and showed that the disease was
closely tied to poverty. Even though Goldberger was still not sure what the "Pellagra-Preventative"
factor in the diet was, he did know that a steady consumption of milk, eggs, lean meat, and fresh
fruits and vegetables would both cure and prevent pellagra. In the cotton-mill villages he found the
relationship between milk and pellagra to be the most striking. In households where there was less
than one quart of milk for a 15 day period, the incidence of pellagra was three times higher than in
households with more milk. Only 3% of families that owned cows were afflicted with pellagra,
whereas 10% of the other families were.16 The lack of basic foods, and therefore the prevalence of
pellagra, was directly tied to the average household incomes of these mill families, as poorer
families could not afford adequate quantities of fresh milk, meat, fruits and vegetables. In
households with two-week incomes of less than $6.00, the pellagra rate was 41.0 per 1000
population; in households with incomes from $6.00 to $7.99, the rate was 24.8 per 1000; incomes
of $8.00 to $9.99 had a rate of 14.2 per 1000; $10.00 to $13.99 had a rate of 5.2; and incomes of
$14.00 and more had only 2.5 pellagra cases per 1000 people.17 However, income alone was not
the sole factor affecting pellagra incidence. Some mill villages had very few cases of pellagra,
despite having operatives with incomes similar to those in villages with high pellagra rates. In
studying the two mill villages with the most drastic differences in pellagra morbidity, Goldberger
found that in the mill village where pellagra was less frequent, the mill operatives obtained their
basic food supplies from the factory-owned commissary, but they also had access to an independent
grocer on the edge of town where they could supplement their diets by purchasing certain fresh
foods--milk, eggs, fruits, vegetables, and a little fresh meat. In contrast, in the mill village where
pellagra was prevalent the workers were entirely dependent on the factory-owned store for their
food supplies, which provided very little fresh foods. 13
America's entry into World War I aided the fight againscpellagra. The war brought
prosperity to the mill villages, allowing mill families to afford a more substantial diet. As part of the
war effort, the Public Health Service embarked on a crusade to raise public consciousness to the
importance of good nutrition. The Public Health Service launched a massive publicity campaign
l5united States Public Health Service, 10-13.
16 Etheridge, 123.
17 Joseph Goldberger, et al., "A Study of the Relation of Family Income and Other Economic Factors to Pellagra Incidence
in Seven Cotton-Mill Villages of South Carolina in 1916," Public Health Reports 35(12 November 1920): 2673-2714.
18Goldberger, et al.," A Study of the Relation of Family Income and Other Economic Factors to Pellagra Incidence in Seven
Cotton-Mill Villages of South Carolina During 1916," 2964; Roe, 104-06.
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during ·the war years, stressing the importance of nutrition and the connection between diet and
pellagra. Another event of 1917 changed the practices and diets of rural Southern farmers. The
boll weevil arrived in South Carolina in 1917, destroying more than one-thircl of the State's cotton
crop. Public Health official George Wheeler remarked that the boll weevil might prove to be the
end of pellagra, if it made the South abandon its one-crop agricultural system and produce more
livestock and foodstuffs. While the Public Health Service had been pleading with rural Southern
farmers to produce more food and less cotton, it was not until the arrival of the boll weevil that
some began to take the advice to heart and abandon cotton as their sole crop. 19 In 1920 pellagra
cases and deaths hit their lowest mark in five years, and many believed that the disease had run its
course.
The decline of pellagra did not last, however. With the end of the war boom, wages
dropped and pellagra returned to the mill villages, with deaths rising 20% between 1920 and 1921.
The situation was further aggravated by the agricultural depression that hit the South in 1921.
Pellagra deaths increased sharply in South Carolina during the 1920's, from a low of 219 in 1920
to an all-time high of 937 in 1928; similarly, pellagra deaths in three Upstate counties (Anderson,
Greenville, Spartanburg) increased from a low of 27 in 1921 to an all-time high of 133 in 1928.20
The increase in pellagra during the 1920s was not limited solely to the mill villages. Blacks and
poor rural whites also suffered greatly from the condition, as both subsided on sub-par diets,
relying far too heavily on fat pork, grits, and molasses as standard fare.21 In 1920 the death rate
from pellagra among blacks in South Carolina was 20.9 per 100,000, 37% higher than the white
rate, and it would continue to climb during the decade.22 Articles in Northern newspapers told of
how Southern "tenant farmers ... have been forced by the failure of the cotton market to adopt a
starvation diet that is rapidly decimating them .... "23 A study done at Clemson in the 1920s
reported that black parents generally had little understanding of the relationship between diet and
health, and that 95% of the black children surveyed were receiving insufficient diets.24 Because of
their low economic condition and poor diet, blacks and rural whites almost certainly had high
incidences of pellagra before the 1920s, but most of these cases had gone unreported as very few of
them were ever seen by physicians, and the pellagra surveys done in the area focused almost
exclusively on the white mill village populations, not on blacks or rural whites.
This increase in pellagra during the 1920s brought about renewed interest in the disease, its
cause and its cure. For the first time, the connection between pellagra and poverty was made
public, and many Southerners felt insulted. Political and health officials in the South bitterly denied
allegations that the South was starving its people, especially its children, and the embattled textile
mills denied reports that their employees were overworked, underpaid, malnourished, and sickly.
Southern leaders expended energy not in attacking pellagra, but in denying its·existence, and many
19 Edward H. Beardsley, A History of Neglect (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1987) 58-60; Etheridge, 135-36,
143, 158-59.
20wmiam DeKline, "Recent Trends in Pellagra," American Journal of Public Health 27(June 1937):595-599; Beardsley,
60; South Carolina State Board of Health, Annual Reports, (1920-1930).
21 Beardsley, 29.
221. A. Newby, Black Carolinians: A History of Blacks in South Carolina from 1895 to 1968 (Columbia, South Carolina:
University of South Carolina Press, 1973) 117-18.
23The New York Times, 25 July 1921.
24Beardsley, 29.
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mill owners, fearful that the knowledge of pellagra would hurt business, blamed worker's
ignorance of a proper diet, not low wages, as its cause. 25 Health Officers from a dozen Southern
States issued a statement to the Surgeon General saying that they "deplore the fact that an
impression has been created that famine conditions exist in the South and as a result pellagra has
increased to an alarming extent. "26 Many Southerners believed that the pellagra scare was just
another "Yankee plot," not unlike the hookworm campaign of the same era, dreamed up by New
Yorkers like Goldberger, intended to humiliate and ridicule the South.
Despite the Public Health Service's investigations, and the renewed prevalence of pellagra
during the 1920s, some experts, including South Carolina's State Health Officer James A. Hayne,
continued to doubt that pellagra was in fact a nutritional deficiency. Hayne's continued opposition
caused the PubliC Health Service to view South Carolina as a poor risk for investing its limited time
and money. As pellagra worsened during the 1920s, South Carolina found itself receiving less and
less federal support. It was not until 1928, pellagra's worst year in South Carolina, that Hayne
swallowed his objections to the diet theory and initiated a major campaign to combat pellagra. That
year, Goldberger had proved that brewer's yeast possessed the still unknown
"pellagra-preventative" quality and was effective in treating the disease. The distribution of more
than 75 tons brewer's yeast by the State Board of Health over the next decade became a major factor
in the decline of pellagra in South Carolina. Dried brewer's yeast was furnished to those who had
developed pellagra symptoms and to supplement the diet of those who could not afford to use foods
that prevented pellagra for 25 cents a pound.27
The great irony of the pellagra story is that whereas pellagra is a condition brought about by
malnutrition and closely associated with poverty, it subsided greatly during the 1930s, amidst the
worst economic depression in the nation's history. Several factors help account for this anomaly:
the widespread use of brewer's yeast, public health treatment, nutritional education, gardening, and
the New Deal programs. A number of educational campaigns and treatment clinics for the
prevention and cure of pellagra were sponsored in the Upstate during the depression. In 1931, with
an estimated 20,000 pellagra victims in the State, clinics sponsored by the State Board of Health
were held in 24 South Carolina counties and treated over 1000 pellagrins. One of these pellagra
clinics was held in Anderson County, where 53 pellagrins were examined and instructed in proper
pellagra prevention and cure.28 In Spartanburg County, where there were an estimated 3000 cases
of pellagra in 1930, the American Women's Hospitals engaged in an educational campaign to
combat pellagra. Working with the Spartanburg County Health Department, the American
Women's Hospital was staffed with a full-time doctor, nurses, and nutrition workers who traveled
around the county in their "Healthmobile," a motorized trailer that enabled them to bring their
programs of general health and nutrition to thousands of people in the rural districts, and to conduct
examinations where there were no hospitals or clinics.29 Along with education and treatment
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27·Public Health in South Carolina After 1900,* Waring Historical Library Manuscript, 8; Akin, 2; Beardsley, 58-60,
144-46, 199; DeKline, 599; Roe, 116-17.
28 Anderson County Health Department, Annual Report (1931), 10-11; South Carolina State Board of Health, Annual
Report (1930/31), 14.
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programs, the renewed dependence of people on the soil during the 1930s helped curb pellagra.
During the depression many families who formerly depended on textile wages alone to feed their
families found time to grow a garden or care for a cow in order to supplement their diet, and
farmers switched from cotton to food production--practices that the Public Health Service had been
preaching since 1916. Finally, the New Deal, with its free distribution of foodstuffs, its creation of
jobs, and the direct relief afforded by the federal government, played a major role in the decline of
pellagra during the 1930s.3o Reported pellagra cases in South Carolina declined from 6,401 in
1930 to 1,804 in 1939, and pellagra deaths in the State dropped from 817 in 1930 to 196 in 1939.
In Anderson, Greenville, and Spartanburg Counties, pellagra deaths dropped from 102 in 1930 to
31 in 1939. Among the black population of the state, pellagra deaths declined 46% between 1920
and 1940, but the black death rate from pellagra in 1940 was still 76% higher than the white rate in
South Carolina. 31
In 1937 the elusive "Pellagra-Preventative' factor was finally discovered to be a
vitamin--nicotinic acid, or niacin. With niacin available and rather inexpensive, it may seem strange
that pellagra lingered as a significant health problem in Upstate South Carolina for another 10 years.
Yet despite having a cure, the problem of providing people with an adequate diet still persisted, and
without a nutritious diet, pellagra would remain.32 World War II provided the impetus that finally
sounded the death blow for endemic pellagra. The great increase in employment with the onset of
the war provided almost everyone with an adequate income and food, and rationing inspired better
nutritional habits. The diets of Southern mill workers were improved by the program of industrial
feeding begun by the War Food Administration of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Nutritious
in-plant meals began to be served at the factories, and several mills installed cafeterias. By May
1946, 43 South Carolina mills had been serviced by the federal government's nutrition program,
and the concept of "in-plant feeding" was accepted by textile management as standard policy.
However, the most significant effect of the war years on the defeat of pellagra was the enrichment
of bread and other cereals with vitamins. In 1941 the flour enrichment program was inaugurated as
a defense measure, with the objective of improving the health of the nation, and by May 1941 about
30% of the nation's bread and flour was being enriched voluntarily. 33 In 1942 South Carolina
enacted its own enrichment laws which stated that "it shall be unlawful ... to manufacture, mix,
compound or sell for human consumption in this state any white flour ... which does not contain
the [following] vitamins and other ingredients . .. vitamin B-1, .. . niacin, and ... iron.3 4 In
1943 a war order made the enrichment of bread and flour mandatory throughout the land. The
enrichment of flour during World War II put necessary nutrients into the staple of life, making it
virtually impossible for anyone not to receive an adequate supply of necessary vitamins and
nutrients.35

30c. J . Milling, "Pellagra and the New Deal," Journal of the South Carolina Medical Association 32(September
1936):209-213 .
3 lNewby, 214-15; South Carolina State Board of Health, Annual Reports (1930-1940).
32v. P. Sydenstricker, 413.
33William Hays Simpson, Southern Textile Communities (Charlotte: The Dowd Press, 1948) 80; Beardsley, 219-21; Roe,
131-32.
34 code of Laws of South Carolina, Volume 13 (Rochester, NY: The Lawyer's Co-operative Publishing Company, 1977)
734-35 .
35Roe, 131-32; V. P. Sydenstricker, 414.
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By the end of the 1940s pellagra was no longer a significant health problem in the American
South, eliminated through the fortification of breads and cereals with essential vitamins and the
education of people about proper nutrition. What, though, had caused pellagra--which had been
prevalent in Europe -for over 200 years--to hit the American South in such epidemic proportions
during the first half of the twentieth century? A variety of factors seems to have played a role in the
explosion of pellagra after 1900. Cheap cotton, low wages, and high food prices, the one-crop
system of the South; few animals being raised for food in the South because Western meat was too
expensive for many to afford; and the migration of people from the farms to the mills. However,
the answer, like the cure, lies in the bread. Before 1900 the bulk of meal used in small towns and
rural areas was water-ground in local grist mills. "Water-gound" meal was coarse but retained most
of the nutrients in the grain. Around the tum of the century, large milling companies began to tum
out "Western" meal that was finely ground and degerminated for better storage and shipment. This
new meal looked better, kept better and made a more palatable bread, but instead of a whole grain
bread, millions of people were changing to a highly refined carbohydrate bread that was of little
nutritional value. 36 This loss of nutritional bread, in addition to other economic factors of the first
half of the twentieth century, led to endemic pellagra in the American South, which was remedied
by legislation in the 1940s that put back into bread the important nutrients that modem milling had
taken out.
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A PROPITIOUS MOMENT:
FOUNDING THE SOUTH CAROLINA
LUNATIC ASYLUM

Peter McCandless
College of Charleston
The original building of the South Carolina Lunatic Asylum, constructed between 1822 and
1828, still stands on the grounds of the present state hospital in Columbia. A national historic
landmark named for its architect, Robert Mills, it was recently converted into a state office
building. Until a few years ago, the Mills Building housed a small museum illustrating the history
of the state hospital. On the walls of the museum, side-by-side, hung the portraits of the two men
whom tradition credits as the founders of the asylum--Samuel Farrow and William Crafts.
According to the traditional story, Farrow was moved by the sight of a deranged woman who
wandered the roads of the upper part of the state to campaign for a public lunatic asylum.
Eventually he won the support of Crafts, whose eloquent oratory secured the passage of the act
establishing the asylum in 1821.
All the contemporary and later accounts of the South Carolina Lunatic Asylum's founding
are variations on this story. There is no reason to doubt its general accuracy. 1 But the traditional
story misleadingly implies that the founding of the South Carolina Lunatic Asylum was the simple
triumph of two enlightened and determined men over ignorance and lethargy. In reality, Farrow
and Crafts were only the most visible of a larger group of reformers whose efforts were first aided,
then nearly aborted by the state's rollercoaster political and economic fortunes during the first
decades of the nineteenth century. This is not to imply that the campaign for a state lunatic asylum
in South Carolina was in any sense a popular crusade. Public demand for a penitentiary was far
greater than for an asylum; yet South Carolina did not build a state prison until the late 1860s. Butneither was the asylum the outcome of a two-man movement. As in many other states and in
1Daniel Trezevant, Letters to His Excellency Governor Manning on the Lunatic Asylum, (Columbia, 1854, reprint, New
York: Arno Press, 1973) 4; William Crafts, A Selection from the Miscellaneous Writings of the Late William Crafts to
which is Prefvced, a Memoir of his Life, (Charleston, 1828) xxvi; Charleston Courier, Aug. 3, 1822; John Belton O'Neall,
Biographical Sketches of the Bench and Bar of South Carolina, (Charleston, 2 vols., 1859) 2:160-161; James Woods
Babcock, "Public Charity in South Carolina," Handbook of South Carolina: Resources. Institutions. and Industries of the
State, (Columbia, 1907) 45-46; P. B. Waters, A Genealogical History of the Waters and Kindred Families, (Atlanta, 1902)
118; Leila G. Johnson, "A History of the South Carolina State Hospital", M.A. thesis, University of Chicago, 1930 20-26;
Inez Nolan Fripp, "South Carolina State Hospital, 1827-1954," State Service Magazine, (1954) 4:8-20; Barbara Bellows,
'"Insanity is the Disease of Civilization,': The Founding of the South Carolina Lunatic Asylum," South Carolina Historical
Magazine (hereafter SCHM), (1981) 82: 263-272.
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Europe, asylum reform was the work of an elite but diverse coalition of physicians, educators,
lawyers, legislators, and social activists, many of whom were active in other philanthropic and
reformist endeavors. They shared the general enthusiasm for improvement that characterized
antebellum America, and their reforming activity was motivated, in part, by a desire to enhance the
state's honor and reputation for public benevolence. These men were aware of the stirrings of
reform elsewhere in the treatment of the insane, in particular the rise of moral therapy in Britain and
France, and they wanted to put South Carolina in the forefront of the movement to ameliorate the
condition of the insane. The South Carolina Lunatic Asylum was as much an expression of local
patriotism as of humanitarian, medical, or social control arguments. 2
Farrow and Crafts were typical of this reforming group; and the traditional story of their
collaboration provides one of those inspiring tales that public-spirited citizens love to relate.
Colonel Samuel Farrow of Spartanburg was a crusty veteran of the Revolutionary War who had
come to South Carolina from Virginia in the 1760s. 3 He served as Lieutenant-Governor from
1810 to 1812 and was elected to the U. S. Congress in 1812. According to tradition, he gave up
his seat in 1815 to enter the South Carolina House of Representatives and work for a project he
had advocated for several years: the establishment of a state lunatic asyium. Farrow had a
reputation for energy, determination, and persuasiveness.4 But for some years his pleas for such
an institution merely earned him a reputation·as a monomaniac "who ought to be the first inmate. "5
Farrow's co-founder, William Crafts, Jr., was a Charleston lawyer with a local reputation
as a writer and orator. The Harvard-educated son of a Boston merchant who had settled in
Charleston at the end of the Revolutionary War, Crafts was elected to the state legislature several
times, but his attempt to get elected to the U. S. Congress in 1816 was rebuffed. 6 Yet Crafts
played a significant role in the history of several reform movements in South Carolina. He helped
Catholics and Jews to expand their rights; he is crepited with a successful effort to prevent the
abolition of the new system of free schools; and he supported the successful campaign to establish
the Medical College of South Carolina. He was also a strong advocate of education for the deaf
and dumb. Indeed, it was apparently his desire to establish a state school for the deaf and dumb
that brought him into alliance with the campaign for a state lunatic asylum sometime around 1821.7
Most accounts argue that Crafts' support was crucial to the success of the asylum
movement in South Carolina. This may be true, but the founding of the asylum also owed much to
a momentarily favorable political and economic environment.8 Farrow began the asylum campaign
2Michael R. Hindus, Prison and Plantation: Crime, Justice and Authority in Massachusetts and South Carolina, 1767-1878
(Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1980) 210-213, 216; Gerald Grob, Mental Institutions in America
Social Policy to 1875 (New York: Free Press, 1973) 36, 48-50, 85, 108-109, 174-176.
3Trezevant, Letters to Governor Manning, 4.
4o·Neall, Biographical Sketches, 2:159-162.
5Trezevant, Letters to Governor Manning, 3-4; Crafts, Writings, xxvi; Waters, Waters and Kindred Families, 118.
6Quoted in William Freehling, Prelude to Civil War: The Nullification Controversy in South Carolina, 1816-1836 (New
York: Harper and Row, 1966) 13.
7Crafts, Writings, introduction; O'Neall, Biographical Sketches, 2: 160-161; South Carolina Gazette, May 7, 1828;
"William Crafts, Jr.," Dictionary of American Biography (New York: Scribners, 1946-58); newspaper clipping in file on
William Crafts, SCL; Charles Fraser, Reminiscences of Charleston (Charleston, 1854) 8Z-85 ; Hugh S. Legare, "The
Fugitive Writings of William Crafts," Southern Review, (1828) 1:503-529; Michael O'Brien, A Character of Hugh Legare
(Knoxville : University of Tennessee Press, 1985) 134-135; Biographical Directory of the South Carolina House of
Representatives (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1974-84) 4:131-133.
8Lacy K. Ford, Jr., Origins of Southern Radicalism: The South Carolina Upcountry. 1800-1860 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1988) 19; Rachel N. Klein Unification of a Slave Stale: The Rise of a Planter Class in the South Carolina
Back Country 1760-1808, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1990); David Duncan Wallace, The History of
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at a time when the state and nation were divided and preoccupied by the conflict with Great Britain
which culminated in the War of 1812.9 The war and the embargo which preceded it produced
economic distress for many of South Carolina's planters, and increased their reluctance to embark
on costly public projects. After the war, however, the political and economic climate was more
favorable to such schemes. The animosities and party divisions of the previous decade gave way
to a brief period of relative political calm marked by the absence of distinct party divisions.
Economically the state enjoyed the effects of an equally brief boom in the prices of cotton and rice.
Momentarily at least, the general outlook of the state's leaders was expansionist and optimistic.
With surpluses piling up in the state treasury, many legislators became infected with enthusiasm
for projects and reforms they believed would enhance South Carolina's economic fortunes and her
reputation for progress and benevolence. In 1817 the legislature embarked on an ambitious scheme
of internal improvements and public works, including roads, canals, and buildings. A year later,
legislators appropriated one million dollars for these purposes to be spent over a four year period. to
This short era of euphoria and freewheeling spending gave birth to the South Carolina
Lunatic Asylum. Legislators who a few years earlier or later would have balked at the expense
proved willing to fund a novel experiment in state benevolence. In the session of 1818 the state
House of Representatives yielded to Farrow's persistence and appointed a special committee to
investigate the situation of the insane. The committee, chaired by Farrow, reported that the state
contained many lunatics who needed the protection and care of an asylum, and recommended that
the legislature fund one. With little dissent, the General Assembly passed a series of resolutions
calling for the construction of a state asylum to be located in Columbia. The resolutions directed
the state engineer, John Lyde Wilson, to prepare an economical plan for such an establishment,
and present it to the next session of the Assembly.11
In 1819 Wilson submitted two sets of plans based on works and reports about European
and American asylums. But when Farrow brought in a bill to establish an asylum, the House of
Representatives rejected it by a large majority. The reason for the sudden change in legislative
sentiment was almost certainly economic. The financial panic of 1819 had led to a sudden drop in
cotton prices, severe deflation, numerous bankruptcies and foreclosures, and a deficit in the state
treasury. One result was a loss of enthusiasm for any new public projects, particularly in the
Upcountry, where the effects of the depression were felt most severely. 12 More than two-thirds of
the Upcountry legislators voted against the bill, as opposed to just over half of those from the
Lowcountry. 13
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South Carolina (New York: The American Historical Society, 3 vols., 1934) 2:360-374; Yates Snowden, The History of
South Carolina, (New York: The Lewis Publishing Co., 5 vols., 1920) 1:511-517.
9crafts, Writings, xxvi-xxvii; Charles Wiltse, The New Nation, 1800-1845, (New York: Hill and Wang, 1961), chapter 2.
10southem Patriot, November, 25, 1818; Charleston Courier, Aug. 3, 1822; A. G. Smith, Economic Readjustment of an Old
Cotton State, South Carolina 1820-1860, (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1958) 4-6; Ford, Origins of
Southern Radicalism, 16; Gene Waddell and Rhodi W. Liscombe, Robert Mills' Courthouses and Jails, (Easley, S.C. :
Southern Historical Press , 1981) 1-2; David Kohn, ed ., Internal Improvements in South Carolina 1817-1828,
~Washington, D.C.: privately printed, 1938); Freehling, Prelude to Civil War, 26, chap. 4.
1Special Committee Report on the Resolutions Relative to Lunatics, n. d. [1818], Papers of the South Carolina General
Assembly (hereafter GAP); Reports and Resolutions of the General Assembly of South Carolina (hereafter RR), 1818, 80;
Charleston City Gazette, Dec. 14, 1818.
12 Kohn, Internal Improvements, report no. 1, 1819; Ford, Origins of Southern Radicalism, 14-15; Freehling, Prelude to
Civil War, 25-48; Smith, Economic Readjustment, 6-18.
13 The vote on the asylum bill of 1819 was 62-36. Journal of the South Carolina House of Representatives, (hereafter House
Journal), 1819 46, 90, 116-117, South Carolina Department of Archives and History (hereafter SCDAH). Following the
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When the legislature met again in 1820, no one brought in an asylum bill. Farrow had lost
his seat in the House, and Crafts was not present either, having failed in attempts to get elected to
the Senate in 1819 and 1820.14 Farrow was still absent from the legislature when it assembled in
1821, but Crafts had been elected to the Senate in a bye-election. Almost as soon as Crafts took
his seat, he moved successfully for permission to bring in a bill to establish a lunatic asylum and a
school for the deaf and dumb. Despite some foot-dragging in the House he achieved in a few days
the goal that Farrow had strived for for years. A contemporary ascribed Crafts' triumph to sheer
oratorical ability: "In a propitious moment, William Crafts caught up the feeling, and by a bold and
masterly ... speech ... carried captive to his eloquence the hearts and minds of the legislators.
With zeal and earnestness they addressed themselves to the work of love and mercy, and our
Asylum arose."15
It was not that simple. Yet Crafts did indeed choose "a propitious moment." For a brief
time, antipathy to public projects had eased, as it seemed that the state was recovering from the
effects of the panic of 1819. But the South Carolina economy soon turned down again and
remained depressed into the early 1830s. During these years, the legislature's opposition to
spending for public works became increasingly intense. Had Crafts failed in 1821, South Carolina
might not have constructed an asylum until many years later. •6
Moreover, the efforts of Farrow and Crafts might have been in vain if their cause had not
attracted the energetic support of a small but influential group of like-minded reformers. Even
before the act establishing the asylum passed, the political and economic climate in South Carolina
was turning against such projects. Building the asylum and bringing it into operation proved a
drawn-out and troublesome process; seven years elapsed between the act of 1821 and the
admission of the first patient to the state asylum. Since Farrow died in 1824 and Crafts, who had
been ill for some time, in 1826, other men bore the bun;ten of accomplishing this work.
Perhaps no one did more to see the asylum to completion than Dr. James Davis. Davis
came to upper South Carolina from Maryland in 1774 while still a boy. He served as a state
senator for Union District between 1804-1808, then moved to Columbia, where he achieved local
eminence as a physician and a public-spirited citizen. Like Farrow, Davis had a reputation for
energy and persistence, qualities he needed to prevent the asylum project from being abandoned
during the troubled economic and political climate of the 1820's. Davis supported Farrow's
campaign for an asylum prior to the act of 1821, served on the commission that oversaw the
construction of the asylum; on the Board of Trustees that brought it into operation; and became the
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failure of Farrow's bill, the Charleston-dominated Medical Society of South Carolina established a committee to study the
feasibility of establishing a lunatic asylum in or near the city. But nothing came of this idea. Medical Society of South
4arol~na, Minutes, Nov. 16, 1820, Waring Historical Library (hereafter WHL).
Smith, Economic Readjustment, 1; Freehling, Prelude to Civil War, 26-27, 36, 45; Charleston City Gazette, Dec. 14,
1818; House Journal, (1818), 116-117; Charleston Courier, Dec. 8, 1819, Dec. 15, 1820; Biographical Directory of the
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first visiting physician in 1828. Daniel Trezevant, who succeeded him as physician, asserted that
Davis ought to share equal honors with Farrow and Crafts as a founder of the asylum. 17
Davis was the central figure in a group of influential Columbians who worked for the
establishment of the asylum. He was almost certainly aided by the man who Mrs. Anne Royall
later claimed was "at the head of everything in South Carolina," Dr. Thomas Cooper, president of
South Carolina College. Cooper came to South Carolina from Pennsylvania only two years before
the asylum was founded; but he quickly achieved a dominant if controversial position in the state's
intellectual and political arena. Cooper arrived in South Carolina an advocate of public asylums.
In 1819 he published a volume of Tracts on Medical Jurisprudence, a series of English works to
which he added his own notes and a digest on the law of insanity. In this work, he castigated the
private madhouses of his native England as a danger to individual liberty; noted that America had
the good fortune not to have any; and expressed the hope that the states would build enough public
asylums to render private ones unnecessary. Cooper served on the asylum's Board of Trustees
from 1822 to 1828, and briefly as a member of its governing Board of Regents. Along with
Cooper and Davis, a number of other Columbians played a part in the asylum movement, although
it is difficult to pinpoint when they became involved. Several were members of Cooper's circle,
such as D. J. McCord and E. W. Johnstone, who both served as editors of the influential
Columbia Telescope; Robert Henry, a professor and future president of South Carolina College;
and William C. Preston, a prominent lawyer and politician who was a Trustee of the College. is
Other Columbian supporters of the asylum included lawyer-engineer Abram Blanding, the state
Superintendent of Public Works; physicians Edward Fisher and Samuel Percival; lawyers William
F. Desaussure and John J. Chappell; and planters John and Thomas Taylor. 19
Outside of this "Columbia connection" the supporters of the asylum are more difficult to
identify. The official positions which indicate involvement in the movement, seats on the
commission and boards, were dominated by Columbians, largely because of their proximity to the
institution. But other parts of the state contributed important advocates of the asylum besides
Farrow and Crafts. John Blake White, a Charleston artist and writer, served on the 1818
committee that recommended the erection of an asylum and the following year was among the
minority that voted for Farrow's bill. White was typical of many early 19th century asylum
promoters in that he supported many reform movements. He opposed capital punishment,
advocated a state penitentiary, and promoted the temperance movement. White's involvement in
the asylum movement may have been related to an event which shocked Charleston: the murder, in
May 1815, of Dr. David Ramsay by an alleged lunatic, William Linnen. White arrived at the scene

17 Davis' obituary in the Southern Times and Gazelle claimed that the institution "owed its origin, its completion, and its
final organization, to his benevolent, untiring efforts." Southern Times and State Gazelle, August 17, 1838; Trezevant,
Lellers to Governor Manning, 4; Union Daily Times, Oct. 16, 1969, clipping in WHL file on James Davis; "James Davis,"
Cgclopedia of Eminent Men of the Carolinas, (Madison, Wis., 2 vols., 1892), 1:355.
1 Anne Royall, Mrs. Royall's Southern Tour, (Washington, D.C., 1831) 63; Thomas Cooper, Tracts on Medical
Jurisprudence, (Philadelphia, 1819) 355-356; James Moultrie, Memorial on the State of Medical Education in South
Carolina, (Charleston, 1836), 4; Dumas Malone, The Public Life of Thomas Cooper, (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1926) 233, 279-281; Daniel Hollis, The University of South Carolina, (Columbia, S.C.:
University of South Carolina Press, 2 vols., 1951-56), I: South Carolina College.
19 Wallace, History of South Carolina. 2:400, 404, 3:55; Stats., (1821) 6:168; House Journal, 1822, 177, 1823, 197;
Babcock, "Public Charity in South Carolina," 50.
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just after Ramsay had been shot, and later recorded the event in his journal. 20 Two planters who
served as governors during the 1820s also strongly supported the asylum: John Lyde Wilson and
Richard I. Manning. Wilson, a Georgetown resident, began his involvement with the asylum
movement as early as 1818, when he was State Engineer. He submitted the first plans for an
asylum in 1819. The legislature named him to the asylum commission in 1821, and he remained
on it until the end of his governorship in December 1824. During the next few years he continued
to plead the cause of the institution in the Senate. Manning, a Clarendon planter, served on the
asylum commission while governor (1824-26) and staunchly defended the project at a time when
the legislature seemed ready to abandon it21
The asylum reformers in South Carolina resembled those elsewhere in that they tended to
be involved in other social reform movements, especially education. Nearly all of them were
connected as teachers or trustees with an educational establishment or were proponents of some
educational movement. So many of them were professors or trustees of South Carolina College
that the asylum must have seemed just another branch of that institution. Several were active in the
movement to establish a state medical college or were strong defenders of the free school
movement.
There was a natural connection between the promotion of education and the promotion of
lunatic asylums. In South Carolina, as elsewhere in the early nineteenth century, much of the
impetus for the founding of an asylum derived from an enthusiasm for the psychological form of
therapy known as moral treatment, which was in effect a method of reeducation. As Crafts told
those who gathered to witness the laying of the cornerstone of the asylum, the justification for such
an institution was the same as that for schools: "The beauty of reason is to propagate itself. The
honour of States is to disseminate knowledge. [If education be important] to the Philanthropist,
does not as strong an inducement exist to aid by public care and exertion, the recovery of reason,
as to cultivate it where it exists?"22
The asylum promoters no doubt shared these beliefs. But many of their fellow citizens
probably did not. The reformers were more "advanced" than most South Carolinians in their ideas
about insanity and its treatment, and they were also more enthusiastic about the role of the state in
dealing with social problems. Like asylum reformers elsewhere, they envisaged government as a
paternalistic, positive force for aiding and molding the citizenry. The preamble to the report of the
legislative committee of 1818 which recommended a state asylum would satisfy the most zealous
advocate of the modem welfare state: "Man demands our constant attention. To inform [men's]
minds, to repress their vices, to assist their labours, to invigorate their activity, and to improve

20 "John

Blake White," National Cyclopedia of American Biography, (J. R. White, n. p ., 1893, repr. Ann Arbor, Mich.:
University Microfilms, 1967) 3:21-22; Special Committee on Lunatics, [1818); William Gilmore Simms, ed. The
Charleston Book, (Charleston, 1845) 131 -32; Paul R. Weidner, ed., "The Journal of John Blake White," SCHM, (1942)
43:162; Robert Y . Hayne, "Biographical Memoir of David Ramsay," The Analectic Magazine , 1815 , 223-24; Charleston
fi°urier, May 9, 1815; Southern Patriot, May 6, 9, 10, 15, 1815.
"John Lyde Wilson," Biographical Directory of the Senate of South Carolina; RR, 1818, 80; Stats., 1821, 6:168; Senate
Journal, 1826, 9,17, 137: Report of Special Committee Relative to the Lunatic Asylum, 1826, GAP; "John Lyde Wilson,"
National Cyclopedia of American Biography, 12:164-165; Pendleton Messenger, Dec. 13, 1826; Charleston Courier, Dec.
2, 1825; Report of the Commissioners appointed to superintend the work done on the Lunatic Asylum, 1827c. [1826),
GAP.
22
William Crafts, Oration on the Occasion of Laying the Comer Stone of the Lunatic Asylum at Columbia, July, 1822,
(Charleston, 1822) 12-13.
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their comforts--those are the noblest offices of enlightened minds in superior stations. "23 In
common with many northern antebellum reformers, Crafts had a perfectionist view of the state.
The establishment of a public asylum, he proclaimed, was an act which assured "every individual
among us of the guardian sympathy of the State" and showed that "South Carolina tenders to the
children of misfortune." The present age, he maintained, was marked by "a growing sense of the
necessity of adapting the administration of government to the public good." Through this means
"the amelioration of Society" would progress until the evils which afflicted it gradually disappeared
and the earth returned to "the period of its early and original innocence. "24
The majority of South Carolina's leaders and citizens may not have fully accepted this
expansive view of the state's role. But the heady prosperity of the post-War of 1812 era
encouraged assent to appeals to public benevolence. So did the current vogue of republican virtue,
with its emphasis on civic responsibility, and the evangelical revival, which underlay so many
antebellum reform movements. The asylum reformers blended their arguments to appeal to these
sentiments. Farrow's committee proclaimed that "as politicians and Christians we are called upon
to exert ourselves" on behalf of the helpless insane. According to Crafts, God placed man on earth
to be happy. But man could achieve happiness only through virtue, and the test of virtue lay in
benevolence, "the basis of God's throne." Of all our fellow creatures, Crafts argued, none were
more deserving of benevolence than those who had lost their reason. Without reason, which he
defined as "the consciousness of the spirit of God," virtuous action--and therefore happiness--was
impossible. To assist a lunatic to recover his reason was to "revive in him the knowledge of the
blessings of God." Crafts also appealed more openly to the civic pride of the people of South
Carolina, and to their concern for the reputation of the state abroad: "And may not one State, in the
wisdom of its laws, and the purity of its institutions, the liberality of its endowments, its sense of
honor and its dread of shame, generously strive to outshine its neighbors? . . . The resources of
South Carolina are not greater than her spirit. "25
The reformers made frequent appeals to the state's sense of honor and civic pride during
the period of the asylum's construction. Yet they failed to achieve a broad consensus of public
support for their goals. Looking back from 1842, Daniel Trezevant, who succeeded Davis as the
asylum's visiting physician, lamented that the institution had never been popular. He traced the
asylum's low public image to the period when the establishment was under construction. Those
responsible for the planning and building of the asylum, he alleged, had "grossly deceived" the
legislature about its costs and wasted state appropriations. By the time the structure was
completed, the legislators had become so "thoroughly disgusted" that the asylum had "become a
bye-word and a reproach, and its friends hardly dared advocate it." Growing legislative antipathy
towards the project prevented the institution's officials from securing sufficient money to outfit it
properly for the care and treatment of its patients. The rhetoric and actions of the legislature in turn
influenced public opinion, which for long thereafter viewed the asylum with distrust.26
23 Special Committee on Lunatics, [1818].
24crafts, Oration, 15-21.
25crafts, Oration, 6-14, 21-22; Special Committee on Lunatics, [1818]. On the sources of antebellum reform, see Ronald
Walters, American Refonners, 1815-1860, (New York: Hill and Wang, 1978); Alice F. Tyler, Freedom's Fennent: Phases of
American Social History to 1860, (Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 1944); David Brion Davis, ed.
Ante-Bellum Refonn, (New York: Harper and Row, 1967); Constance McGovern, Masters of Madness: Social Origins of the
American Psychiatric Profession, (Hanover and London: University Press of New England, 1985) 33-34, 42-43.
26 AR, 1842, 18.
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Trezevant's analysis was generally accurate. The construction of the asylum involved
mistakes, waste, and perhaps even deception; certainly many legislators believed so, and their
views influenced public perception of the institution and contributed to its later problems. But
these problems were due to more than the blunders of its founders. They also arose from
disagreements among the state's leaders about the nature and functions (and in some cases, the
necessity) of a lunatic asylum. Similar problems affected many early public asylums, but they
were exacerbated in South Carolina by the severe economic and political crisis through which the
state passed in the 1820s.
A full discussion of these problems would go well beyond the confines of this paper. The
main point that the author has tried to establish is that the process of founding the South Carolina
Lunatic Asylum was considerably more complex than traditional accounts allow. The story of the
asylum's establishment cannot be fully understood apart from broader economic, political and
cultural developments in South Carolina, the United States, and Europe. It owed much to the
efforts of others besides Farrow and Crafts. Its proponents included a substantial number of
educators, physicians, legislators and lawyers active in a variety of other reform movements. In
this sense as well as in terms of the ideas and concerns which motivated the reformers, the asylum
movement in South Carolina resembled contemporary movements elsewhere in the United States
and Europe. It is within this wider context that the legacy of Farrow and Crafts should be placed.
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A CHAMPION OF TRADITIONAL VALUES
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Marvin L. Cann
Lander College
A transplanted Kansan and journeyman printer, Robert Quillen moved to South Carolina in
1906 following Army service in the Philippines as an underage Private and brief employment in
northeastern print shops. He remained in Fountain Inn only a few months, long enough to launch
the weekly Journal which failed within a year and to marry Donnie Cox, the daughter of a local
merchant. After a short sojourn in Georgia and on the Pacific coast, he returned to South Carolina
to publish a model newspaper, the Fountain Inn Tribune, which appeared on February 9, 1911. 1
For more than a decade Quillen struggled to make the Tribune a financial success. He
begged his readers to pay overdue subscriptions and sponsored contests to increase circulation and
advertising revenue while adamantly refusing profitable patent medicine ads. He championed civic
improvements--more hitching rails, fewer stray dogs, and electric street lights. 2 As his family
responsibilities grew, he dabbled in real estate and briefly moved to Greenville as editor of the
afternoon paper. But he coveted applause from readers far removed from Fountain Inn. Seated at a
massive desk in his study he churned out essays, editorials, poems, and short stories, collecting
only rejection slips from national publications by return mail. 3
The years of frustration ended after World War I when Quillen gained recognition beyond
the town limits. The Greenville News and Literary Digest reprinted humorous paragraphs which
became a staple of Quillen's pen. He composed a daily editorial for the Baltimore Evening Sun,
dispatched a regular column entitled "Small Town Stuff' to the Saturday Evening Post, wrote
articles for American Magazine and syndicated his work through a Chicago agency. He added two
popular cartoons--"Aunt Het'' and "Willie Willis"--as well as "Letters to Louise," pieces of fatherly
advice inspired by his adopted daughter. He commented on an array of topics--religion and race
relations, money and marriage, patriotism and parenting--often seriously, sometimes in jest
In an age when many Americans were apprehensive about the future, feared a decline in
morality, and felt their most cherished beliefs threatened, Robert Quillen offered a reassuring
•Robert Quillen, "Concerning Me," Fountain Inn Tribune, October 17, 1929; see also Fountain Inn Tribune, March 10,
1911 and September 26, 1946; author's interview with Lucile Quillen Agnew, March 11, 1986; Returns of Regular Army
Cavalry Regiments, 1833-1916, Roll 109, Thirteenth Cavalry, May 1901-December 1905, National Archives Microfilm
Publications (Washington, D.C., 1970).
2Fountain Inn Tribune, September 28, 1911.
31bid., June 25, 1931; see also Folder 21, Roben Quillen Papers, South Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina; and Titles to Real
Estate, Greenvi]le County, Volumes L, LXVI, and LXXV.
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defense of traditional community and family values. A nostalgic view of life in small towns,
remembered from his Kansas childhood and experienced in Fountain Inn, was a constant theme of
Quillen's writing. Expressing a distaste for the nation's increasingly urban environment, a
prejudice shared by many of his readers, Quillen introduced Saturday Evening Post subscribers to
the slow-paced life of his hometown. City life compared unfavorably with life in Fountain Inn.
He explained that the "the city man is prey to the atmosphere in which he lives ... an atmosphere
of haste ... he hurries ... he canters rather than walks." Life in the city imposed a harsh
financial burden, Quillen thought. The city man "dresses well and lives well ... [but] the high
cost of living has him by the scruff of the neck.... "4
The simplicity of small town life was inexpensive and appealing. The women of Fountain
Inn kept up with current styles but made their own clothes and ordinarily dressed in "crisp
gingham fresh from the laundry." As to the sartorial habits of the men, "most of us buy one good
suit. ... We have black suits that we save year after year for funerals and weddings and church
wear. About the only thing that can put a good black suit in the discard is an expanding waistline. "5
A person might live unnoticed among city crowds, and privacy was a scarce commodity in
small towns, Quillen conceded. But the constant exposure to neighborly curiosity produced one
benefit. "Little towns are tolerant. Where everybody knows everything, it's a matter of you
overlook my sins and I'll overlook yours. "6 Small town folk, overly curious and slow to adapt to
change, were generous and compassionate. "A hick town," Quillen wrote, "is a place where you
must help a victim of misfortune quickly, or five other neighbors will beat you to it. "7
In an article for American Magazine, Quillen explained "Why I Stick to the Sticks." He did
not care for the "current frenzies and enthusiasms" of large cities. He preferred a serene country
village where he could plant a black spruce, listen to the morning songs of mockingbirds, and
challenge the next door merchant to a game of checkers. He chose the friendly atmosphere of
Fountain Inn over the impersonal mob of the city. "All the people I pass on the street smile when
they speak. They are that kind of people. And the dogs I pass wag friendly tails. They are that
kind of dogs. "8
Robert Quillen regarded the family as the bedrock of American society and considered a
satisfying marriage as the ideal state for living. In his own marriages--to Donnie Cox and, after
her untimely death, to Marcelle Babb--he found love and companionship. The sometimes joyous,
often troubled institution of marriage provided endless inspiration for Quillen's humor as well as
his serious reflection. To newlyweds who feared the honeymoon might not last forever, be
offered a practical reassurance: "Don't fret if the marriage seems dull after the honeymoon ecstasy
ends. The ecstasy would bore you, too, if it lasted long enough. "9 He proposed a simple
prescription with profound implications for a long and happy marriage: "Just keep on being as
polite to one another as you are to your best friends." 10

1Saturday Evening Post, CXCIII (September 18, 1920) 40-41.
Ibid.
~Fountain Inn Tribune, May 10, 1945.
8Scrapbooks, n.d., in Quillen Papers.
/ob~rt Quillen, "Why I Stick to the Sticks," American Magazine, (October 1925) 25-27.
11:_ubhshers Syndicate Release, April 22, 1939, in Quillen Papers.
-ibid., May 24, 1941.
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The letters to Louise often counseled the editor's daughter and, by extension, other young
people, on matters of romance. Quillen urged Louise to see marriage as a relationship requiring
hard work and to resolve that "no disaster shall come as a result of your unfaimess." 11 He
cautioned those contemplating marriage to avoid partners who were financially irresponsible and to
negotiate a clear agreement about money, the source of bitter quarrels which could wreck any
relationship.12
Ideally marriage shou]d last until "death do us part," Quillen believed, but he recognized
that some unions failed. For three decades he campaigned for a constitutional amendment to allow
divorce in South Carolina. As he explained to distant readers, in South Carolina if your marriage
failed, "you have to grin and bear it ... and act cheerful to fool the neighbors." 13 There were
socially acceptable ways to deal with an estranged marriage. A woman might devote herself "to the
church and find solace in loving the Lord" when she no longer loved her husband. A man might
draw comfort from a bottle.14 Quillen criticized state policy which continued an artificial
relationship "when love has given place to malice and contempt. ... 15 He repeatedly urged a
reform of South Carolina's laws. In November 1948, a few weeks before his death, voters
approved a constitutional amendment empowering the General Assembly to enact a divorce law . 16
If the principal benefit of marriage was companionship, Quillen was equally certain its
second purpose was to produce children. Especially after an adopted daughter came into his home,
Quillen wrote about the art of parenting, the most noble human vocation. Success as a parent
demanded patience, compassion, wisdom and not a little luck. "Nobody can tell you the right way
to raise a child," he asserted; "the best you can hope for is to avoid the wrong ways." 17
Still, Quillen was willing to tell his readers the right way to raise children. The greatest
challenge, he argued, was not to provide material things but to build character. Good character
could not be imposed by "rules and punishments;" it could only be shaped by good example since
children mirrored parental behavior.1 8 The editor lectured his adult audience on the use of physical
punishment. He reminded them that spanking children was merely a way of relieving adult
frustrations. "A wicked man swears when he gets mad;" he observed, "a righteous man holds his
tongue and spanks his children." 19 Harsh disciplinary measures were ineffective in molding good
character. Physical force, Quillen insisted, was "effective only within the reach of your hand,
while the range of moral force is unlimited. "20
As a parent whose daughter attended the Fountain Inn public schools and as a spokesman
for the community, Quillen was particularly concerned with education. He praised the village
schools when he considered them effective, was an advocate for the teachers, and joined the debate
over educational policy. 21 Quillen admired great teachers but had little faith in Schools of
Education. He-thought that "Teaching school is like writing poetry. Anyone can learn to do it after
I !scrapbooks, n.d., in Quillen Papers.
121bid.
13 Fountain Inn Tribune, March 7, 1935.
14Publishers Syndicate Release, April 22, 1938, in Quillen Papers.
ISFountain Inn Tribune, March 7, 1931.
16Columbia State, November 5, 1948.
11Fountain Inn Tribune, July 15, 1942.
l 8Ibid., November 6, 1930.
l9scrapbooks, n.d., in Quillen Papers.
2°Fountain Inn Tribune, September 18, 1941.
21Ibid., May 17, 1928, February 13, 1947, and April 16, 1931.
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a fashion, but the good ones are born that way." Even fine teachers, however, could not overcome
the problems caused by mistaken pedagogical policy. In the 1930s, many schools abandoned the
phonetic method of teaching reading in favor of the 'look-say' method which Quillen detested. He
argued that it failed to provide an adequate foundation for advanced reading skills and observed:
"Now they teach kids to read by recognizing the 'picture' of a word. Trouble is, you can't learn to
spell a picture. "22
Quillen gave many definitions of education during his years as a commentator of American
society. No historian would dispute his statement that "Education consists in learning the things
you missed by not being here--what men said and did and learned before your time. Missing that
is like missing the first part of a movie. You can't understand the rest of it." While he appreciated
the value of a liberal education, the printer who learned his craft as an apprentice to his father
insisted that "education is preparation for usefulness, not the accumulation of miscellaneous
knowledge. Every person should learn a job--should acquire skill in some service the world needs
and pays for." He believed that education for worthwhile employment was essential. People who
were not prepared for a vocation were "an unjust burden on society," Quillen wrote, "and though
they speak a dozen tongues and astonish us with the extent of their knowledge concerning
inconsequential matters they are but a travesty on education. "23
The state of higher education in South Carolina prompted criticism from the Tribune's
editor. Quillen sarcastically defined a university as "A place where young people assemble to
worship a football team." Quillen believed that far too many young people attended college. Of
the students enrolled in college, he estimated "Not one in five is fired with any passion for
learning.... " He thought that most students entered college "because it is the orthodox thing to
do; because a college degree is a social advantage ... or because college life is more pleasant than
the alternative they are offered." Quillen proposed that colleges administer a test "to weed out
those who will get no profit from further instruction" so that 'able and eager students' would not
be handicapped by the "stupid and indifferent."24
Robert Quillen did not readily adapt to the spiritual climate of his adopted home. Although
he once founded two religious magazines, the Americus Christian and Love One Another, he
rejected the fundamentalist doctrines of his maternal grandfather, an itinerant preacher, and refused
affiliation with any local congregation in Fountain Inn. Without a formal denominational
association, he described a pragmatic faith in a slender volume entitled One Man's Religion.25 His
theology may have puzzled his Bible-belt neighbors, but they appreciated and admired his
generosity. . . . "Christianity," he once proclaimed, "is a philosophy of unselfishness." It
required men "to give much and forgive much, to be humble and patient and kind, to deal gently
and fairly .... 26
Quillen chastised the more pious for their hypocrisy, reminding them that "It is a poor
religion if it makes him speak reverently to his Maker but hatefully to his fellow men." And he
expressed contempt for the churchgoer who "says a beautiful prayer ... and then makes a good
22
Ibid., November 9, 1944, January 21, 1943, and Publishers Syndicate Release, December 3, 1938, in Quillen Papers.
23
Publisbers Syndicate Release, April 24, 1944, and Fountain Inn Tribune, n.d., in Scrapbooks, Quillen Papers.
24
Robert Quillen, One Man's Religion (New York: Macmillan Company, 1923).
25 Baltimore Evening Sun, August 29, 1923 .
26lbid.
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living by cheating the poor. "27 Quillen's description of a "Fellow in our town who practices much
more Christianity than he seems to possess" was surely autobiographical. This unidentified citiren
has a knack for discovering people's troubles. He sends some poor man's child to a hospital and
pays the bill; he picks up a sorry youth . .. and gives him a job and teaches him self respect; if a
family in town is hard up he knowsit and keeps the wolf from the door; he leaves a ton of coal and
a sack of flour and a wheelchair where these things are needed, and doesn't leave his card.28
As his income increased, Quillen practiced the philosophy of generosity that he preached.
He paid medical bills for the indigent, aided widows and orphans, and paid the surgical fees for a
black child injured in a cotton gin accident, a lad who became the celebrated vaudeville dancer,
Peg-leg Bates.29
Robert Quillen was an important figure in Southern journalism for more than thirty years.
As a small town editor and syndicated columnist, he frequently offered readers a defense of
regional mores and of traditional values rooted in his personal code of ethics.
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27 Fountain Inn Tribune, August 3, 1944; see also Publishers Syndicate Release, January 23, 1943, in Quillen Papers.
"The Faith of a Common Man," American Magazine , copy in Scrapbooks, n.d., Quillen Papers.
29 Author's interview with Louise Quillen Foster, March 19, 1985.
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'AS DIFFERENT AS HEAVEN AND HELL':
THE DESEGREGATION OF CLEMSON
COLLEGE

Kirk K. Bast
Clemson University
Nestled in the "Red Hills and Cotton" of the South Carolina Upcountry, Clemson
Agricultural College stood in January 1963 as a symbol of the Palmetto State's policy of racial
separation. When Robert Cook Edwards began his tenure as President of the College in 1958,
Clemson had already transformed from a pre-World War II peak of twenty-four hundred male
students enrolled in compulsory military training to a 4,000-student coeducational institution.• The
military service requirement was lifted, and Clemson also granted its first doctoral degree. A
change noticeably missing from this evolution was racial integration. Despite the U. S. Supreme
Court's ruling in the 1954 Brown case, Clemson remained a "whites-only" institution.
Across the South, individuals and politicians vowed to oppose any attempts to desegregate
their schools. Many viewed Brown with a Jacksonian attitude: "Mr. Warren has made his
decision. Now let us see him enforce it." Indeed the Chief Justice could not, but the Chief
Executive could. Although President Eisenhower ordered troops to Little Rock in 1957, his
administration generally avoided involvement in desegregation. Civil rights organizations such as
the NAACP attempted to fill the gap and fought endless legal battles to force states to accept the
Brown ruling.
Nevertheless, only token integration had been achieved in most states by July 1959 when
Harvey B. Gantt requested a Clemson catalog of admission requirements. Although not one of its
311 pages stated the fact, the racial requirement remained as firm as any deadline or exam score,
regardless of the Brown ruling. Not surprisingly, Gantt's application caused concern in the
admissions office, a concern exemplified by the handwritten internal warning at the top of Gantt's
correspondence. The warning read simply: "Negro. "2
In January 1961 Gantt, then a student at Iowa State, sent his initial application for
admission as a transfer student. Over the next two years, the College employed numerous
bureaucratic and judicial obstacles to dissuade the persistent Gantt. Clemson officials returned

~Clemson College, Clemson College Record, (Clemson: Clemson College Press, Vol. XXXVII, April 1962) 4.
Letters to Clemson College, 19 July 1959 and 26 April 1961, Folder 188, Harvey Gantt Files (1961-1963), R. C. Edwards
Papers, Series 11, Special Collections, Robert Muldrow Cooper Library, Clemson University. (Hereafter, RMCL).
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forms, refused to conduct the required personal interview, and formulated new guidelines solely to
restrict Gantt. Their Fabian tactics delayed, but failed to deter, the hopeful architecture student
In July 1962, after more than a year of battling the repeated roadblocks set up by Clemson
officials, Gantt filed in Federal District Court a suit for admission. While attorneys for the college
mobilized, President Edwards and a few others had already accepted the inevitability of Gantt's
admission. These "conspirators for peace" sought to ease his admission not because they
supported the principle of integration, but rather to avoid the negative political, economic and social
ramifications entailed in violent resistance.
Earlier in the year President Edwards had raised the subject of Gantt's possible enrollment
during a phone conversation with John Cauthen. 3 As a leading textile executive, Cauthen
possessed many contacts in the business and political community. While Edwards and Cauthen
agreed that the school must continue its defiance into the courts, they also recognized that extralegal
resistance to desegregation must be avoided. Both agreed to garner supporters to keep the peace
when the judicial system demanded integration of Clemson, as they knew it ultimately would do.
Cauthen soon conferred with State Senator Edgar Brown. A force in South Carolina
politics since the 1920s, Brown not only held a top position in the state's Senate but also on
Clemson College's Board of Trustees. To Brown Cauthen observed "that politicians and
educators were in a 'hell-if-you-do, hell-if-youdon't predicament,' but that business people might
take some of the heat off."' Cauthen hoped that with the media's help businessmen could take
moderate politicians "off the spot. "4
Although Brown concurred with Cauthen's analysis, other South Carolina politicians
vigorously opposed any concessions on the principle of racial separation. State Senator Marion
Gressette formed the vanguard of resistance advocates. As the chairman of the state's special
committee formed to devise laws to prevent integration, Gressette was a formidable opponent who
represented
the views of many who would need to be convinced of the benefits of peaceful integration.
Initially peaceful legal resistance suceeded. Although Gantt secured excellent legal counsel
from the NAACP, Judge Charles Wyche denied Gantt's petition in September 1962. On appeal,
the Fourth Circiut Court of Appeals quickly remanded the case to Wyche. In November Wyche
gave his second ruling, again in Clemson's favor. In it Wyche criticized Gantt for attempting to
circumvent requirements that had excluded at least fifty other prospective transferees. Wyche ruled
that Gantt had not and could not have been denied admission because he never completed his
application. 5
Between these two nearly identical rulings from Judge Wyche's court, events in
Mississippi captured the attention of Carolinians and the nation. With the legal assistance of the
NAACP, James Meredith won his judicial battle for admission to the University of Mississippi.
Ole Miss became a battleground in the struggle over desegregation, as Governor Ross Barnett used
his authority to block Meredith's admission and the U. S. Justice Department, led by Attorney
General Robert Kennedy, prepared to enforce a federal judicial decision.
3R. C. Edwards, interviewed by Sanford Rogers, 15 October 1992.
4Edgar Brown, interviewed by W. D. Workman, Jr., undated, in W. D. Workman, Jr. The Bishop from Barnwell (Columbia:
R. L. Bryan and Co., 1963) 299. It should be noted that Workman was a founding supporter of the South Carolina Citizens'
Council.
5Gantt, 208 F., Supp. 416 (1962), Folder 102, Series 10, R. C. Edwards Papers.
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To avoid the use of troops, Kennedy sought political solutions that never materialized. The
Ole Miss crisis represented a failure of the fundamental principles of politics: leadership and
compromise. Attorney General Kennedy and Governor Barnett bartered for acceptable political
solutions to the crisis. Multiple scenarios for staged showdowns were arranged, but personal
political fears shattered each fragile deal before it could be carried out Kennedy came to recognize
the political liabilities, declaring "this whole fa~ade [of a showdown] ... to me is dangerous and I
think this has gone beyond the stage of politics." 6 However, the political needs of the state and
federal officials were never resolved, and Meredith's first night on campus precipitated a riot that
left two people dead and dozens injured. In the morning, Meredith enrolled with the acrid scent of
tear gas still in the air.
·
Early in the Ole Miss crisis, Senator Gressette and many others called for Governor Fritz
Hollings to issue a formal declaration supporting Mississippi's defiance and to "lead a motorcade
of South Carolinians to Oxford" to aid the embattled Barnett.7 Hollings withstood the sharp
criticism that ensued upon his refussal. For others, though, the violence and deaths in Oxford
provided a harsh and forbidding example and allowed moderate sentiment in South Carolina to
build. Ole Miss reaffirmed the choices by the "conspirators," Edwards, Cauthen and Brown.
They had begun preparation for integration at Clemson in 1961, but the fires from Oxford forged a
broad undercurrent of support for a more moderate stance. Throughout South Carolina,
businessmen responded to John Cauthen's private appeals. Newly galvanized moderates bore out
James Reston's observation. "South Carolina is not convinced that segregation is bad morals or
bad law, but there is an increasing feeling here that it is bad business. "8 Whereas Mississippi
businessmen feared the loss in revenue if they spoke out, Cauthen endeavored to convince
Carolinians of the cost if they did not
Most Mississippi businessmen had refrained from voicing moderation. According to a
Wall Street Journal survey the week before the riot, many merchants feared "a boycott by the
Citizens' Council" if they expressed their concerns. 9 In contrast to its Mississippi counterpart, the
Association of Citizens' Councils of South Carolina represented one of the "Weak Sisters of the
Deep South." Turbulent and ineffective leadership led one editor to conclude: "The citizens'
council movement in South Carolina has been taking a siesta."IO Although the Council sent letters
questioning Clemson officials' loyalty to "the cause," the organization remained ineffective. 11
The Council's letters to newspaper editors were also unsuccessful. Unlike the Mississippi
press reaction to challenges to segregation, much of the South Carolina press avoided militant
rhetoric. Editorials obstinately reiterated the correctness of segregation: "They [Clemson] are
fighting because they believe, as we do ... that the South Carolina system is best for both races,"
explained the Greenville News. 12 Editors nevertheless assumed a realist's viewpoint. Clemson
6Michael Belknap, ed., Civil Rights, the White House and the Justice Department, 1945-1968 (New York: Garland
Publishing, 1991), vol. 7, Desegregation of Public Education, 303.
7Neil McMillen, The Citizens' Council (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1971) 18.
8Carl Brauer, John F. Kennedy and the Second Reconstruction (New York: Columbia University Press, 1977) 200.
90ne Oxford businessman native to South Carolina declared, "We ought to comply with the law and most people in business
here feel that way." Another "assert[ed] that most of his business associates would 'rather see Ole Miss integrated than
closed.'" Wall Street Journal, 26 September 1962.
1°Charleston News and Courier, 14 July 1958. For this quote and background of the Council see Neil McMillen, op.cit.,
73-80.
!!Letter, 14 March 1963, Folder 193, Edwards Papers.
"The Greater Issue at Clemson," The Greenville News, 6 January 1963.
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would lose its legal battle and papers urged readers "when we do [lose], we must not behave like
enraged idiots." 13
Governor Hollings had steered the press corps toward this moderate path during an
off-the-record news conference in January 1962. Hollings asserted that before the end of the year:
"South Carolina's legal defenses will fall like a house of cards. You might as well start preparing
your readers for the inevitable. We are not going to secede." 14 While Mississippi papers such as
Jackson's Daily News had encouraged trips to Oxford and radical defiance at all costs, Carolina
papers voiced restraint and suggested there could be too heavy a cost. After witnessing the events
at Oxford, they knew the price all too well.
In addition, Governor Ho111ngs ordered the South Carolina Law Enforcement Department
(SLED) to arrange a security plan for Gantt and the campus. The SLED plan recognized not only
the students as potential rioters, but the more threatening possibility of a massive influx of
non-student militants.15
Edwards's correspondence reflected the volatility of public opinions. The public attitude
can be seen partially in these letters. Prior to Ole Miss, heavy Cold War rhetoric anchored many
letters he received on the subject. The NAACP received much of the defamation as a
"Jewish/Communist" group.1 6 Many of the blatantly racist letters combined civil rights groups in
one monolithic political and religious evildoer. As one writer asserted:
The Devil has desired to destroy the U.S.A. - and again the negro is the pawn in the work of the
integration. Rev. Martin Luther King is the leader and his kingdom is the NAACP and CORE
[Congress of Racial Equality] ... advanced in the name of religion through churches under the
devil.17
With few exceptions, those who wrote to Edwards affirmed that segregation represented a
keystone in the arch of American democracy.
Following the Ole Miss debacle, however, the sentiment and content of correspondence to
Edwards and Brown changed. Dozens wrote simple notes referring to Ole Miss and affirming the
need to avoid any similar violence at Clemson. Most expressed belief in segregation, but would
accept Gantt's probable admission without violent resistance.
Even before the Ole Miss crisis, Senator Brown had been attempting to build support for
moderation . Followlng the riots, he sought and won support from fellow state politicians as well
as Clemson's Board of Trustees which he chaired. In numerous public appearances, including the
widely viewed Huntley-Brinkley Report on January 25, Brown restated the moderate line. Gantt
- "never completed his application" and thus was never denied admission. If the courts should rule
in Gantt's favor, they were incorrect, but all citizens of South Carolina must "obey the rule of
law."18

13 "Bless you, Senator Brown," The Colwnbia Record, 24 December 1962.

14McMillen, 17.
15SLED officials conferred repeatedly with Edwards about the plan.

See Folders 191 and 194, Edwards Papers, RMCL.
16Unsigned letter 23 August 1962, Folder L 39 Edgar Brown Papers, RMCL.
ft C. Edwards, 5 September 1962, Folder 214, Series If, R. C. Edwards Papers, RMCL
18News Release, 31 December 1962, L398 Brown Papers.

17Ethellfolland to
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The legal avenue of resistance drew to a close in early 1963. On January 16, almost two
years to the day after his first application, the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in Gantt's
favor. The Court found no change in the school's post-Brown policies to assure that the exclusion
was not racial. The two deficiencies in Gantt's application were the result of Clemson officials
suspending Gantt's registration process when he filed suit. The Court ruled: "This may not be
relied on by the College [as a defense]. A person may not be penalized with forfeiture of his
Constitutional rights for asserting them in court." 19 Given only these two deficiencies, the
Appellate Court determined:
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... the District Court was technically correct that, at the time this action was commenced, Gantt's
application had not been denied. It was being considered but it had not been acted upon either
way .... [Nevertheless] Gantt had justifiable reason to believe that, without legal proceedings ...
his effort to gain a transfer to Clemson College would be unavailing20

C

The judges ordered Gantt's admission and "require[ d] only that he be treated as any other transfer
student."
In the wake of the ruling, the "conspirators" rallied their supporters and preached restraint
to the general public. Even before the decision, outgoing Governor Hollings set the tone for other
moderates' statements in his farewell address on January 9. Hollings declared, "This General
Assembly must make clear South Carolina's choice, a government of laws rather than a
government of men. We must move on with dignity. It must be done with law and order." 21 In
sharp contrast to Ross Barnett, Hollings and incoming Governor Donald Russell clearly affirmed
that law and order would be kept and federal assistance was unnecessary.22
Following the horrific occurrences at Ole Miss, some hardline segregationists lost public
support for their rigid and perhaps costly stance. Whether forced by public sentiment, a
philosophical change of heart, or political blackmail, Gressette found himself in the unusual
position of moderation. 23 In rebuttal to two longtime segregationist allies who advocated resistance
at any cost, Gressette condemned such defiance, declaring that "we have lost this battle, but we are
engaged in a war. But this war cannot be won by violence or by inflammatory speeches"24 A
combination of factors had forced even the sharpest of Carolina segregationists to eschew violent
resistance to Gantt.
Gressette joined Governor Russell and President Edwards in issuing declarations calling
for acceptance of the verdict At the same time, Cauthen's business coalition issued a proclamation
pledging a number of major Carolina business associations to support whatever actions Clemson
officials took in upholding law and order and the honor of Clemson and the state.
19Gantt v. No. 8871 U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, 16 January 1963, R. C. Edwards Papers, 4-5.
2°Ibid., 5.
21 McMillen, 20.
22 Formulated over months, the final SLED plan (approved by Hollings) awaited the incoming governor on his desk. Folder
194, Series 11, Edwards Papers, RMCL.
23 McMillen cites a meeting on 3 January where Edwards threatened to use his influence to block a new corporate factory in
the senator's district if Gressette did not speak favorably for Gantt's peaceful admission. In a letter of 15 March 1963
Edwards condemned McMillen for making this statement, yet in a March 6 letter praised him for its accuracy. Folder 193,
Series 11, Edwards Papers.
24 McMillen,20.
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While support for moderation grew, the courts denied Clemson officials a requested delay.
However, the timing proved to be an asset. Since Clemson students took their final exams the
week preceding the court's deadline, many students had not returned from the term break .
Lawmen flanked the campus on all sides, preventing unauthorized access by other groups.
Gantt arrived on the afternoon of January 28, surrounded by a mob of newsmen rather than
militants. Gantt subsequently has declared, "South Carolina was not Mississippi," and on this day
it certainly was not. The closest embodiment of a rabble was the hundreds of newsmen who
gathered to witness the beginning of desegregation in one of the last of the fifty states. When
newsmen asked Edwards if it had been a good day, he responed, "It is a historic day. We will let
historians record whether it is a great day. 25 Universally the press judged it a "great day," and
across the nation favorable news stories earned both Clemson and South Carolina praise. The
contrast with Ole Miss prompted one reporter who had been at both campuses to assert that they
were "As Different as Heaven and Hell. "26
Clemson College avoided the disaster that befell Ole Miss. On the Clemson "stage," politics
were overcome and the performers took decisive actions to avoid the avoidable. No single
individual had played the lead. Brown and Hollings commandeered the South Carolina political
theater and held up the curtain for a legal resolution. Major political enemies were appeased or
overcome to prevent mixed signals. The plans for peace also survived a change in power as the
new governor confirmed the actions of his predecessor.
At Clemson, Edwards guided the college through the difficult episode and garnered high
praise for his leadership. Unlike Ole Miss officials who either passed their authority or allowed it
to be superseded, Edwards retained control of the situation. He reminded politicians, press, and
students that Clemson was about education and interference with that purpose was intolerable.
Forewarned with threats of expulsion, no Clemson students engaged in inflammatory protests
upon Gantt's arrival27
President Edwards gave much credit to Harvey Gantt for the peaceful transition. 28 Much of
the media concurred with Edwards's opinion. In contrast to James Meredith's flashy style,
Gantt's cool countenance to media attention only encouraged reporters. Some of those Carolina
reporters deserved praise as well. Unlike the Mississippi press, moderate rhetoric preceded the
final decision and dampened militancy rather than inciting it.
The court case of Gantt finally ended in October 1963, when the Supreme Court ruled that
the case had class action status and thus applied to all black applicants. Token desegregation of a
South Carolina school had occurred with Harvey Gantt's admission, and although the numbers of
black students increased, true integration was yet to come.
Although not a catalyst for change, tfie violence Ole Miss clearly facilitated peace at
Clemson. Ole Miss legitimized a moderate position for state leaders and increased the South
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25 McMillen, 201.
26 The line is quoting an Atlanta Journal reporter who bad been at Oxford the previous fall. "As Different as Heaven and
Hell," The Greenville News, 1 February 1963.
27Gantt characterized the student body as consisting of three types: "The positive, who felt it their duty to befriend me; the
indifferent, who didn't give a damn one way or another; and the negative, who made no insults to my face only because they
didn't know what I'd do in return." Harvey Gantt interview in The Tiger, 20 February 1977; Cox interview.
28 McMillen, 201.
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Carolina public's amicability to a compromise. Moderates in both of these spheres gained the
strength to overcome the shouts of anger that engulfed Ole Miss.
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'THE NEW REGIME': RACE, POLITICS,
AND POLICE
IN RECONSTRUCTION CHARLESTON,

1865-1875

Laylon Wayne Jordan
College of Charleston
The torchlight procession, some three hundred black people "yelling and hooting" and
stepping to a band, began peacefully. But on King Street someone in the procession fired off a
revolver. The culprit was immediately handed over to the police by some of the others. But men
and boys in another part of the procession, thinking that a shot had been fired at them from within
a shop on Smith's Lane, began raining "brickbats" on the building "to the ruin of the window glass
and crockery, and the great danger of the [white] occupants." A larger crowd gathered. The
appearance of an impending row was so great that a harried policeman dispatched a young boy to
the Citadel to fetch a detachment of soldiers, but the disturbance was over when they arrived. And
thus the great parade, "keeping up an unearthly noise," completed its circuit of the city.I
Twenty-one months passed. It was May 1869, a scene of jubilation. Despite the early
hour, a throng of blacks assembled around City Hall, awaiting the great event, the inauguration of
Mr. Pillsbury. Faces that had been frowning since November last because it had appeared that
their champion might be denied his electoral triumph were wreathed with smiles, and the topic of
animated conversation was "the new regime". "Loud talk there was of a clean sweep of the city
officials to make room for the loyal, and it was agreed by ... the masses, that all the top rails
would have to be removed to make room for the bottom .... "2
In 1869, a mid-point in the era of Reconstruction, great issues the nation has wrestled with
ever since were being contested, nowhere more passionately than in Charleston, the first city of the
Old South. The prewar regime had been swept away with slavery; the unheard of--racial
democracy-was bidding to become normal. After four years of federal military interventions,
changes in federal, state, and local constitutions and laws, pivotal civil lawsuits, and sometimes
riotous demonstrations, black Charlestonians were realizing an extraordinary, if incomplete,
expansion of their new freedom. Many lack people remained poor, condemned by lack of property
or skills or prejudice to do menial work. Residing in eastside neighborhoods like low-lying and
unhealthy "Rottenborough," they died at a rate twice that of whites. But they were working for
!Charleston Courier [sometimes designated as Daily Courier], August 16, 1867.
"Inauguration of the New Mayor and Aldermen", Courier, May 4, 1869.
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themselves, and they sat on juries and open streetcars and voted and shared political power.
Appointments to bureaus like police had become commonplace. 3
Just a decade earlier, the Charleston Police Department, following the example of cities like
London and New York, had assumed the modem urban pattern of organization, function, routine,
and dress. It was paramilitary, composed of officers and men appointed by the mayor, officers for
the mayor's term and sergeants, 'roundsmen,' and privates during 'good behavior.' It was a fulltime, day-and-night police, of a size varying between 100 and 200 men, depending upon the city's
ability or willingness to fund it, and at all times the most expensive item in the city budget. It had
plain-clothes detectives and a few horsemen-when federal authorities took over the police power
at the end of the Civil War in 1865 they confiscated 56 police horses-but its primary reliance was
on uniformed patrolmen on walking 'beats.' Officers, especially captains or chiefs, were typically
men of some substance, property, education, and military experience. The lower ranks were filled
by unskilled wageworkers and featured a large number of Irish, the lowliest ethnic group. 4
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Subjected to the ravages of accident and a cruel civil conflict, gutted by fire, strangled by a
naval blockade, and pounded by cannon, Charleston lay in ruins in February 1865, when the
Union Army, including several black units, completed its conquest and began the task of cleaning
and repairing the smoke-blackened remnant and reorganizing essential services, including law
enforcement. For some months army officers governed and troopers with red-flannel badges
patrolled the streets. But within the context of military occupation a provisional civilian
administration and police bureau were permitted to form, both initially elected or appointed under
antebellum laws and customs and both leaving blacks out. Meanwhile, although decent housing
was difficult to find and business of all kinds was prostrated, Charleston swelled with "a pitiable
herd" of homeless freedmen from the country. The air crackled with tension and sporadic violence
born of the fevers of war, race, and novel circumstances.s
Union army commanders knew they sat on a powderkeg. While white folk wished, if they
did not expect, a substantial restoration of the old regime, Radicals in Congress worked out a plan
which amounted to revolution from above, and politicized blacks, frustrated by economic hardship
and the limitations of their new freedom, threatened a revolution from below. General Daniel
Sickles, local army commander between 1865 and 1867, was a Radical whose sympathies lay with
real change. By the time the federal Congress under radical influence enacted into law its political
and moral judgment that Southern government and "colored loyalists" should not be left under
"restored rebels" but reorganized under Army supervision and new leadership with effective
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3Thomas D. Morris, "Equality, 'Extraordinary Law', and Criminal Justice: The South Carolina Experience, 1865-1866",
South Carolina Historical Magazine, 83 (January 1982) 15~33; George Tindall, The Negro in South Carolina, 1877-1900
(Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1952) 190-200; William C. Hine, "Black Labor in Reconstruction
Charleston ," Labor History, 25 (Fall 1984) 506ff; "Bill of Mortality," Courier, January 8, 1873; "Important
Improvement," Courier, February 3, 1873.
4Jordan, "Police Power and Public Safety in Antebellum Charleston: Emergence of a New Police, 1800-1860," South
Atlantic Urban Studies, 3 (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1979) 122-140.
5See remarks of Alderman Ravenel, Courier, July 7, 1866. For the fall of Charleston see Courier, February 20, 1865;
Martin Abbott, The Freedmen's Bureau in South Carolina (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1967) 37-38;
Courier, October 19, 1865.
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guarantees of full black citizenship, Sickles was already embarked on that course. 6 An enlightened
despot, he shaped elections and manipulated freedom of speech and assembly by curbing public
meetings "tending to revive ... hatred and resentment against the government of the United
States," but approving-and attending-rallies mounted by friends of the Union - an interracial
Republican party coalition of blacks, native whites willing to accept a new order ("scalawags"),
and black and white newcomers from the North ("carpetbaggers"). He insisted on legal equality-"all laws ... applicable to all inhabitants"--and imposed biracialism in civil courts. Sickles's
command tried and sentenced black men for "resisting and attacking" policemen and conductors
during an 1867 protest against racially segregated streetcars. But orders from his office
subsequently integrated public transportation in Charleston, and blacks came to rely on his aid.
However, it was his successor, General R. H. Canby, on most issues less venturesome, who
integrated the police in 1868. Altogether, the changes amounted to a veritable reconstruction of
public life. 7
One of the more important manifestations of change was a new politics which confronted
the Charleston mode of former times, a politics of "betters" based on inside maneuvering by men
of wealth, virtue, and capacity within a single party, the Democracy, which could assume the
common white man's support. The tactics by which the new Republican party rose to power
under the protecting arm of federal authority emerged logically from the necessity of mobilizing the
freedmen, a majority--or near majority-among city voters when enfranchised in 1868. The
political style owed something to Jacksonian Democracy, a prewar phenomenon which had minor
impact in Charleston. It was direct and participatory, "democracy with wings," featuring ringing
appeals and torchlight rallies of the faithful that were almost religious rites complete with a messiah
whose name was Lincoln. s
In the fall of 1868, the first city elections in which blacks participated gave the mayoralty to
Gilbert Pillsbury, an educator and old abolitionist whom idealism and careerism had borne
southward with the Freedmen's Bureau, and Republicans swept the first post-military city council.
But the near-absolute racial cleavage was not carried even to the next election. Although electoral
irregularities and Democrat legal appeals long-delayed the inauguration of the Pillsbury regime,
Democrats heard a clear political message: they must at least appear to accept black aspirations for
full citizenship and include black men on their tickets or forever fail. As they moved to do the
politically necessary thing, the political scene abruptly shifted. Two years later, a black minority,
following the lead of "blacks of the better sort," 9 antebellum "free people of color," who were
alienated by Republican excesses of egalitarianism, taxes, and corrupt and unwise spending
(especially in state government) or won over by expressions of Democrat good will, voted for
Democrats. Stripped of exclusive racial coloration, Democrats and Republicans now took turns
6The premise is expressed in "The Question of Reconstruction: Letters from Chief Justice Chase to President Lincoln,"
April 11 and 12, 1865, Courier, July 7, 1865. A good brief treatment of Sickles in Charleston is in Walter Fraser, Jr.,
Charleston! Charleston! (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1989) 275-285.
7"Arrival of Maj. Gen. Sickles," Courier, November 25, 1865; "Military vs. Civilian Law," The Mercury (Charleston),
August 8, 1867; William B. Gatewood, Jr., '"The Remarkable Misses Rollin': Black Women in Reconstruction South
Carolina," South Carolina Historical Magazine, 92 (July 1991) 177. The Special Orders, Headquarters of the Second
Military District, Charleston, are housed in the South Carolina State Archives, Columbia. The quoted passage is from the
freamble of an order issued over Sickles's signature on January l, 1866.
Fraser, Charleston! Charleston!, 285 ; Daily Republican (Charleston), July 6, 1867 (Sickles address to rally); "Negro
Torchlight Meeting," Mercury, August 16, 1867; "The Republican Meeting," Courier, June 2, 1869.
9D.E. Huger Smith, A Charlestonian's Recollections, 1846-1913 (Charleston: Carolina Art Association, 1950) 140.
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putting together intricate combinations of ethnic (German and Irish), white, and black voters in
elections which brought out large numbers of voters. It was difficult to get a fair canvass.
Republicans "imported" voters from the countryside; both sides used intimidation and repetitive
voting. Campaign rhetoric was hot and election days tense and occasionally marred by violence.
But after Pillsbury's term, the Democrats elected German-born General John Wagener and ran the
city from 1871 to 1873, and the Republicans resumed their regnum with George Cunningham, a
Tennessee native, in 1873. When Cunningham succeeded himself in 1875 at the head of a
'reform' ticket of middle-of-the-road politicians, "both white and colored men," Republicans and
Democrats, selected by leaders of both parties to reflect "respectability, property qualifications,
intelligence and honesty, "1o the revolution had been domesticated, "the mad religious energy of the
crisis period ... [having] burned itselfout."11
Black officials never controlled the city administration. A black never headed either party's
ticket, and although black men held one half of city council seats between 1867 and 1877-the
first freedman, Frank Brown, was elected as a Democrat along with John Wagener in 1871-and
such appointments as clerk of council, clerk of the city, and coroner, they seem to have been
content to follow white leadership.
Table l
MAYORAL ELECTIONS - CITY OF CHARLESTON
1865-187912

Year

Winning Candidate

Vote

Losing Candidate

Vote

Total

1865
1868/9
18711
1873
1875
18773
1879

Gaillard (D)
Pillsbury (R)
Wagener 9 (D)
Cunningham (R)
Cunningham (R)2
Sale (D)
Courtenay (D)

5065
5586
6706
6219
5288
4463

Lesesne (D)
Pillsbury (R)
Wagener (D)
Wagener (D)
Fleming (D)4
Gayer (D)
Sale (D)

5043
4809
5491
4017
1924
2191
1660

10,128
10,395
12,197
10,236
7,212
8,314

NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5000 blacks were properly registered to vote in Charleston in 1871.
Independent Republican-or Reform Republican
All registered voters in 1877 totaled 9,586.
Independent Democrat

lONew York Tribune, quoted in "The Charleston Election," News and Courier (Charleston), October 11, 1875.
1 lcrane Brinton's words, on the phenomenon of "thermidor," the "last phase" of revolutions, in The Anatomy of
Revolution (New York: Vintage Books, 1965 (19381) 208. For a treatment which emphasizes the "reactionary"-and
ephemeral-qualities of the 1875 election, see E. Culpepper Clark, Francis Warrington Dawson and the Politics of
Restoration, 1874-1889 (University, Alabama: University of Alabama Press, 1980) chapter m. There is a good summary
in Fraser, Charleston! Charleston!, 288-299. See Table 1.
l2schirmer Diary, October l, 1873; Charleston News papers in respective years-Courier, News, News and Courier,
Mercury, Daily Republican; Fraser, Charleston! Charleston!, 276, 288, 292, 301,303.
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As William Hine suggests, they were no radicals but most concerned with employment and careers
within the system. n The same thing must be said of the black men who served as policemen. At a
time when several hundred able-bodied black residents of Charleston were underemployed in the
private sector and when ordinary labor brought $1.25 to $1.50 for a ten-to-twelve hour workday
(about $30 a month) a job with a base salary of $50 a month for an eight-hour day had great
appeal, even if subject to the vagaries of politics. From the first appointment by military-appointee
George W. Clark in 1868 came a rush of black men, like the Irish before them, into blue and gold
uniforms. After 1869 they comprised one-half on the force during Republican administrations and
a somewhat smaller part when Democrats controlled city hall. Despite a rapid turnover, there was
never a shortage of applicants.14
III
The spectacle of former slaves in blue uniforms representing the majesty and authority of
the law epitomized the political revolution. Actually black policemen ranged from freedmen,
probably the majority although the backgrounds of most are shrouded in obscurity, to at least one
case of prewar freedom and wealth. To opponents of the experiment it was another role for which
blacks were socially unprepared and even racially unfit. According to one view, given voice by
William Gilmore Simms,
Table 2
SUMMARY OF POLICE DATA15

!8
15

n
36
2
.4

YEAR/

PARTY
1857/D
1867/D
1869/R
1872/D
1876/IR
1882/D
1885/D

NUMBER OF MEN/
OFACERS
188/9
88/5
126/5
91/5
101/5
113/5
71/5

NUMBER OF BLACKS
MEN/OFACERS
0/0
0/0
40/0
21/0
54/2
9/1
1/1

HOLDOVERS BUDGET
($1000s)
FROM YEAR
MEN/OFACERS
100
90+

11/0 ('67)

68

20/1 ('77)

80

*Officers = captain, first and second lieutenants
Men = sergeants, roundsmen, privates

Anatomy of
ietionary"-and
the Politics of
good summary

1e

~ourier,

13 William Hine, "Frustration, Factionalism, and Defeat: Black Political Leadership and the Republican Party in
Reconstruction Charleston, 1865-1877" (Ph.D. Thesis, Kent State University, 1979) 246, 367-388, 457, 469.
14Before Pillsbury's election Republican Robert DeLarge declared that be knew 400-500 men who were eager for police
badges if Pillsbury won. Ibid., 133, 180, 331. See Table 2.
15 Cbarleston Police Department Records, City Archives: Charleston City Directory and Yearbooks of the City of
Charleston, 1857 - 1885; "Proceedings of Council, "Charleston Daily Courie, August 30, 1869; New York Herald,
November 13, 1876; Fraser, Charleston! Charleston!, 296; Melinda M. Hennessey, "Racial Violence during
Reconstruction: The 1876 Riots in Charleston and Cainboy," South Carolina Historical Magazine, 86 (April, 1985), 105.
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blacks were more fit for a life of brigandage and crime, and he could point to what he considered
conclusive evidence: in August 1869, early in Pillsbury's administration, the Charleston Courier
announced that of 817 persons committed to the city jail in the previous twelve months, threequarters were "colored."16 But other voices replied that the explanation was social and economic,
not personal or racial, that it was the brutalization of slavery, want, and ignorance,and that the cure
must also be economic and social. In this spirit, Pillsbury once said that "for the security of life
and property, for the promotion of peace and good order in the community, to say nothing of
moral well-being, I would rather have in each ward school accommodations for all of suitable age,
with power to enforce attendance, than cordons of police, or even garrisons of armed soldiers" .17
Unfortunately, successive city administrations felt compelled by old indebtedness and
diminished public revenues to slash the budget of both schools and police. 18 From 1866 into the
1870s the numbers of policemen and arrests showed a downward trend without corresponding
evidence of declining lawlessness. The private watchman made a comeback: in 1872, a year in
which Charleston county suffered through one murder a month, watchmen for hire were more
numerous than policemen. 19 Meanwhile, the staged issuance of pistols and rifles in 1869 and
1870, emblematic of an official conclusion that demands of law enforcement had outrun the
traditional armament of nightsticks and whistles, did not eliminate an old nemesis of lawmen,
abuse at the hands of the public. Three assaults on policemen were reported in a single day in
1870, one with racial overtones. There was at least one case each week during December, 1872.20
No black ever won appointment as captain or chief. The most imposing policeman of the
era was a white man, Henry W. Hendricks, who was lieutenant of detectives at the end of the Civil
War and chief during two Republican administrations, 1869-1871 and 1873-1875, and the fusion
term of Mayor Cunningham which followed. A by-the-book advocate of law and orde(, he was
not popular with any party or faction. Early on, he earned the animosity of Democrats for
dumping white officers for black. But the most general complaint focussed on his excess of zeal
and heavy-handed methods, whether dealing with criminals, stray dogs, or unruly crowds.
Ultimately he was respected as an earnest if hard bureaucrat. Even after escalating political
violence in 1876 laid bare a deep racial schism within his department, one Democrat remembered
that he "acted well and promptly" to limit the damage. The most notable black policeman was
George Shrewsbury. The son of a "free person of color" who was also a businessman-butcher and
16 Siinms to John E. Cooke, May 9, 1868, in Mary C. Oliphant, ed., Letters of William Gilmore Simms (Columbia:
University of South Carolina Press, 1956) V, 131; "City Affairs," Courier, September l, 1869; "Crime and Pauperism,"
Courier, December 12, 1872.
17"Pillsbury Inaugural," Courier, May 4, 1669; Daily Republican, February 18, 1871 (editorial).
18 Daily Republican, January 7, 12, 1870; News and Courier, November 4, 1872. It is not certain bow many policemen are
enough. With 125 officers in 1869 Charleston bad 2.5 officers per 1000 population, with 90 officers in 1872, 1.8. By
comparison, Boston, Massachusetts, in recent years bad 4 officers per 1000 population but San Diego, California, only
1.2. See Ramsey Clark, Crime in America (New York: Pocket Books, 1971 (1970]) 119.
19 "City Affairs," Courier, August 13, 1869; City Directory Charleston, 1872-1873 (Charleston: Walker, 1873)-for
occupations; Police Reports, Courier, July 19, 1866 (arrests for June); Courier, October 26, 1869 (for July-AugustSeptember); News and Courier, October 25, 1876 (for September): the numbers of arrests were, respectively, 348, 298
(avg.), and 269. Brian W. Dippie, "The Winning of the West Reconsidered," Wilson Quarterly (Summer 1990) 76, reports
that Dodge City, Kansas, a contemporary cattletown with a reputation for mayhem, bad five homicides in its worst year,
1878.
20 "City Affairs," Courier, August 13, 1869; Tindall, Negro in South Carolina, 159-162; Daily Republican, January l,
1870; Courier, December 6, 16, 20, 27, 1872.
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a slaveholder before the war and member of city council in the Cunningham administration after,
he rose rapidly in the early 1870s to the rank of lieutenant and chief of detectives-not entirely
because of good connections--served well, and died violently in late 1876 in a dispute with a
white man over a "colored woman."21
The department was heir to the characteristic ill of political spoilsmanship: the best qualified
applicant was often not chosen and rapid turnover hindered development of the one who was.
Pillsbury once mocked his own creation:
Our Detectives.-The right arm of the police force; efficient and effective ... [in] catching hogs,
reporting obstructions, and arresting window shutters.... May they soon take to catching
burglars.
The unguarded sentiment was part of a general apprehension at certain times-for example in
1869, when Pillsbury offered his assessment--that the city faced unprecedented danger. At other
times, for example when during Cunningham's second administration a relatively veteran force had
been assembled, public confidence in the reliability and discipline of the police experienced a
tremendous inflation. 22

N
A garrison of federal soldiers, about 800 men, was still maintained in and around the city,
at The Citadel and elsewhere, into the middle 1870's, and in truth their presence, and the federal
power they represented, was a most important reason the races and parties strove to get along.2 3
Still, with the decline of the Radical Republicans at Washington, the withdrawal of black units, and
the coming of new commanders, the stance of the army changed. Held. in barracks except on
election days when they were deployed at the polls, the soldiers still tried to balance a political and
racial see-saw, only now, mirroring emerging sentiments back home, they tended to sympathize
with and tilt toward the traditional leadership and "home rule." And, naturally, relations between
the army and black and white communities evolved. In a defining moment toward the end of
1875, officers of the First and Fifth United States Artillery regiments, the one rotating out and the
other rotating in for garrison duty, were "handsomely entertained" at the Charleston Hotel by the
cream of old Charleston society, including leading men of the Washington Light Infantry, German
Fusiliers, and Palmetto Guards. 24
2l"A New Detective Police Force," Courier, July 20, 1866; "Our Detective Police," Mercury, August 26, 1867; "The Canine
War" and "The War on the Bicycles," Courier, June 5, 1869; "Quick Work," Courier, July 22, 1869; "A New Appointment,"
Courier, October 20, 1869; "The Riot of the Eighth," News and Courier, November 23, 1876; Alfred B. Williams, Hampton
and His Red Shirts (Charleston: Walker, Evans, and Cogswell, 1935) 121; A. Toomer Porter, Led On!: An Autobiography
(New York: Arno Press, 1967 [1898] 196-198; "All About a Woman," News and Courier, November 24, 1876; "The
Shrewsbury Inquest," News and Courier, November 25, 1876.
22 "A Sentiment," Courier, September 3, 1869; "Policeman on a Bender," Courier, August 16, 1869; "Beware of Burglars,"
Courier, September 3, 1869; "Incendiarism," Courier, September 11, 1869; Smith, Recollections, 138-159; News and
Courier, August 28, 1875.
23 Historian Edward Ayers laid down the general rule: areas in the Reconstruction South where blacks were in the majority
and federal troops were present suffered less racial violence than areas where whites were in the majority and the army was
far away. See his Vengeance and Justice (New York: Oxford University Press, 1984) 159.
24 Smith, Recollections, 141-142; News and Courier, December 7, 1875. Just four years earlier, the Washington Light
Infantry had organized a Rifle Club to defend "Southern Ways" against Yankee and black alike. Receipt Book of Rifle Club,
1871, Washington Light Infantry Papers, College of Charleston Special Collections.
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A few days earlier, after a "fair and free election," perhaps the first of the era in the city,
Charleston for the first time since the Civil War showed its approval of an incumbent
administration by voting its continuance. Mayor Cunningham, elected as a Republican in 1873,
would preside over a coalition council and hand the spoils of office to Democrats about as readily
as Republican, to white as black men. The new government was forward-looking and upbeat,
despite dark economic clouds, and committed (or reconciled) to the "new regime," the racial status
quo. By its sensibility and moderation it won the support of the city's most powerful Democrat
voice, the News and Courier, and the "entire confidence of the public," according to its editor.25
As 1876, the United States' centennial year, loomed benignly ahead, city council, white and black,
Democrat and Republican, native and "carpetbagger," issued under Cunningham's signature a
mellow proclamation of goodwill to all and gratitude to "a smiling Providence ... for His many
mercies to us as a community."26
Thus on the eve of Redemption, the "Red Shirt" Revolution of 1876, Charleston made
progress on the difficult road to racial justice, political equilibrium, and peace. The balance was
precarious. The interest and influence of the federal government was receding: this had been
dramatically underscored during 1875 by the Supreme Court's Cruikshank decision and President
U.S. Grant's decision not to send soldiers into racially-tom Mississippi. Rural areas of South
Carolina had not established viable race relations and simmered on the edge of civil and race war.
Everywhere, even Charleston, white reactionaries ached for the full restoration of the old regime.
State government was in gridlock. Republican extremists, disturbed by the merging courses of
racial and party moderates, exerted themselves to secure a base line beyond which compromise
was not acceptable. The legislature's nomination of William J. Whipper, a radical and corrupt
black legislator, to the judicial bench of the Charleston circuit just before Christmas 1875, was
fashioned to provide a test of Republican loyalty, rebuke the increasingly moderate and reformist
Republican Governor Daniel Chamberlain, and outrage the many Charlestonians who were not
Whipper partisans. "Black Tuesday," as the day of the nomination was styled in the city by the
sea, foreshadowed the coming storm. 27 In the new year Charleston would go through an ordeal of
racial incidents (while the state and nation went through memorable elections) and emerge with
black and white communities polarized, fusion-politics and the racially-mixed police department
discredited, the new order on the way to extinction, the federal presence liquidated, and the old

25"A Striking Contrast," News and Courier, December 7, 1875.
26 "Tbe New City Council," News and Courier, November 30, 1875; News and Courier editorial, December 2, 1875.
Symptomatic of the prevailing centrism was the mortality of newspapers of the political margins. In the fall of 1871 a
Democrat, Jacob Schirmer, celebrated in his diary the death of the Daily Republican, which was shut down "for want of
nourishment" --subscribers and advertisers--after several stormy years. He did not note that that paper had survived the
Mercury, the journal of ultra-conservatism which had fought a bitter rearguard action against "the Negro policy" during the
period of military rule, by a few months, or that the field was left to the moderate News and Courier, merged under the
ownership and direction of English-born Francis Warrington Dawson. See Schirmer Diary, September 9, 1871, South
Carolina Historical Society, Charleston; "The Great Issue," Mercury, August 20, 1867; and Clark, Dawson, chapter 2.
27 Eric Foner, Reconstruction: America's Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877 (New York: Harper and Row, 1988) 564-574;
Clark, Dawson, chapters 2,3. A particularly well documented example of a white Charlestonian who never saw anything in
the "new regime" but "rascality and robbery" is Jacob Schirmer, a retired merchant: Schirmer Diary, November 30, 1876.
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28 Fraser, Charleston! Charleston!, 298-303; "The Summerville Election," News and Courier, June 15, 1876; "A Queer Day
in Court," News and Courier, June 15, 1876; Schirmer Diary, May 15, October 25, 1876; Walter Allen, Governor
Chamberlain's Administration in South Carolina (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1888) 153-208, 421-423; Melinda S.
Hennessey, "Racial Violence during Reconstruction: The 1876 Riots in Charleston and Cainhoy," South Carolina
Historical Magazine, 86 (April 1985) 101-112; New York Times, November 9, 1876; "The Walter Inquest," News and
Courier, November 22, 1876; "Council and the Police," News and Courier, November 22, 1876; Foner, Reconstruction,
chapter 12; Tindall, Negro in South Carolina, 299-300; Charles A. Lofgren, The Plessy Case (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1987), chapter 1.
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"THE EQUAL OF SOME WHITE MEN AND
THE SUPERIOR OF OTHERS":RACIAL
HEGEMONY AND THE 1916 LYNCHING OF
ANTHONY CRAWFORD IN ABBEVILLE
COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA

Terence Finnegan
University of Illinois
"The black must submit to the white or the white will destroy," wrote William P. Beard,
the racist, iconoclastic, Bleasite editor of the Abbeville Scimitar. 1 Beard was commenting on the
October 1916 lynching of the wealthy, African-American landowner Anthony Crawford and the
subsequent efforts of the state of South Carolina to convict eight white men for Crawford's
murder 2 • Beard believed that the doctrine of white supremacy, which demanded that the
"LOWEST white man in the social scale is above the negro who stands HIGHEST by the same
measurement," was the root cause and justification for Crawford's murder. Beard scoffed at the
hypocritical and mawkish appeals of white elites for "law and order" and insisted that the '"best
people' of South Carolina know that when white men cease to whip, or kill negroes who become
obnoxious, that they will take advantage of the laxity, and soon make this state untenable for
whites of ALL kinds, and that under such conditions the 'best' will be 'like the worst, and the
worst like the best."' Who actually killed Crawford mattered little, according to Beard, because all
whites shared in the blame. Whites of all classes taught their children to "'keep nigger in his
place,"' said Beard, and the failure of elite whites to legally assign African-Americans to a
subordinate caste made interracial violence a necessityJ.

lAbbeville Scimitar, 1 February 1917.
2The information on Anthony Crawford and his lynching is taken from many sources, the two most important being Roy
Nash, "The Lynching of Anthony Crawford: South Carolina Declares an End to Mob Rule," (New York) Independent, 11
December 1916; and a series of investigative files from detective J.B. Eagan to South Carolina Governor Richard Manning,
Governor R. I . Manning papers, 1915-1919, South Carolina Department of Archives and History (SCDAH), box 15,
miscellaneous--lynching. Other sources that were consulted include, Lowry Ware, "A History of Abbeyville" (unpublished
manuscript); NAACP investigative files, series a, reel 15, frames 360-404; Tuskegee Newsclipping files, roll 221, frames
376-403; Charleston News and Courier, 10 December 1905; 13 September 1906; Susan Page Garris, "The Decline of
Lynching in South Carolina," 14-24; and George A. Devlin, South Carolina and Black Migration, 1865-1940: In Search of
the Promised land (New York: Garland Publishing, 1989) 171-188. The story of Crawford's lynching is also told in Loren
Schweninger, Black Property Owners in the South, 233-235.
3 Abbeville Scimitar, 1 February 1917.
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Beard's perceptions of the Crawford lynching were not far from the truth. The home of
John C. Calhoun, Abbeville claimed to be the site of both the birth and the death of the
Confederacy. Abbeville was an attractive town, filled with majestic oak trees, stately mansions
and manicured lawns reminiscent of its storied past. The elegant facade of Abbeville's genteel
elite, however, was but a thin veneer that covered a virulent and pervasive racism. Working-class
whites around Abbeville's mill district, for instance, had formed an armed club of some onehundred men that had regular contact with the Josh Ashley clan from Anderson County, another
group of violent racists who were responsible for several lynchings 4• The "best people" of
Abbeville, moreover, routinely gave their blessing to violence against African-Americans, which
they regarded as a necessary evil. Although the president of the National Barne of Abbeville, J.
Allen Smith, for example, claimed that he only wanted Crawford beaten, he insisted that
"Crawford was insolent to a white man and he deserved a thrashing." W. P. Greene, a lawyer and
editor of the Abbeville Press and Banner, described Crawford as a "vicious Negro" who was "too
eager to curse and abuse a white man and assert his manhood." Violence against "uppity" AfricanAmericans was commonplace in Abbeville. "When a nigger gets impudent," commented a local
gin manager, "we stretch him out and paddle him a bit." 5 Anthony Crawford earned the animosity
of whites of all classes because he was prosperous and because he had a confident, aggressive
posture that was unsettling to the prevailing racial orthodoxy.
An important contributing factor in the Crawford lynching, moreover, was the desire of
some disgruntled local white politicians to embarrass Sheriff R. M. Burts and Governor Richard
Manning. Burts came from a wealthy, well-connected Abbeville family, and the genteel Manning
unexpectedly appointed Burts sheriff despite his lack of qualifications. This angered some local
Bleasites, who felt that Chief of Police Joe Johnson should have been given the job. Burts was
subsequently elected to~ four-year term after defeating Jess Cann and George White, two men
who would later play a central role in the lynching of Crawford. 6
In the August 1916 gubernatorial primary, Governor Manning ran against former governor
Coleman Blease and Abbeville county solicitor Robert Cooper. The candidates held a debate in
Abbeville in July, at which Blease decried Manning's progressive attitude toward race relations and
claimed that this had encouraged an outbreak of murderous assaults by blacks against white men
and women. In the first primary Blease swamped Manning and Cooper in Abbeville County, and
in the runoff Blease again defeated Manning in Abbeville County, even though Manning narrowly
won the statewide election. A young Bleasite-attorney named Sam Adams also ran a strong race
for the state legislature, but lost by a narrow margin. Perhaps hoping to boost his political stature,
Adams took an active role in the Crawford lynching and bragged that he had placed the rope
around Crawford's neck and had fired the first shot. Hoping to ride such heroics to new heights
of popularity, the firebrand Adams asked editor Beard to feature him prominently in a story about
the lynching and to name him as one of the ringleaders. 7
The racial hatred that Abbeville whites felt toward Anthony Crawford owed in large part to
his remarkable material success. Crawford was a literate, fifty-six year-old former slave, who

4Eagan, Report of 25 November 1916, SCDAH.
5Nash, "The Lynching of Anthony Crawford;" Ware, "A History of Abbeyville," 186.
6 Eagan, Report of 21 November 1916, SCDAH; Garris, "The Decline of Lynching in South Carolina," 22; Nash, "The
Lynching of Anthony Crawford."
7Ware, "A History of Abbeyville," 186; Eagan, Reports of 10 November 1916 and 20 November 1916, SCDAH.
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owned some 427 acres of prime cotton land on the Little River about seven miles west of
Abbevilles. As a boy Anthony Crawford helped his father farm a small cotton patch, which
became the basis for his future fortune. The young Crawford was an ambitious lad who routinely
walked seven miles to and from Abbeville to attend school. Over the years the dapper and
determined Crawford transformed the ambition and perseverance of his youth into a considerable
fortune. In his early twenties Crawford purchased nearly 200 acres of land for $830. Just five
years later in 1888, Crawford bought about 100 acres of land for $670 that bordered on the farms
of his father and his brother. By the mid-1890s Crawford had achieved enough prominence to
help found the Industrial Union of Abbeville County, which was dedicated to promoting the
"material moral and intellectual advancement of the colored people." Around the tum of the
century, Crawford completed his land holdings, acquiring about 170 acres of land for $700 in
1899 and then another 113 acres of land for $800 in 19039. At the time of his death in 1916
Crawford's estate was worth approximately $25,000.10
Crawford's prosperity was well-known in the white community. On at least two occasions
one of the local papers ran a story about the success of Crawford's farming operations. In
November 1904, for instance, the Abbeville Medium reported that Crawford had raised a
"splendid" 1000 bushel crop of com along with forty-eight bales of cotton. The paper also
reported, somewhat enviously, that Crawford owned six horses, twelve head of cattle, eighteen
hogs, two wagons, a McCormick rake, a new top buggy, and a substantial bank account.I•
Anthony Crawford was not a humble man, and material success only bolstered his selfconfidence. For nearly two decades Crawford was the chief benefactor and secretary of the Chapel
A. M. E. Church which he dominated as completely as any bishop. On one occasion, for
example, Crawford opposed a preacher who wanted to expel one of the church members. The
next Sunday the irate pastor addressed the congregation about "boss-ridden" institutions.
Crawford leapt to his feet, slapped the preacher, and fired him on the spot. The self-assured
Crawford deferred to no man, black or white. According to a contemporary, success had
convinced Crawford that he was "the equal of some white men and the superior of others."12
Crawford passed this confidence along to his large family of twelve sons and four
daughters. Crawford tried to provide his children with all the advantages of wealth. Some of his
sons attended college, and all of the children had farms in close proximity to their father. 13 In late
December 1905, some of Crawford's sons had an altercation with some white men, one of whom,
James Rodgers, suffered a gun shot wound. Four of Crawford's sons were eventually convicted
of aggravated assault, but Crawford hired competent legal counsel to appeal the decision
(Crawford eventually paid a $500 fine on behalf of his sons). Later Crawford tried to settle the
dispute when, in September 1908, he wrote an open letter to a local paper in which he assured
whites "that no one deplores the matter more than I." Crawford promised that both he and his
family would "strive to make as good citizens in the future as we have in the past" and said he had
"nothing but a friendly feeling" for his opponents. 14 Years later when Crawford was lynched the
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9ware, "A History of Abbeyville," 184.
lOEagan, Report of 11 November 1916, SCDAH.
llware, "A History of Abbeyville," 185.
12ware, "A History of Abbeyville," 185.
13Nash, "The Lynching of Anthony Crawford."
14charleston News and Courier, 10 December 1905, 13 September 1906; Ware, "A History of Abbeyville," 185.
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mayor of Abbeville, C. C. Gamble, happened to be a relative of James Rodgers; although Gamble
witnessed much of the lynching, he predictably did nothing to stop it.
Although Crawford hoped that in the future whites and blacks could "settle their
differences, legally and amicably," such apologies did not mollify some whites who "had been
figuring on giving him [Crawford] a licking for a long time."15 Whites resented that Crawford
sometimes hired black laborers who were already under contract with whites and that he usually
had plenty of help even when labor was scarce.16
In the years prior to the Crawford lynching, moreover, race relations in Abbeville County
were far from congenial. In March 1910, for instance, whites burned a local black college to the
ground and killed three black male students in the fire. 17 Three years prior to Crawford's
lynching, some Abbeville whites castrated a black youth because a young white woman thought
the boy was going to insult her. One of the perpetrators of this atrocity took an active part in the
Crawford lynching, bragging about his prior exploits and encouraging those present to lynch that
"damn nigger Crawford." 18 Fifteen months before Crawford's death, whites lynched a black man
named Will Lozier, after Lozier mortally wounded the son of a well-known white farmer during an
argument on a public road. 19 Just a few weeks before Crawford was killed, a young black man
was severely whipped for supposedly insulting a white store clerk. Perhaps a more circumspect
man might have modified his behavior in light of such atrocities, but not Anthony Crawford.
Crawford feared no one -- he once told a friend that "the day a white man hits me is the day I
die." 20
The day Anthony Crawford died was a Saturday in late October 1916. Crawford had come
to Abbeville with two loads of cotton and a load of seed. While waiting in line for the gin,
Crawford went to sell his seed at the store of W. D. Barksdale. Crawford knew that cotton-seed
was selling for ninety cents a pound, so when Barksdale offered only eighty-five cents Crawford
told him that he had already received a better offer. Barksdale called Crawford a liar, which
incensed the proud farmer who cursed Barksdale for trying to cheat him. After Barksdale retreated
inside his store, Crawford continued his tirade saying he would not sell "to any damn white man
only at his [Barksdale's] price." Two of Barksdale's clerks, one of whom was the son of the
president of the Peoples Bank of Abbeville, then armed themselves with axe handles and attempted
to whip Crawford, but Crawford fended them off. As Crawford fled across the town square,
Sheriff Burts arrested him. Before Burts could escort Crawford to the municipal building,
however, a crowd intent on whipping Crawford for his animadversions gathered quickly, but the
men were easily dispersed. After the crowd had gone, Chief of Police Johnson released Crawford
on fifteen dollars bail. Johnson then went home, allegedly sick, and did nothing to prevent the
subsequent lynching.21
While Crawford was arranging his bail, Barksdale talked with McKinney Cann, a local
strongman who belonged to the same Baptist church as Barksdale. Barksdale asked Cann to
15Eagan, Report of 19 November 1916, SCDAH
16Garris, "The Decline of Lynching in South Carolina," 17.
17 Alexia Jones Helsley, "Harbison College: Metamorphis of a Dream" Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical
Association (Columbia: 1988) 14-26.
18Eagan, Report of 20 November 1916, SCDAH.
19charleston News and Courier, 15 July 1915.
20 Eagan, Report of 11 November 1916, SCDAH; Nash, "The Lynching of Anthony Crawford."
2 1Eagan, Report of 28 November 1916, SCDAH; Nash, "The Lynching of Anthony Crawford."
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organize a mob to whip Crawford and "cure him if possible," but the pusillanimous merchant
wanted no direct role in the beating. 22 When Crawford began to make his way back to the cotton
gin, someone alerted the mob while George White blocked the jail door from the outside and
prevented Sheriff Burts from leaving. Realizing the danger, Crawford fled for the gin and hid in a
partially covered pit in the boiler room. There he found a four-pound hammer and waited. When
McKinney Cann entered the pit, Crawford smashed his skull with the hammer and would probably
have killed Cann if someone had not restrained his arm as he delivered the blow. Someone in the
mob then crushed Crawford's head with a rock and Crawford collapsed. The mob, which
included three brothers of McKinney Cann, took Crawford outside to the street where he regained
consciousness and tried to escape. Fighting his way some fifty feet, Crawford beat six of the mob
rather badly before being stabbed in the back with a knife. The gin superintendent and two
furniture dealers tried to prevent the beating, but as Crawford lay in the street some two hundred
men kicked and beat him unconscious.
Crawford probably would have been lynched then and there had it not been for Sheriff
Burts, who pleaded with the mob to release Crawford to his custody. For forty-five minutes
Sheriff Burts implored his constituents not to tarnish his reputation and violate his oath of office by
lynching Crawford. Finally, after promising Lester and Jack Cann that Crawford would not be
moved until the condition of their brother had stabilized, Burts was allowed to rell!OVe the bloodied
Crawford to the county jail. At the jail Mayor Gamble, who was also a physician, treated
Crawford and declared that he would probably die.
Around 3:45 in the afternoon a rumor started that Sheriff Burts was going to put Crawford
on the 4 p.m. train. This rumor, coupled with the fear that Crawford would die before he could be
lynched, prompted the now drunken mob to storm the jail. Neither the sheriff nor the jailer
resisted as the mob took their guns and keys. The beaten and broken Crawford was quickly
dragged down three flights of stairs and thrown into the street amidst a chorus of cheers. Some
men, including the grandson of the county coroner, pummeled Crawford with rocks while others
beat him with wagon boards. The mob repeatedly lifted Crawford by the shoulders and feet, threw
him on the ground, and jumped, spit, and beat on him. A white woman, Mrs. D. A. Dewey,
phoned Mayor Gamble to stop the violence, but he replied that his hands were tied. The mob then
dragged Crawford through the black district as a warning sign to "good niggers." Such diversions
were not appreciated in the more elegant part of town, however, so the mob threw Crawford's
lifeless body on a passing load of slabs so as to not unduly offend the "better class of people" who
lived in their august and princely homes and were "strongly opposed to work of this character, but
... were all helpless before the frenzied mob"23.
When the mob reached the fairgrounds, Crawford was surely dead but they hanged him
anyway and then fired several hundred rounds into his body. At sunset Coroner F. W. R. Nance
led a jury up the lynching hill. Knowing that his grandson had taken an active part in the lynching,
Nance appointed two members of the lynch mob to the jury which decided without taking any
evidence that Crawford had been killed by parties unknown.24 That night, with liquor flowing
freely, a drunken and unruly mob decided to drive the Crawford children and their families from
22Eagan, Report of 11 November 1916, SCDAH.
23Eagan, Report of 9 November 1916, SCDAH.
24 Eagan, Reports of 18 and 23 November 1916; letter from J. Howard Moore to R. I. Manning, 1 November 1916,
SCDAH.
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the area. Upon seeing the mob, one prominent citizen commented that "if they ever started they'd
shoot every nigger along that seven miles of road." Fearing a bloodbath, three or four leading
businessmen convinced the mob to forego further violence by arranging a meeting on the next
Monday, 23 October, to decide what to do about the Crawford family.is
The Monday meeting was well attended and attracted persons from as far away as Anderson
County, twenty miles to the north. The Cann faction wanted to take immediate action, but again
the town's "better" element, led by Clerk of the Court Jack Perrin, bank president J. Allen Smith,
and merchant J. S. Stark, prevailed and agreed to convince the Crawfords to leave the state by 15
November. When Perrin, Smith, and Stark returned, they told the meeting of several hundred
persons that the Crawfords were good "niggers" and that they had agreed to leave the state at
anytime but preferred to stay on their father's farm. The committee's report was interrupted,
however, by a revolver shot and shouts of "Run 'em out today!" and "Lynch the black bastards!"
A vote was then taken and the meeting unanimously decided that the Crawfords should be gone by
15 November.
But Abbeville's elites had once again lost control of the situation, and the terror began
anew, when a mob forced all the black businesses in Abbeville to close. Only the blacksmith shop
of Gus Roman remained open and that only because Clerk of the Court Jack Perrin met the mob
himself when they came to close it. The mob "did some shooting to impress the negroes that they
meant business." When one group of terrified blacks fled to the house of the aforementioned Mrs.
Dewey during the pogrom, the courageous woman appeared with a rifle and drove the mob from
her lawn. When her husband asked why she had not fired, Mrs. Dewey replied that she was
reluctant to shoot "dogs in the back as these people were dogs of the lowest type."26
African-Americans refused to shop at the stores of white merchants in response to these
atrocities. Mayor Gamble, who had done nothing to stop the lynching, now admitted that business
had fallen off frightfully and that African-Americans were leaving fast. The refusal of blacks to
purchase goods from white merchants and the exodus of black labor prompted white businessmen
publicly to condemn those who wanted the Crawford children to leave the county. In midNovember a twelve-man "reconciliation committee" was formed, and the Crawfords were allowed
to remain on their land. 21
The Crawford lynching had far-reaching consequences for Abbeville County. Whites were
unable to stem the migratory flow of black labor, which increased greatly after the lynching. One
prescient white paper, the Columbia State, hoped that the migration and economic boycott might
finally convince whites to refrain from lynching. Whites had "lynched their own pocketbooks,"
said the State, and with the coming of the boll weevil the situation could only get worse. Unless
mobs ceased, the State feared that lynching and boll weevils would "drive away the labor from
farms and bankrupt this Southern country." White farmers needed more black labor, in the State's
opinion, not less, and the paper reminded its readers that the "flight of the Israelites from Egypt
still has its lessons." From the perspective of white landowners, at least, the State claimed that the
deleterious effects of mobs were "hard facts [that] are unlynchable." The 1920 census confirmed
this assessment: Abbeville County lost over 30 percent of its black population in the 1910s
compared to an average of less than 1 percent for all South Carolina counties.
25 Nash, "The Lynching of Anthony Crawford." Columbia State, 9 November 1916.
26Eagan, Report of 23 November 1916, SCDAH .
27Nash, "The Lynching of Anthony Crawford."
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"Property ownership," said one prominent white South Carolina newspaper editor,
"always makes the Negro more assertive, more independent, and the poor whites can't stand it." 28
But the success of a man like Anthony Crawford was offensive to both rich and poor whites alike.
A bank president from Abbeville told a state investigator that he believed Crawford should have
been lynched, since lynching was the only way to handle such matters in the South. A Dr.
Harrison, president of the Farmers Bank, commented that Crawford was insolent toward whites
and got what he deserved. Although Harrison wanted the law upheld, he did not want "a white
man's right to whip a negro once in a while interfered with. "29 After interviewing many of
Abbeville's most prominent citizens, investigative reporter Roy Nash concluded that Crawford had
been lynched simply because "he lacked the humility becoming a 'nigger'." 30
The desire among many whites to strip African-Americans of every vestige of economic
and political power allowed the more vicious members of the white community to use violence
with impunity. Despite the well-intentioned efforts of Governor Manning to bring the murderers
of Crawford to justice, the bloodletting in Abbeville County continued. Amazingly, just three
years after Crawford's death, the Cann family figured prominently in another Abbeville lynching.
By this time Lester Cann had become an Abbeville sheriff deputy, and shortly after an AfricanAmerican named Mark Smith was acquitted of shooting Cann, a mob riddled Smith with bullets in
the presence of his wife and mother. 31
The lynching of Anthony Crawford was due in part to the desire among few whites to
eliminate a rather unsettling exception to the tenets of white supremacy. But the Crawford
lynching was, as William Beard noted, an extension of the "spirit of [18]76" when the "TRUE
white people of South Carolina arose en masse ... armed themselves and in defiance of every
law, trampled the authority of the federal government in the dust, shot, hung, beat and bullied
negroes out of their constitutional rights, and to make sure of their position, stole the state
government from them through a fraudulent election, in order to save the state of civilization."
Only "fools and cowards," opined Beard, tampered with sentiments that were stronger than any
law. 32 Fortunately for the people of South Carolina, the state was full of "fools" like Mrs. Dewey
and the African-Americans who boycotted white stores and moved from Abbeville County. For it
was these courageous people who, through their opposition to lynching, helped reawaken the
conscience of the nation and paved the way for the eventual triumph of the Civil Rights movement
a half century later.

a

28Ibid.
29Eagan, Report of 11 November 1916, SCDAH.
3~ash, "The Lynching of Anthony Crawford."
31Abbeville Medium, no date, Tuskegee Newsclipping files, roll 221, frame 835.
32Abbeville Scimitar, 15 February 1917.
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BARBECUE, FARMING AND FRIENDSHIP:
GERMAN PRISONERS OF WAR AND
SOUTH CAROLINIANS, 1943-1946

Fritz Hamer
South Carolina State Museum
Wolfgang Peter, barely seventeen, was called up by the Ftihrer to defend the beleaguered
fatherland in the spring of 1944. By August, when his training was completed in southern France
as a Luftwaffe ground soldier, Operation Anvil, the Allied invasion of southern France, was
underway. Within days United States armor and mechanized troops overran Peter's unit.
Scattered and disorganized the Luftwaffe soldier and his comrades soon surrendered to American
forces and the precarious fate of prisoners of war. 1
Within a month of his capture Peter left Europe with several hundred other prisoners of war
(POWs). After transfer from France to Naples, they were placed on a troop ship that
rendezvoused with a convoy off North Africa bound for the United States. The New World
became their home for the duration of the war. Wolfgang Peter was just one of nearly 372,000
German soldiers, sailors, and air men who ended the war thousands of miles away from the
carnage of war-tom Europe in a land that did not have first-hand experience with the death and
destruction of modem war. 2
Most German POWs were young men like Peter, between the ages of eighteen and thirty,
who knew little about America except what they read in adventure stories or saw in movies while
growing up in Germany. To some POWs, "Amerika" was a land of wild-west adventures or
urban battles between ruthless gangsters on city streets. Others had more sinister fantasies that
Americans would torture and kill them. 3
Although their fantasies proved unfounded, POWs like Peter confronted a new world
nonetheless. As each ship unloaded its POWs at the ports of Boston or Norfolk, the prisoners
!Wolfgang Repp to author, August 15, 1991; hereinafter cited as Repp transcript, 91; note that until after the war Mr.
Repp's last name was Peter. Consequently throughout the remainder of the text I will refer to Mr. Repp as Wolfgang Peter.
2About 50,000 Italians and approximately 5,000 Japanese were also interned in the United States. At its peak in May-June
1945 there was a total of nearly 426,000 POWs in the country, see Harold Krammer, Nazi Prisoners of War in America, New
York, 1979, 271-272, hereinafter cited as Krammer, Nazi PW; George G. Lewis and John Mewha, History of Prisoners of
War Utilization by the U.S. Army, 1776-1945, New York, 1955, (reprint 1988) 90-91; hereinafter cited as Lewis, POW
History.
3Krammer, Nazi PW, 271-272; for first-hand accounts of German perceptions of America see Georg Gaertner, Hitler's Last
Soldier in America, (New York, 1985), 19-20; Paul W. Wallace Interview Transcript, January 12, 1991, on file at the South
Carolina State Museum, (Wallace was a camp guard at the Hampton sub-camp) hereinafter cited as Wallace transcript; Helmut
Reese Journals, part 2, hereinafter cited as Reese Journals, author wishes to thank Judy Wyatt for making these sources
available to him.
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were put on trains headed south or west where they soon discovered that America was virtually
another world. Used to destruction and death, these veterans of battles such as El Alamein, Sicily,
and Normandy were astonished at a nation which seemed almost unreal- no bombed-out cities,
cars everywhere, and roads and spaces that seemed to have no end. Georg Gartner, a young
soldier formerly from the Afrika Korps remarked, "America was startlingly large, and I ...
shrugged off any serious thoughts of getting back (escaping) to Germany on my own.4 In fact, for
most POW s the chance to escape the war was more important than going home. Furthermore,
there were other material benefits such as the quality and quantity of food and shelter which the
German army had not provided since early in the war. Until spring 1945 three meals a day, food
variety, and generous commissary privileges were common in POW camps. s
The U.S. Army assigned the administration of prisoners of war to the Provost Marshal
General's Office, a branch of the U.S. Army that was also responsible, among other things, for
Military Police and legal matters related to military discipline and conduct. All POWs that came
under U.S. authority, whether they were captured by the army, navy or air corps forces, were to
be handed over to the authority of the Provost Marshal. However, until spring 1943 the United
States had only a few thousand Axis POWs. 6
This changed with the successful conclusion of the North African campaign in May 1943.
After more than two years of furious battles back and forth across the deserts of Egypt, Libya, and
Tunisia between German forces (Afrika Korps) and their Italian allies and British and American
armies, more than 300,000 Axis soldiers surrendered in the Tunisian peninsula. It was the largest
number of POWs captured by the Allies to that date. Although this was a great military victory it
nearly became a dilemma. The British did not have the means to look after the large number of
new POWs, but fortunately the vast resources of the United States were now harnessed. By
September 115,000 German POWs were sent to the new world.
As German POW s began streaming into the United States the Provost Marshal formulated
policies for their administration and care. The 1929 Geneva Convention on the Treatment of
Prisoners of War became the basis for such policies. This agreement was signed by thirty-four
nations, including the future belligerents of the Second World War. The basic tenet of the
Convention was that all prisoners of war required humane treatment by all signatories of the
convention. Among its more than one hundred articles, the document clearly stated that captured
soldiers were entitled to adequate food, shelter, and health care while interned and, in return, all
enlisted POWs were required to work for their captors at a wage comparable to that in the host
country. In accordance with military etiquette, non-commissioned officers were only required to
supervise work details while officers had no obligation to do anything unless they wished (even so
they were still entitled to the wages they received before they were captured). However, the

4 Gaertner, Hitler's Last Soldier, 1985, 20; Reese Journals, part 3,-2.
SKrammer, Nazi PW, 48-49, 75, 135-136.
6Although South Carolina was not involved in the initial wave of POWs, the first POWs captured by the U.S. Armed Forces
were the crew of a U-Boat seized off the North Carolina coast in May 1942. They were initially brought to Charleston,
interrogated, and soon after sent to a camp in the Southwest; the author wishes to thank Col. Samuel Smith, USMC, ret., of
Summerville, S.C. for pointing out this story. He he was the Marine Corps officer on duty when this U-boat crew was
brought into Charleston, Interview transcript, June 27, 1991, on file at the South Carolina State Museum; for a published
account of this first German POW episode in the US see Susan Worsham, "WWII German POWs Return to Charleston," The
Bow Hook, (newspaper of the Charleston Naval Shipyard), Vol XXV, #20, September 20, 1985.
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convention prohibited POW s from doing tasks directly related to military purposes. These same
provisions were supposed to apply to American POWs held in Germany.7
The American POW program followed the Geneva Convention more closely than that of
any other belligerent in World War II, in part because of what was perceived as rules of
international law but more so out of concern for American POWs. It was hoped that by treating
German POWs humanely the same treatment would be accorded American soldiers held in
Germany. Although conditions for American troops were often poor when compared to their
German counterparts in America, American POWs in German stalags probably had about the same
material comforts as the average German citizen during the last half of the war. s
Before the first large groups of POWs began arriving in America, the U.S. Army had
started to build large camps in various parts of the country to secure them. For example, in west
Alabama a major installation was built to house 6,000 POWs near the small community of
Aliceville. Completed in the fall of 1942 it remained vacant until the following summer.9
During the early stages of organizing the POW program the Provost Marshal was
concerned about security risks that the POWs might bring. Fear of mass escapes by POWs who
could then sabotage important high-security areas led to the belief that POW camps must be built as
far as possible from defense plants and major military installations as well as important
transportation lines and government and populations centers. Consequently rural areas of the
country, particularly the Southeast, Midwest, and Southwest were earmarked for POW camps.
Holding few major war industries and transportation centers, these regions of the country were
considered ideal. Several large camps were built in southeastern states, but during the first year of
the program South Carolina was not included. However, the neighboring states of North Carolina
(such as Camp Butner near Raleigh and Camp Sutton in Monroe) and Georgia (Camp Gordon) had
POW camps housing several thousand German and lesser numbers of Italian POWs. Although
South Carolina did not become a major location for POWs in 1943, satellite camps of three or four
hundred POWs were established. They were built as temporary sub-camps to assist in fall
harvests. JO
Americans were just as ignorant of the vaunted Nazis. Ever since the U.S. had entered the
war the movies, radio, and newspapers had painted the German military and their Ftihrer as
warmongers bent on nothing less than world domination with an iron fist. Consequently,

7Leon Freidman, ed., The Law of War: A Documentary History, Vol. /, (New York, 1972), 488-522; Miriam Kochan,
Prisoners of England, (London, 1980), l; Krammer, Nazi PW, 6, 14, 27; for a recent examination of how this policy
evolved and was supposed to work see Judy Wyatt, "United States Policy Toward German Prisoners of War and Its
Application in South Carolina," Masters Thesis, University of South Carolina, 1985, 11-16, hereinafter cited as Wyatt "US
Policy Toward POWs."
8For the basis of this policy see Krammer, Nazi PW, 48, 77, 81; Krammer argues that this treatment did provide better
conditions for American POWs since French and Russian POWs had much rougher treatment at the hands of the Germans. I
wish to thank John H. Moore for his insight on comparing the conditions of American POWs and that of the average
German populace; for examples of German treatment of American POWs see John Culler Interview transcript, June 1990 and
James Scott Interview transcript, June 1990, both deposited at the South Carolina State Museum.
9Randy Wall, "Inside the Wire: Aliceville and the Afrika Korps", reprint of the South Carolina State Museum from Alabama
Heritage Magazine, 1991.
10 The State, August 30, September 3, September 5, September 8, 1943, collected in SC Defense Forces Scrapbooks of
World War II, deposited in SC Department of Archives and History, 1435, 1440, 1442, 1447, hereinafter cited as
Scrapbooks; Wyatt, "US Policy Toward POWs," 22, 24.
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apprehension and fear were the first reactions of many American communities when they learned
that enemy soldiers would be interned in their neighborhoods. 11
All POW camps had an army garrison to guard the prisoners and forestall possible escapes.
During the first year of large POW concentrations in the United States, these garrisons kept a close
eye on the German internees. As the war began to swing more in the Allies' favor, the American
vigilance declined to the point that many work details of ten or more went out to work with a single
guard; sometimes guards were entirely absent.12
Fortunately for the communities and farms that employed POW s this lax attitude did not
lead to major problems. If it had, there is little to suggest that the POW guards could have
prevented a major break-out. Wolfgang Peter's opinion of his American guards at Fort Gordon
and the Aiken sub-camp is fairly typical of most. For him they were pleasant, although often naive
and poorly educated. Many had drinking problems that were evident on the job. In more than one
instance a guard accompanying Peter's work detail disappeared into the woods to drink the day
away while the POW s worked. Sometimes Peter and his comrades had to search for their
intoxicated guard at the end of the day before they could return to their camp.13
In spite of the often lax garrisons there were few escapes, only 2,200 were recorded in the
entire nation during the Axis POW experience in the United States. However, German POWs
thought of escaping as all captured soldiers have. While few escapes lasted more than two or three
days, some POWs had fantastic plans. In April 1944 Gerd Gutzat and three other POWs
disappeared from a work detail near the Aiken POW camp, stole a car, and headed for Columbia.
Gutzat managed to elude American authorities until he was discovered by Columbia railway
workers trying to hide in a gondola car filled with sand. Hunger and disorientation seem to have
been responsible for Gutzat's recapture. He was found with a beer bottle filled with milk. This
was his second try. On his first attempt several months before, Gutzat intended to escape to
Columbia, find a plane, and fly it home to Germany.14
Although it was, and still is, the duty of every captured soldier to try to escape, German
POWs did more thinking than implementing escape plans. The United States proved too large and
unfamiliar to POW s used to the small dimensions of Europe. Peter and many others considered
the escape possibilities, but the likelihood of success was so remote that the effort to most was not
worth the trouble. In addition, as the fortunes of the German military machine grew dimmer, ideas
for escape virtually disappeared. is
For many German POWs the idea of leaving the commodious surroundings in which most
lived probably was another deterent to escape. POW camp construction was fairly standard across
the nation. Regardless of its size the camp consisted of a square or rectangle, with barbed-wire
fences and a guard tower at each of the four comers. At night the compounds were illuminated by
11 Alvin Weeks, Jr. Interview Transcript, October 7, 1990 on file at the SC State Museum; Krammer, Nazi PW, 44- 46.
12Repp transcript, 1991; Gerhard Ritter to author, October 29, 1991, hereinafter cited as Ritter transcript; Frank Rogers
transcript, Bennettsville, SC, November 21, 1990, on file at the South Carolina State Museum, hereinafter cited as Rogers
Transcript; for a more detailed study of POW guards and their conduct see Wyatt, "US Policy Toward POWs," 43-46, 56-57.
13 Repp transcript; for other examples see Ritter transcript; see Reese Journal No. 3, 4, in which be describes an incident
where an American NCO guard ordered Reese to steal one hundred pairs of shoes from the U.S. Army supply depot at Fort
Jackson in which Reese worked.
14 The State, April 24, 1944; also see John Hammond Moore,"Nazi Troopers in South Carolina," SC Historical Magazine,
Vol. 81, 1980, 308-309 hereinafter cited as Moore, Nazis in SC.
15Repp transcript; Gaertner, Hitler's I.Ast Soldier, 20-21.
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large electric lights all around the fenced-in perimeter with a twenty-four hour guard. Some of the
camps were situated in former air fields or Civilian Conservation Corps camps from the New Deal
era. Others were located near working military installations such as those built at Fort Jackson or
Camp Croft in 1944. In these situations the POWs were usually housed in the old barracks or new
ones built for their purpose. Most of the small sub-camps that were built in rural areas to assist in
agriculture or timber work were tent compounds with wooden floors and sides. If the camps were
inhabited for more than a few months, recreational facilities were built including football (soccer)
fields and volley ball courts. The large camps that were long-term, such as Fort Jackson and Camp
Croft, allowed the prisoners to build stage sets where they produced their own plays. In addition,
weekly musical performances were held by POW artists. The gardeners in the camps often made
formal kinds of flower gardens that were sometimes made into geometric shapes. Camp
newspapers were produced by the POWs under American censorship at the larger camps, giving
news about the war and activities going on within the compound. Evening classes were taught by
POW s from German universities where prisoners could earn credits in such subjects as English,
history, and mathematics. Although the lot of a POW was not necessarily a happy one, he certainly
had the means to occupy his free time. •6
Although Americans provided the POWs with adequate supplies of food until the spring of
1945, the Army realized that its preparation was just as important. Consequently POWs had their
own cooks within their ranks to prepare meals that fit the German palate. Another privilege not
shared by most POWs in other areas of the world was a prison PX or commissary. Usually run
by POWs, prison stores sold small articles such as razors, hand-lotion, beer, candy and cigarettes
to comrades who purchased them with tickets or chits. The profits accrued were used to purchase
items desired by their comrades such as sporting goods or craft supplies. 17
Although these accommodations and recreational facilities helped a POW pass the time as
he waited for the war to end, some camps were better than others. When Peter arrived at the Aiken
sub- camp in late 1944, the living conditions were "miserable." POWs were housed in tents that
had as many as five in each, but there were not enough showers and outdoor latrines for the more
than 400 Germans interned. The problems with this camp were affirmed in a confidential
memorandum to the Provost Marshal in April 1945. The inspector reported that the sanitation of
the camp was bad and that if not remedied a major epidemic might ensue. 18
Other POW camps had problems also. In August 1944 Camp Croft was inspected and
Army investigators reported that many of the tents in which the POWs were housed leaked. They
also observed that the Germans needed to improve their sanitation," ... German prisoners (must)
maintain a much higher standard of cleanliness and orderliness throughout the entire stockade." 19
Although problems existed in POW camps, these were kept from the public. Instead
Americans often felt that interned enemy soldiers were living as well or better than they. Whether
true or not, many Americans in South Carolina were only interested in the work the POWs could
16Annual Agricultural Report for Bamberg County, 1943, 15, from the files of the Bamberg County Extension Office,
Bamberg, SC; the author wishes to thank F.O. McAihany, Bamberg County Extension Director, for providing a copy of
this report, hereinafter cited as Bamberg Extension Annual Report; Rogers transcript; Ritter transcript.
11 The State, October 14, 1943; Wyatt, "US Policy Toward POWs," 48, 50.
18 Repp Transcript; Aiken sub-camp, Fort Gordon folder, Inspection and Field Reports, Provost Marshal General's Papers,
A.f,ril 2, 1945, Box 265, Record Group 389, National Archives, Washington, DC.
1 Camp Croft folder, Inspection and Field Reports, Provost Marshal General's Office Papers, September 13, 1944, Box
265, Record Group 389, National Archives, Washington DC.
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provide for a labor-starved agricultural and pulp and paper industry. When the first POWs were
brought into the state in the fall of 1943 the expected apprehension about enemy soldiers seemed
outweighed by genuine curiosity. In September 1943, when 250 German POWs were brought to
a temporary camp in Bamberg County, the county agricultural extension agent wrote: "... there
was almost a steady flow of traffic by the camp. People from miles around came to see what was
taking place. (Even after they were banned from the camp area) ... they never lost interest in the
camp and its prisoners of war. "20 Within a few weeks the Bamberg county agent reported that
POWs were even "entertained" in local residents' homes! Despite the fact that these were prisoners
who had recently fought to kill American troops, if not the sons of the Bamberg families that
employed them, the bond between Germans and Americans grew during their weeks of
association.
This association grew out of the working relationship that was fostered between prisoners
and farmers during the last two years of the war throughout the state. Within a few months of the
entrance of the United States into World War II American farmers were hit by a chronic labor
shortage. This was felt particularly hard by South Carolina farmers. The two or three dollars a day
earned by the average farm laborer could not compete with the thousands of new war industry jobs
opening up around the Southeast. The Charleston Navy Yard was the nearest where a welder
could earn at least eighty dollars per week. While this attracted some traditional farm laborers,
many others were drafted or enlisted in the armed forces. Starting in 1942 and continuing into the
next year labor problems plagued the rural areas of South Carolina. When the first large influx of
POWs filled southeastern POW camps, the message slowly filtered down to the farmers on the
labor-starved farms. However, during most of 1943 the Provost Marshal was reluctant to provide
POW s because of the fear that they might escape. Nevertheless, some counties in the Palmetto
State did get the POWs they requested for the 1943 harvest season.21
Although such a rapid increase in the POW population caused concern to security
conscious military personnel it proved fortuitous to many labor starved farmers and timber
companies. At first POW labor had priority on military installations where they were employed on
maintenance crews and in mess hall related activities. However, the private sector was so starved
for adequate labor that the Provost Marshal soon made POWs available to those showing the
greatest need. 22
By August 1943 the newspapers in the state reported that the war department and the War
Manpower Commission had worked out terms for "increased" use of POW labor. The important
stipulation was that all other local sources of workers must be exhausted before employers were
eligible to use POW laborers. According to an August 1, 1943 county agricultural agents' report,
twenty-nine out of forty-six counties in the state made application for POW labor, but very few
succeeded in persuading the Provost Marshal to give them help that year. Some counties were
hindered by a lack of facilities: of the 29 requesting POW labor, nearly half had inadequate or no
20Bamberg Extension Annual Report.
21 For information about the early labor shortage following Pearl Harbor see USDA War Board Report, January 5, 1943,
Miscel. Box, Richard Manning Jefferies Papers, South Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia;
"Yearbook for the S.C. Department of Agriculture," 1942-1943, 29, in Reports and Resolutions of S.C., Vol. II; for early
information on POW labor to farmers see The State, August 30, 1943, also in Scrapbook, 1435.
22 Col. John E. Hatch, War Department, Fourth Service Command, Atlanta, to D.W. Watkins, Director, Cooperative
Extension Work, Clemson, July 21,1943, copy on file at the South Carolina State Museum.
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means of accommodating the POWs. Yet even where there were some forms of accommodation,
they generally needed extensive repairs, additions, or replanning before they could take in
POWs. 23
Another issue that was perhaps more significant concerned camp security and available
space in already existing camps in neighboring states. An army official wrote to D.W. Watkins,
Director of Cooperative Extension Work at Clemson, that camps located in other states were still
not filled to capacity. In addition there was a serious shortage of Army personnel to guard POWs
if new camps were established in South Carolina.24
In addition there was a tremendous amount of red tape involved before a locality could
secure POWs. The process began when a farmer contacted his county agent requesting POW
labor. The agent then sent the request through channels, either to the local War Manpower
Commission or the Cooperative Extension Work Office at Clemson. It then went to the regional
office in Atlanta which forwarded the request to the War Department (Provost Marshal).25
To have any success with this cumbersome bureaucracy the state needed local
administrators who understood how to advance their areas' interests. It appeared that many South
Carolina farmers thought their County Agricultural Agents were not doing enough on their behalf.
In a letter to U.S. Senator Burnet Maybank, Director Watkins of Cooperative Extension Work
bemoaned the many complaints he was receiving because of his lack of success in gaining POW
labor: "Unfortunately the people in this State feel that I have some power of deciding about war
prisoner labor whereas my function is to accumulate and certify as to agricultural situations and the
demand for such labor. "26
Once a farmer was successful in getting POW workers he still had more bureacracy to deal
with before they could start work. The army charged employers $3.50 per day for each POW
used. Eighty cents went to the prisoner and the remainder went to the government for the upkeep
and maintenance of POW compounds and services. In addition to agreeing to the pay scale,
farmers and other POW employers had to sign a contract with the Army. Once signed, both parties
were obligated to follow each contract's provisions. If the employer tried to abrogate the contract
before its conclusion the employer was liable to fulfill its provisions regardless of whether the
POWs worked. A farmer was supposed to reside within a thirty-mile radius of a POW camp. If
not, he was prevented from using the prisoners. Although some reports indicate that a few farmers
worked out arrangements for the Army to transport the POWs to and from the farm each day, most
farmers appeared to use their own transportation to get their labor. 27

23summary of Reports from County Agents re War Prisoner Labor, ibid.
24 Col. John E. Hatch, War Department, Fourth Service Command, Atlanta, Ga. to D.W. Watkins, Director, Cooperative
Extension Work, Clemson, S.C., July 21, 1943; D.W. Watkins to Col. John E. Hatch, Clemson, S.C., August 2, 1943;
also see Wyatt, "US Policy Toward POWs," 81-83.
25 The channels for POW labor requests for South Carolina are sketchy, but see Wyatt for how it worked how it worked in the
Palmetto State in "US Policy Toward POWs," 80-84; for some early requests on POW labor in the state see John T. Cannon
(Chappels, SC) to D.W. Watkins, Director of Extension Service, June 24, 1943 and Emmette Groover (Columbia, SC) to
D.W. Watkins, same date, in Series 32, Cooperative Extension Service, Box 113, folder 2, B. Maybank Papers, 1943, in
Special Collections, University Library, Clemson University. I wish to thank Susan Hiott, Curator of Exhibitions, Special
Collections, University Library, Clemson University for bringing the latter to my attention; for a national perspective on
~etting POW labor in the civilian sector see Krammer, Nazi PW, 86-90.
6D.W. Watkins to Sen. Burnet Maybank, Clemson, August 3, 1943, copy on file at the South Carolina State Museum.
27 Bamberg Extension Annual Report, 15; Rogers transcript.
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Despite the expense and regulations South Carolina farmers were eager to use POW labor
when it was available. The prisoners were used in a variety of agricultural jobs that ranged from
crop harvests and farm structure repairs to soil conservation and field improvements. Because the
crops grown in South Carolina during the 1940s were largely labor intensive, it was essential to
have enough workers to harvest crops but they also had to be knowledgeable enough to do it
properly. POW labor was used extensively to harvest peanuts, cotton, and peaches, major cash
crops of the state. Each required some specialization. Although not difficult to learn, these
specialties required practice to do it efficiently. Although South Carolina farming was new to the
Germans they became eager students who mastered many farming skills which benefited the wartime production of South Carolina agriculture.2s
Peanuts were a major cash crop of southwestern counties. It grew in the ground until
mature and once it was ready for harvest the pods were plowed up in clusters. Once on the
surface, labor came in to pick the nut clusters off the ground and to place them on racks29 to dry for
a few days before shipping them to processors. Although this was not a job of skill, it required
experience and endurance. Even though the prisoner were not from peanut growing areas, their
efforts were commended by the farmers and government agents alike.
In the 1943 Bamberg County Extension Annual Report the extension agent emphatically
stated that without POW labor his county's farmers could not have achieved a 100-percent peanut
harvest. One hundred and ten POWs on forty-seven Bamberg farms were essential in harvesting
500 acres of peanuts and twenty-five acres of com. An additional fifty-three farms in neighboring
Orangeburg County used another one hundred and ten prisoners to harvest 800 acres of peanuts
and bale 125 acres of hay. Farmers in other areas of the state were just as positive about the POWs
they employed. One Marlboro County farmer regarded the POW s he and his father used on their
large cotton farm as the best workers he had ever had. He observed that "there was no question
that they had real fine work habits. "30
Negative reports about the POW labor are few and came largely from guards who were
assigned to prevent escapes. One former camp guard from the Hampton sub-camp said he never
trusted them. Once he remembers catching a POW trying to rip up a Bible that he found in his
employer's car. In 1943 Bamberg County reported that there were a few "uncooperative"
prisoners who were returned to their main camp in Tennessee. Unfortunately the report did not
define what "uncooperative" meant.31
South Carolina farmers treated their POW labor like close neighbors, not recalcitrant
workers. The productivity that they showed was rewarded with afternoon breaks, generous
lunches, barbecues, and occasional visits with farm families. It is hard to imagine that these POWs
were from an enemy nation which the American Armed forces were trying to crush. Provost
Marshal regulations clearly told all employers that they were to have minimum contact with their
POW labor. Farmers and other POW employers were forbidden from having more than distant
working relationships with POWs. The directive was usually ignored. Wolfgang Peter had just
started working for one farm in Aiken County when he was invited to an afternoon barbecue with
28The State, October 14, 1943.
29 Racks were similar to split rail fences, poles _set on cross pieces fixed in the ground; my thanks to F.O. McAlhany,
Bamberg County Extension Director, for an explanation.
3°Bamberg Extension Annual Report, 16; Rogers transcript.
31Bamberg Extension Annual Report, 16; Wallace transcript.
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the rest of the POW force and the farmer's family and neighbors. Not surprisingly he thought that
this was one of the best days of his POW experience. 32
In Marlboro County Frank Rogers made sure that his POW workers were given a hardy
lunch. He considered the food brought from the camp each day inadequate for the hard work they
were doing on his farm. Not only did he provide large lunches at his own expense, but he made
sure that every member of his foreign work force received a can of beer each day. On the last day
of work, before the POWs left Marlboro County for the trip back to Germany, Rogers gave each
of his twenty POWs a silver dollar. He asked them when they got home to let him know how they
were doing. 33 Not every farmer was as generous with his POW workers, but many did provide at
least something extra at lunch and kept on friendly terms with them. 34
The Geneva Convention did not compel German internees to work so diligently. More
practical reasons were responsible. One factor was boredom. Despite several recreational and
intellectual diversions that many POW camps provided it was not easy living the life of a prisoner
confined to a small enclosure. Peter and other POWs liked the opportunity to get away from the
compound five or six days each week. As long as they did their assignments, POWs often were as
good as free. 35
Although it was nice to have this relief from boredom, there were many POWs who
realized that the war for Germany was growing gloomier by the month. There was little to look
forward to other than to get away from camp confinement for the day and experience a different
environment for a while. When it came time to return to Germany some POWs wished to stay.
Many knew that their home towns were under Russian control and there was probably little left for
them. Others anticipated the destruction of German cities and towns and just wanted to stay in the
United States where things were easier. 36
A more intangible factor to consider when seeking an explanation for German POW work
effectiveness lies in the German character. Despite the realization that Germany was losing the war
German soldiers continued to run efficient camps, often with only rudimentary U.S. Army
guidance. Countless observations were made on the well organized and efficient manner in which
German POW camps were run by their internees. During a November 1944 inspection of South
Carolina POW facilities an international observer, Edouard Pattee of Switzerland, saw a bucolic
scene in several camps. The Myrtle Beach POW camp had beautiful trees and barracks just like a
boy scout camp. At Fort Jackson Pattee observed, "'avenues' between the barracks (with) little
gardens planted with shrubbery or decorated with designs made of sand, coal, pebbles and broken

(S,

F.O. McAlhany,

32see "Card of Instructions for Persons Using POW Labor, Fort Jackson," n.d., copy provided South Carolina State Museum
by Mrs. Catherine M. Rogers, Bennettsville, S.C.. Among the eleven points of this document, point six instructed POW
employers,"Do not give them [POW]) anything ... "; for information on Peter see Repp transcript; Wyatt argues that close
relations between German POWs and their employers were rare, see "US Policy Toward POWs," 93-95.
33 Rogers transcript.
34For example see Elbert Davis telephone transcript, September 10, 1990, on file at SC State Museum; hereinafter cited as
Davis transcript; for an instance where POWs refused to accept food offered by a Hampton County farmer see W.W. Brunson
telephone transcript, September 10, 1990, on file at the S.C. State Museum.
35Repp transcript; Ritter transcript; Gaertner, Hitler's Last Soldier, 18-19; I wish to acknowledge John H. Moore for
sharing this idea with me.
36T.R. Hawkins telephone transcript, March 13, 1991, on file at the South Carolina State Museum; for the fear that
Germans had about returning to their homes under Russian control after the war see Gaertner, Hitler's Last Soldier, 24-25,
when he thought that POWs would be returned to their home towns in Russian-occupied zones Gaertner was terrified, "I
barely managed to control my panic .... I was being turned over to the Russians: my fate was sealed;" although unfounded,
Gaertner believed it with many others and planned his escape from his POW camp.
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glass ... (giving to part of the) ... camp the character of a true German Anlage (park) .... "
Although Pattee's observations may have painted a romantic picture, South Carolinians verified his
positive observation in part. Rogers remembers the Bennettsville POW sub-camp as in "tip top"
shape. 37
Along with well run camps the Germans had an attitude of confidence, almost superiority
towards their American employers and guards. During the 1943 harvest season, Harry
Blumenthal, a German sergeant formerly of the Afrika Korps, served as the interpreter and prison
officer for the Bamberg POW Camp. He boasted to the county extension agent that,"we Germans
are a much more disciplined people than you Americans. "38
German POW self-assurance was mirrored by American observers. In July 1943, John
Gunther, an American reporter covering the Sicilian campaign, observed a group of German and
Italian prisoners recently captured by the Allies. The Germans were smartly dressed and clean
shaven, as "neat as ten pins." By comparison the Italians that came in with the Wehrmacht soldiers
were an "amorphous mass of poorly dressed soldiers ... (who came from the) most primitive
villages in Sicily."39
The industrious attitude of the Germans was demonstrated in many ways in South
Carolina. Prisoners at the Hampton sub-camp were allowed to buy their own seed from the local
stores for their flower and vegetable gardens. They were so thorough that they soon bought out all
the seed supplies in town and forced the local residents to find their seed supplies elsewhere until
the local stores were restocked. Frank Rogers summed up a lot of employers' feelings about their
POW labor, "... they had more work discipline in their make-up than in any group of soldiers I
ever saw, including our own."40
German discipline and work ethic were not always beneficial to Americans. In several
camps problems with fanatical Nazi elements caused some Army garrisons to lose control within
the camp gates. At Camp Croft POW camp the Army inspector reported as late as April 1945 that
prisoners were carrying on quiet subversive activities, but he did not elaborate. Attempts to
reeducate the POWs were proving unsuccessful, so the inspector proposed that the Nazi ring
leaders be segregated and removed to another camp. 41
Even in the fields the Germans showed disdain toward Americans. In at least one instance
the POWs working on Bamberg County farms criticized the way the peanuts were plowed up by
the local labor. They were convinced that they could do a better job plowing the peanuts out of the
ground. 42
In April 1944 the most bizarre case of German independence occurred at the Aiken POW
camp. One night two German POW s murdered one of their own. The POW s claimed that their
fellow prisoner's death was an accident. They had only intended to punish the victim because he
was not distributing food fairly. Army investigations showed a more sinister motive. The victim
had shown sympathy toward the Allied cause, angering his fellow internees. Just before his

37Moore, Nazis in SC, 312-313; Rogers Transcript.
38Barnberg Extension Annual Report, 16.
39Greenville News, July 15, 1943, also in Scrapbook, 1361.
40Rogers transcript.
41 Carnp Croft, Inspection and Field Reports, Provost Marshal General's Office Reports, April 10-11, 1945, Box 265, RG
389, National Archives, Washington DC.
42Barnberg Extension Annual Report, 16.
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scheduled transfer to the POW compound at Camp Gordon, a committee was formed to discipline
the disloyal German. An Army court tried and convicted the two perpetrators of the crime and
sentenced them to death. They were hanged at a Fort Leavenworth prison in 1945.43
When working conditions were not to their liking or they felt they were being mistreated,
the Germans did not take it lightly either, regardless of their situation. Near Fitzgerald, Georgia
250 prisoners refused to work in the peanut harvest they had started, because a profusion of sand
spurs on one farm had injured several POW laborers. Similar affairs occurred in South Carolina.
In July 1944 it was reported that several hundred German prisoners went on strike in Charleston
and were put on a diet of bread and water until they complied and went back to work. According
to the account an ardent Nazi refused to be placed with two anti-Nazis in a separate stockade. The
rest of the Charleston camps supported his stand probably because the two anti-Nazis were
considered disloyal to the German state. 44
Even though these incidents were not common, they received notice in the media. When
these stories were combined with the persistent rumors that POWs lived better than Americans, a
growing chorus of voices argued that the Army was too soft on enemy soldiers. The U.S. Senate
established a committee to investigate these charges. Reports stated that POWs received better
medical care than wounded American G.Is. Some people believed that POWs were treated like
pampered guests and were held up as heros in some communities. One New England resident
wrote to the Provost Marshal that when he saw German POWs playing soccer in the nearby POW
compound he wanted to know," ... why are these beasts pampered here" when sons, brothers,
and husbands were dying in Europe.45
In communities throughout the nation commanders of POW compounds had to defend
policies toward the POWs under their command. In December 1944 Lieut. Col. Manning,
commander of the Fort Jackson POW camp and most of the sub-camps in the state, spoke to a
Columbia rotary meeting. Manning defended the treaunent of POWs with the standard argument.
By living up to the standards of the Geneva Convention and providing good treatment to Germans
American POWs in Germany would receive e,qual care. 46
However, by the spring of 1945 the living conditions for POWs declined noticeably as
American troops liberated POW camps in Germany and discovered the horrors of the death camps.
US authorities incorrectly equated these places of genocide with POW camps. Privileges for
German POWs deteriorated significantly during the spring and summer of 1945. Once Germany
surrendered in May, the incentive to provide POWs adequate provisions also declined. Wolfgang
Peter saw a noticeable reduction in his food allowance. As the food ration declined to less than
1,000 calories per day Peter and his comrades supplemented their food by earning money,
exceeding their production quotas and buying staples such as milk, eggs, and bread from local
farmers. Food was not only scarce but what was available grew very monotonous. During an

43Moore, Nazis in SC, 309; for more details about this incident see Donald M. Law,"'Holy Ghosts' Deal With Suspected
Traitor" in Aiken Standard, December 9, 1990, 8.
44 The State, July 7, 1944; Scrapbook, 1849.
45The State, August 20, 1944; Scrapbook, 1919; Major General Archer L. Lerch, "The Army Reports on Prisoners of War,"
The American Mercury, May 1945, l; Wyatt, "US Policy toward POWs," 88-91, for some specific public protests in the
state about pampering of POWs.
46The State, December 19, 1944; Scrapbook, 2032.
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eight-week period at the Shaw POW camp near Sumter the prisoners had the same bean soup diet
for lunch every day.47
Although working conditions were generally good for most POWs, they were not easy
despite what some Americans thought. Farm labor could be difficult but it was better than working
in the pulp and paper industry. The latter was more physically demanding and involved stringent
production quotas that the novice POW workers had trouble reaching. The demands on production
were often greater than on the farm and this made the job even more difficult. If the daily wood
quota was not reached, those who failed went back to camp at the end of the day and were put in
an isolation tent for the night without the chance to wash. If they did not reach their quota the next
day the restrictions would continue. Wolfgang Peter was employed in this trade during his early
internment in the Palmetto State. Only after he injured his back was he transferred to agriculture
labor. This was less demanding and the food ration was better. 48
In their study of the southern pulp and paper industry during the war years, Fickle and Ellis
noted that the job was dangerous and took skills that took time to learn. In many instances the
communications between American management and the POW labor was insufficient. Frequently
there was no one available to translate the employers' instructions into German for the POWs.
Despite the Provost Marshal's directive to provide workers adequate safety, the working
conditions in the forests were commonly poor for American workers, making the directive
meaningless. 49
Unlike the pulp and paper industry, farmers provided more realistic quotas and incentives.
Lunches and special treats such as beer made POW laborers work at a level farmers' expected.
The importance of proper leadership and incentives was described in a 1944 letter to Eugene
Bewkes, director of Manpower Utilization, a branch of the War Manpower Commission. After
spending time in Georgia and then traveling north to Minnesota, the writer observed that German
prisoners who worked in the Peach state's pulp and paper industry were not doing the work
expected by their employers. Production varied from thirty to fifty per cent of free labor. One
problem which the Germans had was their inexperience in the woods. However, POWs who
worked in lumber camps in the northern states did much better. He believed that there was more
effective leadership at the northern lumber camps and they provided better supervision for the
prisoners. 50
Regardless of whether conditions were better in some camps than in others as the war came
to an end, the German POWs began thinking about returning to Germany. Some wished to stay in
the United States, but the government made it clear that all prisoners must return to Germany.
As soon as the war ended some politicians clamored for the quick return of the Germans to
make room for the influx of returning American GI's. Everyone thought that they should have first
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47 Repp transcript; Moore, Nazis in SC, 314; Wyatt, "US Policy Toward POWs," 108-110.
48 Wolfgang Repp (Peter) to author, 25 March 1992, letter on file at the South Carlina State Museum,

Repp remembers that
the heat and bugs were so bad during the summer for some POW workers that they collapsed or tried to find an easier work
schedule. He believed that several South Carolina employers exploited their POW labor far beyond what was allowed in their
contracts.
49 James Pickles and Donald W. Ellis, "POWs in the Piney Woods: German Prisoners of War in the Southern Lumber
Industry, 1943-1945," in the Journal of Southern History, Vol. 56, Nov. 1990, 695-724.
50Hal Rothchild to E. Bewkes, Chief Utilization Consultant, Minnesota, May 4, 1944, Records of the Bureau of Manpower
Utilization, RG 211, National Archives, Washington, DC. I wish to thank Jackie Flowers for providing me with this
information.
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chance at the civilian job market and no one wanted German POWs to stand in the way of a
deserving American veteran. However, many soon realized that the GI's could not all come home
at once. There were not enough ships nor could all American troops come home anyway, because
some were needed to maintain a presence in the devastated lands of Europe and the Far East.
In the meantime rural labor was still scarce. At first Senator Burnet Maybank admonished
his colleagues to demand the rapid return of all POWs to their homeland as quickly as possible.
Ironically, once his constituents in South Carolina heard this they flooded him with letters
demanding that the POWs be kept until there was sufficient local labor available. This reaction
changed Maybank's mind and he dropped his original request s1
Although POWs stopped entering the United States in May 1945, they would remain in the
country in large numbers until the new year. As long as they could, South Carolina farmers took
full advantage of their opportunity by using them as long as they could. By the early spring of
1946 most POW camps were closed in the state. In July 1946 the last POW left the country.S2
The POW experience did not linger with most Americans after the last POW left the
Palmetto state. Only those farmers who developed close ties with POWs while employing them on
their farms seemed to have a lasting association with the former soldiers of Nazi Germany. Many
correspondences were started, and some lasted for several years.
For POWs like Wolfgang Peter, returning to Germany, ravaged by war and hunger, the
experience of America seemed a distant memory. Germans not only had to rebuild their lives, they
had to reconstruct a shattered nation. Peter spent the hardest years of his life in post-war Germany
rebuilding his family home and then helping to resurrect his home town of Wtirzburg. By the early
fifties he, like the rest of the new German nation, was back on his feet. But it was a struggle.
Frank Rogers received many letters from his German workers asking for all kinds of assistance.
Those received are filled with requests for food, clothes, and other necessities to help them and
their families through the cold winters where food and shelter were nearly impossible to find.
Many began with "I have the best memories of the happy time we had in the States. "53
Some desired to return to the United States and requested that their former employer
sponsor them so that they could start a new life. One POW who worked for a Sumter County
farmer during the war was sent back to Germany in 1946. By the early 1950s he had returned to
Sumter County to work for the farmer he had started with during the war. Although it does not
appear that many former prisoners were able to return to South Carolina, many more did receive
moral support through letters from former South Carolina employers with small food and clothing
shipments during the difficult time of post-war Germany.S4

51 Krammer, Nazi PW, 232,234,238; Lewis, POW History, 172-173.
52Ibid.; also see Wyatt, "US Policy toward POWs," 115-118, for debate in South Carolina about keeping POWs on the job
in the state after May 1945.
53 Ewald Wollburg to Frank Rogers, Wolfsburg, November 30, 1947; this is just one of more than twenty letters from
former POWs to the Catherine Rogers family, Bennettsville, SC.
S41bid.; Davis transcript.
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Today the POW experience has disappeared from most minds, but the significance of the
POW labor force to South Carolina's successful food production during the war should not. The
existence of over 8,000 enemy soldiers on South Carolina's doorstep was another example of the
many changes which the war brought to the Palmetto State. 55
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55Toere are conflicting statistics on the number of German POWs actually interned in South Carolina, Moore, Nazis in SC,
306, states that by mid-1945 "some 8,000" were in the state while Wyatt, "US Policy Toward POWs," 131 states that a total
of 11,000 were interned in the Palmetto State; Wyatt, 94-98, also has an interesting breakdown of the total value of POW
labor in the state, both through wages saved, crops harvested, and other services rendered.
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THE PROBLEM OF RELIEF FOR THE
FAMILIES
OF CONFEDERATE SOLDIERS IN SOUTH
CAROLINA

Patricia Dora Bonnin
University of Illinois
On May 1, 1861 a notice in the pages of the Edgefield Advertiser appealed to readers for
help in aiding the families of soldiers.
Citizens will please come to any one of our number without a more special call and
contribute as they may think proper. No appeal is needed in a case like this, where
all will esteem it a privilege to lend their aid. 1

loore, Nazis in SC,
1 states that a total
otal value of POW

Even during these early days of the Civil War the citizens of Edgefield, South Carlina
realized that a commitment had to be made to ensure the survival of the mothers, wives and
children of Confederate soldiers. As the war continued, and hopes for a short war faded, the
necessity of relief became more pressing for the local government and also for the government of
South Carolina. However, efforts to help the families of soldiers were unsuccessful in dealing
adequately with the suffering which plagued many women and children in South Carolina.
While many factors determined the effectiveness of relief, this paper concentrates primarily
on the motivational elements behind the development of relief. Motivation might nave affected the
extent to which aid could solve the problems on the home front. The paper also examines the
manner in which relief was administered in Edgefield, South Carolina; relief agencies had no
guidelines in distributing aid, a lack which probably resulted in an unfair system.
Although local attempts were made in Edgefield to help the families of soldiers, these
endeavors soon fell short of what was necessary, and the state government stepped in to provide
aid. The Journals from the General Assembly of South Carolina indicate several measures taken to
afford relief for the families of soldiers. Bills enacted during the first year of the war to help these
families placed the responsibility of distributing money on local relief boards. Families received
varying amounts of money from the state depending on their local board and the wealth available in
1 Edgefield Advertiser, 1 May 1861.
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their own district. This system did not serve the needs of the most destitute families. Later, the
legislature established a general state fund to alleviate the problems poor districts faced.
Edgefield relief records from October 1862 through January 1863 provide a great deal of
information about the measures taken for the relief of soldiers' families in South Carolina. These
records indicate the amount of money given to suffering families and who distributed the money;
the funds distributed were intended to last for two months. These records also vividly demonstrate
the problems which arose from the absence of guidelines: families were at the mercy of their relief
board officers. These men could capriciously give more money to one family and less to another.
The relief accounts reveal a number of discrepancies in how much aid families received.
Among families with four children all under the age of ten, some received considerably more
money than others. The reports do not explain differences in amounts distributed. It might be that
some families could not prove they needed more funds or maybe the person distributing money
was more partial to families he knew and liked. Until more evidence is found, one can only
conjecture.
One distributor, G.D Huiet, appears to have been more uniform. For the wives and
widows of soldiers, the amount was $2.50. For every child they had under ten years old, they
received an additional $2.50. For children between the ages of ten and fourteen, the amount was
$2.00. The records filed by Luke Culbreath show no patterns for the amount of money given, and
the totals are higher than those filed by Huiet. One woman with two children under ten received
$11.85, while another woman with two children under ten received $9.35. To one woman
without children Culbreath gave $7 .90. This is over five dollars more than Huiet gave to women
without children. 2 The differences in amounts allocated by the relief boards in Edgefield indicate a
problem with the state legislation. No regulations determined the distribution of funds, so each
board member handed out money as he saw fit. This proved unfair to families in desperate need.
As expected, families belonging to the planter classes were not in need of relief in
Edgefield. A comparison of names of families on relief in 1863 to the census records of 1860
shows that heads of households on relief tended to be farmers, millers, or factory workers. The
census also shows the economic status of families before the war, including the value of real and
personal property. Most families on relief had no real estate before the war. However, it appears
as though the relief board did not favor those families with less property. For example, the
Howard family had more real estate than most families on relief, yet it received almost five dollars
per person. On the other hand, the Jordan family had no real estate before the war and received
only $2.50 per person. The census also provides information on widows who had older sons
eligible for the army. For example, Ann Gray is reported as being widowed and receiving 10.88. 3
The reason for this large sum of money may lie in the fact that she had six sons in the army.
Relief records for Edgefield list 444 families in November and December of 1862. One
year later, the board of relief from Edgefield counted 727 families on its rolls for relief with over
30,000 dollars distributed. 4 This might reflect changing conscription laws as more and more men
left for service. A list in the Edgefield newspaper named 40 deserters for April in the final year of

2Records of the Soldiers' Board of Relief, Edgefield District, South Carolina, 1863, SCDAH.
3Records of the Soldiers' Board of Relief, Edgefield District, South Carolina, 1863, SCDAH.
4Reports and Resolutions of the General Assembly, 1863, South Carolina General Assembly, SCDAH, 325.
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the war. The names of twenty out of forty deserters match the relief records of 1863.5 One of the
deserters, W.L. Coleman, was even a former member of the relief board.
In studying these records and the limitations of relief, we need to understand what might
have motivated the government to develop a relief system. In a practical sense, the government
could not place the needs of the home front before those of the army, but it also could not ignore
the problems arising from suffering behind the lines. Through relief, the government might have
hoped to forestall threats to the war effort, such as destruction of army property and public dissent
The government also appears to have acted in a somewhat fatherly manner in trying to shelter the
women of the South while the men were away.
The practicality of relief must first be placed into context of what the government could
realistically accomplish. Economic instability restricted South Carolina's capacity to respond to
army needs, let alone the needs of families. The economic problems of the South have long been
viewed as the strongest factors behind the Confederacy's failure to continue the war. Douglas Ball
contends that the defeat of the South was attributable to the inadequate management of finances.
The government, confident of a short war, failed to create practical fiscal policies. The South also
lacked the leadership essential to developing effective economic strategy, including survival on the
home front. 6
Aside from the Confederate treasury's inadequacy and Congress' inability to handle fiscal
administration, the Confederacy was also plagued by a dogmatic faith in "King Cotton".
Southerners simply believed that foreign powers would assist them because of the importance of
cotton.7 This short-sighted faith, however, was not vindicated; other countries began to increase
their production of cotton by almost 800,000 bales between 1862 and 1864. The dreams of an
embargo were never fulfilled for the South. s
While the South could not use cotton to force other countries to intervene on its behalf, the
cash crop could be used as a basis for security on bonds and loans. The Confederate Treasury
Department issued cotton certificates which it hoped to sell in Europe. During the war the Treasury
circulated $1,500,000 in cotton certificates and in late October 1862 Confederate agents began
negotiations for a loan with a French agency. After several modifications, the loan amounted to
fifteen million dollars using cotton as security. The South continued to depend heavily on the
influence of "King Cotton" as the agents of the Produce Loan office were forced to increase
purchases and induce planters to satisfy the demands of the Confederacy -created by the cotton
- certificates and the French loan.9
The reliance on cotton suggests its power to raise revenues, but this dependence kept the
South at the mercy of cash crops. It prevented many planters from raising the food crops needed
to keep the homefront and the army strong enough to endure the war. The government of South
Carolina realized the need to reduce the amount of cotton produced despite the pressure to supply
crops to the Produce Loan office. In the journals of the Executive Council this concern appears for
the first time in March 1862.

5 Edgefield Advertiser, 12 April 1861.
6 Douglas Ball, Financial Failure and Confederate Defeat, (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1991) 1-8.
7 Ibid., 11.
8 Ibid., 65 .
9 Richard Cecil Todd, Confederate Finance, (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1954) 44-50.
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Resolved: That an address be issued by the Governor and Council to the planters of
the State, urging on them the necessity of planting large grain crops, and not more
than one tenth of their usual crop of cotton for the present year. io
On the motion of Colonel Hayne, the resolution was changed to state that not more than one fifth
of the usual cotton crop be permitted in order to facilitate a smaller crop for the year. 11
In April 1862 the House was prepared to punish those who planted an amount of cotton
which exceeded a certain quantity during the duration of the war. The House read the bill once and
then ordered it to lie on the table. Attempts to limit the production of cotton continued to appear in
the journals, and continually were ordered to lie on the table and did not surface for consideration
again. 12
These endeavors to control the production of cotton illustrate how the government tried
dealing with imbalance of crop production. The journals of the General Assembly do not,
however, indicate whether this legislation was effective in providing more food crops for the state.
In addition, the government's insatiable demands for food and cloth, combined with the Northern
blockade, brought on drastic shortages and skyrocketing prices early in the war. 13
The legislative records also illustrate how South Carolina tried dealing with the economic
hardships which befell the South. The House of Representatives addressed the problem in
December 1862.
Resolved: That it is the opinion of the Legislature of South Carolina that one of the
chief causes of the present high prices of all the necessaries of life is the redundancy
of the currency, there being in actual circulation two hundred fifty millions of
dollars in treasury notes, when one hundred million would afford an ample supply
for the business of the country.14
The House concluded by offering two remedies for the financial instability of the South. The first
called for a tax of general application to produce a demand for the treasury notes in circulation.
The second remedy entailed the investment of all surplus in the funded debt of the Confederate
states by unanimous consent of the people. The House then resolved that the Confederate
Congress should impose a heavy tax on the property and businesses of the country. The House
also agreed that the duty of all southerners was to invest in the stocks and bonds of the Confederate States of America The House believed that these resolutions would be the best means by which to
bring about relief for both the government and the people.1 5
In an economy plagued by a depreciated currency, combined with the inability of the
government to encourage the production of grains instead of cotton, the distribution of relief could
not rely on monetary aid. As the Confederate dollar bought less and less, less was available to
purchase. In response to shortages and escalating prices, the South Carolina legislature deliberated
lO Journals of the South Carolina Executive Councils of 1861 and 1862, 112.
11 Ibid., 112.
12 Journal of the House of Representatives of the State of South Carolina, 1862, 389-410.
13 George Rable, Civil Wars (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1989) 92.
14 Journal of the House of Representatives of the State of South Carolina, 1862, 87.
15 Ibid., 87.
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Patricia Dora Bonnin
on the distribution of goods. In the House of Representatives Journal of 1863 there is a resolution
which placed the responsibility of supplying goods to families on the shoulders of the Relief
Boards. The resolution calls for the distribution of provisions in lieu of money.16
Through offering provisional aid, the government hoped to avoid several undesirable
situations as a result of suffering and want. The legislature realized the need to prevent dissent and
dissatisfaction with the war. The bread riots which occurred in cities such as Richmond and
Columbia were an indication that women would not passively allow their families to starve.
A letter received by the Executive Council in March 1862 indicates the necessity of
providing goods to families. A Marion district resident informed the Council that the salt
warehouse had been looted by "certain citizens" .17 During the next several months the General
Assembly took action to provide salt for the families of soldiers. To avoid the looting of private
holdings and perhaps those belonging to the army, the government assigned the distribution of salt
to the Boards of Relief. The bills which deal with the responsibility of salt dispensing do not
indicate how much salt the Boards possessed, nor do they inform the officers of how much salt to
give to each family.
Aside from protecting private and perhaps military interests, the government might also
have wanted to assume the distribution of goods to prevent public dissent. The bread riots
threatened to destroy unity and exhibited images of discontent throughout the South. Newspaper
editors chastised women for their unpatriotic and selfish behavior, but the suffering of women and
children could not be ignored. The displays of violent behavior on the part of women also
threatened existing beliefs that women were the exalted protectors of Southern culture.
The implementation of relief might then be seen as a way to pacify the outcries of women
and an attempt to preserve the traditional roles of women. The untraditional actions of women
threatened to disrupt national unity which was crucial for the South's ability to carry on the war.
Legislation devised to provide necessary goods and prohibit extortion can be seen as a method of
placating angered women and restoring faith in the Confederacy. A governor's message from
Edgefield's Milledge Bonham reflects the government's awareness that the lack of protection for
the families of soldiers could result in destitution. 18 Although the government might be concerned
with avoiding discontent among the soldiers, there must have been also an understanding that the
home front must need to be dealt with in a manner which would not foster discontent.
While discontent threatened unity on the home front, desertion plagued the Confederacy's
ability to meet Yankee forces. Men fled from the battlefield for various reasons, the most
compelling of which was to return home to their starving families. South Carolina's legislative
records indicate the growing worries over the high rates of desertion. Bonham's message to the
General Assembly in 1863 hints at the reasons for the abandonment of army posts. He states that
in most cases deserters probably did not leave the army with the intent to betray their country. 19 In
response to Governor Bonham's message, the Senate not only introduced legislation to apprehend
deserters more effectively, but also to cure part of the problem - the suffering faced by many
soldiers' families.
16 Journal of the

House of Representalives of the State of South Carolina, 1863, 156.

17 Journals of the South Carolina Executive Councils of 1861 and 1862, 186.

18 South Carolina Senate Journal 1863 (Columbia: Pelham State Printers, 1863) IO.
19 Ibid., 10.
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Relief for families was perhaps not viewed as a direct method of trying to keep soldiers in
the army, but government officials were probably anxious to take steps to protect war interests. In
a message to the General Assembly, Governor Bonham explains that it is the state's duty to protect
every soldier's family against want. He urged the men of the government to increase the aid
distributed by the Boards of Relief and, if necessary, to raise taxes for that purpose. 20 Bonham's
meesage does not refer to the need for aid as essential to the continuation of the war effort, but we
can perhaps speculate that his suggestion was motivated by a pragmatic understanding of a relief
system. By protecting the families of soldiers, the governor must have realized that he was also
making an effort to prevent men from leaving the war front.
While the government appears to have used relief efforts in a practical manner, there is no
evidence that these were conscious motives. The same can be said for paternalistic influences. In
looking at the paternalistic motives behind the development of relief, we must keep in mind that
this paternalism played a large role in the culture of the South before, during, and after the war.
This discussion will not attempt to understand southern paternalism in its entirety. Instead, the
idea of paternalism will be used to understand why the government of South Carolina would have
felt compelled to develop a system of relief. We have already seen what the government might
have hoped to accomplish through aid programs for the benefit of soldiers' families. This
discussion will deal more closely with the abstract factors which can be seen at work in the
legislation of South Carolina.
A discussion of paternalism in the South before the Civil War is beyond the scope of this
paper, but it is important to have a general understanding of cultural influences on government
officials before the war. In southern society, male dominance was not only a prevailing
characterization, it was also strengthened by customs and laws. 21 White women were considered
physically weak and dependent upon male protection, direction, and control.22
In the midst of war, women began clinging to familiar foundations of paternalism in the
form of appeals to the government. After all, it was this newly established government which had
called their fathers, husbands and sons into service. The journals of the Executive Council contain
a number of letters from women pleading for the exemption of their husbands or sons. The
applications of women such as Elizabeth McRae and Harriet Beckwith requested the exemption of
sons in the service. The application of Mrs. McRae was sent to a committee to be investigated,
while Mrs. Beckwith's application was sent to the Adjutant General for a decision.23
Although the journals only provide limited information concerning the letters for exemption, we can see by the number of letters that many women were turning to another tangible
form of paternalism left in their lives - the government. Most of the letters received by the
Executive Council appear only once and were referred to the Adjutant General.24 The response of
the Adjutant General is not provided in the pages of any legislative journals. According to George
Rable, many letters to the government seeking exemptions, or aid, were filed without an answer. 25
20 Journal of the House of Representatives of the State of South Carolina, 1863, 74.

21

Orville Vernon Burton, In My Father's House Are Many Mansions (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press,1985) 99..
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Military necessity prevented the government from responding favorably to the letters of
struggling women, but these applications reveal the way in which many women viewed the duties
of the government. What then was the government's attitude toward women? On February 6,
1863 a bill came before both the House of Representatives and the Senate which set forth the ideals
expected of Southern women.
Whereas the Women of the South have contributed to the prosecution of our present
struggle for independence all the aid and comfort their gentle but heroic hearts could
devise, as well by the encouragement of their applause by the manifold products of
their skill and industry; and whereas the soldiers of the South, ever brave and
patriotic, have been doubly fired to the discharge of their duties by the lovely
charities and devoted sympathies of these patriot sisters in a common cause;
therefore, be it resolved unanimously that this General Assembly hereby testifies
admiring appreciation of their services, and warmly accords to them the praise of
having contributed largely to the rapid progress of our country's deliverance from
the threatened vengeance of a foe who seeks to desolate the homes of which they
are the ornament and pride. 26
This bill provides an unrealistic image of Southern women during the war. The true struggles of
women were ignored in this praise-filled resolution which made the women of the South seem
saint-like. Rather than dwelling on the many sacrifices women endured in terms of emotional
destruction and physical want, the government tried offering a patriotic piece of propaganda.
Praise, however, did not fill empty stomachs.
Despite the eloquent praise of women found in bills such as this, nothing indicates that the
government felt it owed women any aid. Instead, we find in his message of 1862 that Governor
Pickens believed relief was an obligation to soldiers.27 Any actions taken toward the development
of relief must then be understood as the government's desire to carry on the tradition of
paternalism. In the absence of soldiers, the government had to become the protector of women.
The earlier discussion on extortion provides examples of how the government dealt with a
woman's ability to protect herself and her family while the men were away. In his address,
General Harlee only names the families of soldiers to be the group endangered by exorbitant
prices. The bill dealing with extortioners stipulates that the fines go toward the benefit of relref
boards. Both target families as the sole victims of extortion. It might suffice to say that the
government tried to protect these women solely out of compassion for their struggles, but then
women are referred to in the light in which the government sees them: the families of soldiers.
Women were not referred to as individuals, but rather as belonging to the soldiers. The
government's role was to take the place of absent fathers and husbands.
Assuming the role long held by husbands and fathers did not occur overnight. -Rable
explains that the government was slow to assume the responsibilities of general welfare. It was the
men, not the government, who were supposed to provide for and protect women. These notions

26 South Carolina Senate Journal 1863, 259.
27 Journal of the House of Representatives of the State of South Carolina, 1862, 11.
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of masculine honor and individual responsibility could not easily be ignored.28 The government's
actions and rhetoric indicate the paternalistic influences at work. Whereas it might appear overly
simplistic to claim that the government saw itself as the temporary provider for women and
children, it must be remembered that those holding state offices spent their lives believing that
white women needed to be sheltered.
Although paternalism and pragmatism may not have been conscious imperatives behind the
development of relief, it appears that these were compelling factors behind the actions of officials.
The Edgefield relief records supply details about the local relief efforts, but this is only part of the
larger question of relief. In order to find out more about the disparities between the money given
by one board member in comparison to another, other studies should analyze the relief records for
the following years. The manuscript census from 1870 also should be compared with the relief
records to find out whether families on relief recovered after the war and if they still lived in
Edgefield. A larger study on the topic might reveal the effectiveness of the relief system within the
state of South Carolina and throughout the Confederacy.
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THE LATE ROMAN LEGAL
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
AS ATTESTED FROM SUBSCRIPTIONS
TO IMPERIAL DOCUMENTS
1

Ralph W. Mathisen
University of South Carolina
During the Roman Empire, the emperor's word had the force of law. Edicts, for exampie,
began with the words "imperator dicit" -- "the emperor says" -- and the jurist Ulpian noted,
"Whatever, therefore, the emperor authorizes ... is understood to [have the force of] law." 2
This Roman definition of what a "law" is is rather broader than our own. The Romans included in
the category of "laws" all documents that emanated from the emperor. This included not only
edicts, which were empire-wide proclamations, but also things such as judicial decisions,
administrative rulings, letters of appointment, and replies to the petitions of individuals.
In the past, it has been common to take a rather simplistic view of Roman legal machinery:
the emperor issued a ruling and it then went into effect. In reality, the process was much more
c9mplex than this. For one thing, the sheer volume of documents made it physically impossible
for the emperor to be anything more than very marginally involved in the issuance of most of them .
. Usually, the only role of the emperor was to subscribe -- in purple ink -- to the final document.
Most of the Roman legal administration was in the hands of an extensive bureaucracy. There were
many officials, and bureaux, whose responsibility was to deal with different kinds of legal
documents. As the empire wore on, this bureaucracy became more and more complex.
Hitherto, little detailed study has been done of the specific bureaucratic procedures .that
were followed in the issuance and promulgation of legal documents during the Roman Empire.
This examination is intended to study this aspect at a very fundamental level. The purpose is to try
to establish the "paper trail" that was followed by documents as they made their way through the
Roman legal bureaucracy. As source material, there are literally thousands of legal documents.
Only a few survive from before the third century, but from the Late Roman period several
thousand of them have survived, not only from the two extant legal codes, the Theodosia_n Code,
1The following sources will be cited: Dig.= Digesta, T. Mommsen, ed. (Berlin: Widemann, 1886); CJ= Codexjustinianus,
P. Kreuger, ed. (Berlin: Widemann, 1884); Vat= Fragmenta Vaticana, in P. F. Girard, ed., Textes de droit romain (Paris:
Librarie nouvelle, 1923) 511-572; Coll.= Mosaicarum et romanarium legum collatio (ibid.) 574-608; CTh = Codex
theodosanus, G. Haenel, ed. (Bonn: Marcum, 1847) repr. (Aalen: Sciencia, 1987).
2Dig. 1.4.1.1-2 (Ulpian Jnst.l, cf. Just. Inst. 1.2.6) "quod principi placuit legis babet vigorem quodcumque igitur
imperator per epistulam et subscriptionem statuit vel cognoscens decrevit vel de piano interlocutus est vel edicto praecepit,
le gem esse cons tat."
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issued in 438, and the Code of Justinian, issued in 533, but also from inscriptions, papyri,
manuscripts, and collections of letters. An analysis of these documents can give us some good
insight into the administrative practices of the Late Roman Empire.
Issuance and Posting
This paper will focus on one particular element of the official documents -- the concluding
sentence, which is known as the "subscription." The subscription described, in very summary
form, a particular stage or stages in the issuance of the document. In its briefest complete form, it
consisted of a descriptive word, a date, and a place. For example, "data Kalendas Martias
Ravennas", that is, "given on the first of March at Ravenna." The descriptive words, such as data,
are the keys to understanding how the legal bureaucracy operated. Usually, only one such word
appears in each document, but in certain valuable cases two or even three of them appear at the
same time.
By far the most common descriptive word is data. In the vast majority of legal documents
it is the only descriptive word used, so clearly the administrative stage represented by the word
data must have been an important one. Translated, the word means "given." Given by or to
whom? This word probably represents the administrative stage when the ruling had been
authorized by the emperor himself and then "given" to the office staff to deal with.
Related to the term data appears to be the rare word subscripta, that is, "subscribed to. "3
This word would refer to the subscription of the emperor himself. Note that the word "rare" is
used advisedly -- meaning rare outside the years 293 and 294, when it occurs several hundred
times. Its use then may have been an idiosyncracy of a pedantic imperial secretary, who perhaps
reasoned that the document became truly official at the moment the emperor subscribed to it.
However that may be, the term never caught on, and data remained the word that indicated the
"authorization" date.
The second most common word after data is proposita, that is, literally, "exposed to view"
-- we can use the word "posted." 4 For example, "proposita in Foro Traiani Ill idibus Martias":
"posted in the Forum of Trajan on March 13." This word would seem to designate the public
posting of the document for all to see. And this suggestion is confirmed by the observation that on
documents that have both data and proposita -- at least 37 of them issued between 312 and 451 -the data characteris1tcally precedes the proposita. s
Most of the records of posting refer to posting at the location of the addressee, for example,
a document addressed to the proconsul of Africa would be posted in Carthage. But a few are
different; for example, a document posted at Antioch was addressed to the prefect of Egypt. This
was in the year 362, at a time when the emperor was resident in Antioch. This would indicate that
documents sometimes also were posted at the place of issuance as well as at the place of receipt

3E.g., Vat.34 (AD 313), Vat 42 (undated), Vat 34 (329), and CTh 2.6.5 (AD 340; a variant reads "dat.").
4 155 times between AD 312 and 401. Note the variant "supposita": CJ 6.59.6 294 "suppos. k Oct" .
51n a single anomalous document, CI'h 1.15.10 (379), proposita precedes data.
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Ralph W. Mathisen
Other Terms
The issuance and the posting of a legal document were certainly two important
administrative steps. But data, subscripta, and proposita are not the only descriptive terms used in
subscriptions to describe stages in the bureaucratic process. Other terms also occur. Some of them
are rather rare, but they nonetheless provide valuable details about the legislative process.
The Oral Presentation of Documents
Some of these other terms seem to be analogous to proposita, and refer to different ways in
which a document could be pu~licized. One, which occurs only three times (twice in 365 and once
in 379)6, is allegata. This is a word that means "to present" or "to inform." One document reads
"allegata nonas kalendas Aprilis in basilica thermarum Commodianarum" -- "presented March 24 in
the basilica of the Baths of Commodus." Another example reads "presented on April 28 at Flavia
Fanestrum in the secretarium." This term, therefore, would seem to refer to some kind of formal
presentation of the document, although whether a verbal reading or a simple posting is meant is
unclear.
The actual reading of a document is more clearly indicated by the terms lecta and recitata,
both of which mean "read." The term recitata occurs seven times sporadically between 313 and
529. 7 On three occasions, the document was "recitata in senatu" -- "read in the senate." 8 In 326, a
document was "recitata in palatio" --"read in the palace," and in 529 one was "recitata ... in novo
consistoria palatii" -- "read in the new consistory in the palace." The term recitata, therefore,
apparently was used when a document was formally read to an official body, either the senate or
the emperor's own advisers (the consistory).
This leaves the term lecta, which occurs in various contexts 18 times, between 323 and
382. This term often also refers to a recitation before the senate: three documents with the lecta
were addressed "ad senatum" ("to the senate"), and another says specifically "lecta in senatu" (CTh
9.1.3 [376]). Another, addressed to the prefect of Rome, was "lecta in Pantheo" (CTh 14.3.10
But the term lecta also could apply to
[370]), and this may have been before the senate as well.
readings before other bodies. A document addressed "to Damasus, bishop of Rome," was "lecta
in ecclesiis Romae" ("read in the churches of Rome") (CTh 16.2.20 [370]), and two documents
were "lecta" in Carthage.
A variant of the lecta formula reads lecta apud acta, that is, "read during the proceedings,"
or something like that. 9 This particular phrasing is found 4 times between AD 323 and 363, to and
probably refers simply to the "proceedings" of the senate in Rome, which would make it a variant
of the "lecta in senatu" discussed above.
It is clear, moreover, that these formal presentations occurred after a document had already
been approved by the emperor: in two instances, allegata is preceded by data, in four cases, lecta is
preceded by data, and three times recitata is preceded by data. So the presentations were in no way
6cons.9.2 and 9.4 (365); CJ 8.36.3 (379).
7E.g., CJ 3.39.4 (330).
8CTh 8.18.1 (315), 6.2.25 (426); and Novella Valentiniani 1.3 (450).
9 Cth 11.16.2 (323), 2.26.2 (330), 16.2.14 (356), and 2.12.1 (363).
10 CTh 11.16.2 (323), CTh 2.26.2 = CJ 3.39.4 (330), CTh 16.2.14 = CJ 1.3.2 (356), CTh 2.12.1 = CJ 2.12.23 (363).
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the equivalent of consultations or collaborations; the emperor was merely informing various groups
of what he had already decided.
All this would suggest that documents could be publicly promulgated in two ways. They
could be publicly posted, and they could be read verbally before some kind of public meeting. It is
unclear whether the two methods were mutually exclusive. It is true that the words proposita on
the one hand and lecta, recitata, and allegata on the other hand never occur together in the same
document11 -- but the words in the latter category are relatively rare in any case. The great number
of occurrences of one or another of these terms, moreover, does suggest that the formal publication
of a document in some form was necessary for it to be truly "official."
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Office Activities
Other technical terms seem to refer to various activities of the administrative office staffs.
A rare term is acta, that is, "acted upon." 12 In one of its two occurrences, in the year 468, it occurs
with data in the same document, viz. "given (data) on March 24th at Rome, acted upon (acta) on
the same day." 13 Given the chronological propinquity of the two processes, one might conclude
that the term acta had something to do with the immediate issuing process, but the lack of examples
prevents us from being more specific.14
A term that does clearly specify office activity is missa or emissa ("sent out") which occurs
ten times between 364 and 534. In one instance it occurs with data: "given on January 26, sent out
on January 31, at Constantinople."15 A similar term, apparently, was directa, which occurs but
once: "To the praetorian prefect Probus ... directed on December 27 at Sirmium." 16 These terms
apparently were notations made by the office staff that was responsible for dispatching the
document to its addressee.
On the other end of the paper trail, one encounters the term accepta, "received," for
example, "accepta Arelate X kal Jun," that is, "received at Aries on May 23rd." This notation
would have been made when the document was received by the office staff of the addressee. No
fewer than 61 documents between 313 and 468 have data followed by accepta, attesting not only
the chronological order of the two activities, but also the importance of both steps in the
administrative process -- only 13 documents, between 314 and 384, have accepta alone.
On two occasions, one finds the terms proposita and accepta occurring together, with the
accepta always coming second: 1) "posted November 27, accepted December 16 at Thamugadi [in
11 Although this could be because different copies of the same document might have been used for the two purposes, with
each only receiving the descriptive term that it experienced itself; if this is the case, however, no separate examples of each
kind survive.
12 For acta as equivalent to gesta, see CTh 10.22.6, "acta conficiat ... gestis confectis"; CTh 11.30.1 (313), "consultation
i~ ~xemplum l~tigatoribus intra decem dies edi apud acta iubeas"; and CTh 11.30.5 (316), "gesta ad comitatum omnia
dmgantur.. . .
13 "Data sub die XIIII Kai April Romae ... actum sub die eodem" (Novella Anthemii 2); for the other example, see Corpus
inscriptionum latinarum 3.3000, a letter of Constantine to the Orcistani of 30 June 331, "act. prid. kal. Iulias
Constantinopoli. •
14 This use of the word acta seems to be different from the use of acta referring to "proceedings," as in lecta apud acta
discussed above; see also CTh 11.39 .5 (362 23 Mar) "pars actorum habitorum aput imperatorem lulianum Augustum," and
CTh 4.20.3 (386-05/01) "apud acta imp. Theod. A. d[ixit]. ... "
15cTh 6.27.8-9 (AD 396); note also CTh 8.7.11.
16crh 8.5.28 (AD 368); also Siricius Epist.l (AD 385).
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Africa]"; 17 and 2) "posted November 3 at Aquileia, accepted November 24 at Rome." Both,
therefore, demonstrate posting at the place of issue. On the other hand, in two other documents,
all three terms appear, but in the order data, accepta, and proposita.1 8 These show posting at the
place of receipt.
Another term referring to an office activity on the receiving end is regesta, "registered."
This term occurs four times between circa 402 and 529. 19 19, and apparently refers to the filing of
the document in the archives of the office of the recipient. Indeed, it would appear that sometimes
the only copy of a document that existed was in the archives of the recipient, making this
administrative stage, however poorly documented, a critical one for the survival of a document.
Suggestions and Conclusions
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Just what do these observations tell us about the operation of Late Roman bureaucratic
offices? One might begin with a few words about the process by which the descriptive words
were included in the first place. It ought to be clear by now that there was no standard format.
Some documents have only one of the words, others have various combinations of them. It would
appear that the subscription phrases were added to the documents by the secretarial staffs who
handled the document at a particular stop in the paper trail. The phrase used in the surviving
documents depends upon which bureaucratic stage the copy came from. If it came from the central
archives in Rome, it will have data, or perhaps emissa. If it came from the Senate archives, it will
have recitata or lecta. If it came from a provincial archives, it will have a word like accepta,
proposita, or regesta.
One also might point out the ad hoc nature of the bureaucratic notations. In several of the
fifth-century Novels, for example, the subscriptions are preceded by the phrase -- made by a
medieval copyist -- "ad latus", that is, "in the margin." This indicates, again, that the subscriptions
were not part of the official document per se, but were made by secretarial staffs.
It is not immediately clear, finally, why some documents have multiple terms. This may
have happened when clerks copied terms representing earlier bureaucratic stages. But it also could
have happened when the documents were incorporated into the law codes: if the compilers
encountered multiple copies of the same document, they might have incorporated the notations
made at all the extant stages of the promulgation process.
In general, an analysis of the descriptive terms used in the subscriptions -to official
documents greatly clarifies our understanding of how the late Roman legal distribution system
functioned.
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FIFfH-CENTURY BISHOPS,
THEIR TRAVEL HABITS, AND THE
PAPACY
Pope

Martin A. Davis Jr.
University of South Carolina
The fifth century marks the genesis of the papacy's transition from a local Italian power to
one which could claim primacy over all western churches by the early middle ages. The first pope
to exert more than local power with any degree of success was Innocent I (401 - 417). It was
between his reign and the death of Leo I in 461 that the papacy developed the necessary chain-ofcommand for its agenda and began to administer ecclesiastical activities in the west on a daily
basis. Whereas the events surrounding the papacy's transition are well documented, the
development of the pope's administrative chain-of-command is not as well understood. Particularly
obscure is the relationship between the papacy's use of bishops as either legates or "vice sua'' (in
the place of the pope) and the extent to which the bishops allowed themselves to be used by the
pope. The problem is not an insignificant one. Recent works have tried to ascribe to the early
fifth-century papacy a significant amount of power over the bishops in the west, hence leading us
to conclude that the hand of the pope could stretch indiscriminately between Rome, Gaul, Africa,
and Byzantium. This paper will demonstrate that the papacy, while active and influential in the
East, could not exert similar authority in the west with any consistency, particularly in Gaul and
Africa, before the middle 450's.1
A good indicator of the power a pope could exert is found in the number of papal legates_
deployed during his reign and how successful these legates were in implementing papal policy.
The idea of a legate was still a relatively new one in the early fifth century. The first recorded use
of one was in 325 under Pope Sylvester who sent a legate to represent him at the council of
Nicaea. The scope of his authority was limited to representation, however, and in relation to the
other participants he was one among equals. The use of legates by the papacy grew slowly but
steadily. Table A gives the popes of the early fifth century and the number of legates they
deployed. From this we can see clearly that only Leo I made substantial use of the office, issuing

1This study uses the letters of the popes themselves. Although numerous outside chroniclers attest to the activities of the
papacy, they are at best second-hand accounts. It is only throug the letters themselves that we can obtain a clear picture of
the development of papal authority in the West. Chronicle accounts are important and useful, but they can also be
misleading, as this paper will demonstrate.
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Papal Legates Deployed in the Early Fifth Century
Pope

Deployed

Years

Innocenti
Zosimus
Eulalius (Antipope)
Boniface I
Celestinus
Sixtus III
Leol

0

401-417
417-418
418-419
418-422
422-432
432-440
440-461

1

0
0
43
1
22

twenty-two legates in the span of a twenty-one-year pontificate. Scholars agree that by the time
of Leo I the office of the papacy had established its position as the dominant religious voice in
the Western Empire. 4 What cannot be agreed upon is how soon before Leo I the papacy began to
assert its authority in the West with some degree of consistency and effectiveness. 5 To answer
this question, we will look briefly at the use of legates prior to Leo I and then consider the most
important case for establishing papal authority in the West prior to Leo I, that of Germanus of
Auxerre.
Innocent I, although correctly seen as a powerful and influential pope, did little to
establish an administrative chain-of-command outside of Rome in the West. 6 Only a few of his
remaining letters traveled to destinations in the Western Empire, while the ones that did were
only token claims to authority.7 The example of Victricius, Bishop of Rouen, demonstrates this
point. Victricius was not an ordinary bishop. He had unusually tight ties with the papacy for
this age, but not without good reason. Innocent I had previously defended him against charges of
heresy and Victricius had spent some time in Rome as well. In 404, at Victricius' request, a list

2ust compiled from P. Jaffe, Regesta Pontijicum Romanorum, 2nd ed. (Leipzig: 1885).
3Does not include Germanus of Auxerre who was supposedly sent to England "vice sua." This case will be taken up separately
later in the paper.
4A.H.M. Jones, The Later Roman Empire: 284-602, 2 vols., (Oklahoma: 1964) 874-929.
5Jones, ibid. places great weight upon the power of Innocent I and believes that it is with him that the papacy truly rises to a place
of political prominence. Other writers have pointed to Celestinus and the Germanus affair, suggesting that substantial powers
were available at this stage. E. A. Thompson, Saint Gennanus of Auxe"e and the End of Roman Britain (Woodbridge: 1984);
Michael Jones, "St. Germanus and the Adventus Saxonorum," The Haskins Society Journal 2 (1990) 1-12; and Ian Wood, "The
Fall of the Western Empire and the End of Roman Britain," Britannia 18 (1987) 251-261 are leading proponents of this position.
This argument will be covered later in the paper.
61be distinction between practical development and application of a chain-of-command must be separated from Innocent's claims
of Roman papal primacy. Innocent's intellectual arguments for primacy became the groundwork for later ideology. The
intellectual argument, however, is not of concern; rather it is reconstructing the administrative arm of the intellectual idea.
7Although Innocent I sent a list of rules to Bishop Victricius in North Gaul, they represented little more than a banal attempt by
the pope to exercise authority. The rules were sent only because Victricius had petitioned the pope, not the reverse. Within the
rules also was a plea by Innocent I for all others to send their cases to Rome. It is imporLant to note that no cases from this area
are sent until after the year 435.
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of rules was sent to him ·by Innocent I. Included in these rules was a plea from the pope for others
to refer future cases to Rome. Two things are important to notice: First, no other cases are
reported to the pope until after the time of Germanus,s and second, it is Victricius who initiates
the relationship between himself and the Pope, not the reverse. Clearly the pope's authority in
Gaul is limited to whatever requests he may receive for help--he is in no position to impose
policy. Even in the East, where he exercised more influence and there was a longer tradition of
papal authority, his policies were less than successful. 9 Although I do not wish to undercut
Innocent's prominence in the history of the debate on papal primacy, in terms of establishing an
ecclesiastical chain-of-command in the West, his tenure was a relatively unsuccessful one. 10
Zosimus was the first pope in the fifth century to attempt to exert papal authority by using
legates. Again, the results were less than noteworthy. Apiarius, an African bishop, had been
condemned from the African Church by the local bishops. Apiarius appealed to Zosimus who
agreed that he had been wronged and subsequently ordered the African bishops to reinstate him.
To relay this message to the African bishops he sent three legates, Bishop Faustinus and the
priests Philippus and Asellus.11 The response of the bishops was swift and decisive. They
rejected the pope's request and sent word back to the new pope, Boniface I (Zosimus had since
died in 418), not to meddle in African affairs. 12 Pope Celestinus attempted to reinstate the
bishop again in 423, using papal legates to send the order, but again he was quickly rejected.
Celestinus had no option but to admit defeat and drop the case. Clearly, in Africa, the pope
could muster no definable authority to assert. The African affair with Apiarius was not
Celestinus' final attempt to use legates, however. In the year 417 he used legates to represent
him at the Synod of Ephesus. Three letters survive which refer to this trip. 13 Their power,
however, was limited to a strict representation and this says little, if anything, about the authority
of the bishop at Rome.
To this point the papacy's interaction with the West has been limited to times when
bishops from the west looked to the pope for support (usually when no other support was
available). In the two cases discussed above, even when the pope's help was sought it was of
little or no benefit to the individual making the request. This information might demonstrate that
the papacy had no administrative chain-of-command in place to affect policy, were it not for one
case which seems to contradict all of the evidence above. According to tradition Germanus,
Bishop of Auxerre, was sent to Britain by the Pope "vice sua" in the year 429 to put down the
Pelagian fire that had erupted there. The source that records Germanus' expedition to England by
papal order is contained not in a papal letter, but rather in a chronicle of Prosper Tiro's. Scholars
8Ralph Mathisen, Ecclesiastical Factionalism in Fifth-Century Gaul (Washington, DC: 1989) 45-46.
9In the year 404, for example, acting in opposition to the deposition of John, the bishop of Constantinople, Innocent I sent envoys
to condemn the city's action. The envoys were quietly ignored by the Church in Constantinople, leaving Innocent helpless to alter
the situation.
10one of the best accounts of Innocent's political interaction with the world outside Rome is best described by Emilienne
Demougeot, and he also recognized the tension between Innocent's claims to papal authority and the reality of the political world
in which he lived: "Son influence politique a ete genee par toutes sortes de hasards, soil grandioses comme les invasions barbares,
soit mesquins comme les intrigues du palais de Ravenne; elle a ete surtout limitee par la rayonnement et !'omnipotence d'un
pouvoir imperial encore respecte." Emilienne Demougeot, "A Propos Des Interventions Du Pape Innocent I Dans la Politique
Seculiere" Melanges, 23-38 .
11 Jaffe, 347. "Faustino episcopo et Philippo et Asello presbyteris legatis suis . .. ."
12Jones, ibid. 211.
13Jaffe, 378, 379, and 380.
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have traditionally accepted Prosper Tiro's account as accurate, but in so doing have completely
ignored two competing traditions--the Life of Saint Germ.anus of Auxerre and the Life of Saint
Lupi, Germanus' traveling partner on the expedition.14 Their reasoning is not without merit, for
Prosper's account was thought to be written well before either the VGerm or the VLupi. As we
shall see, however, we now know there to be a problem with this belief. The viability of the
VGerm and the VLupi as opposed to Prosper Tiro will be demonstrated then by considering the
nature of a bishop's life, the overt bias demonstrated by Prosper for the papacy in this story, and
the date of Prosper's text itself.
We have already seen that the papacy used bishops as legates, indeed legates in general,
only sparingly during the first half of the fifth century, in large measure because bishops were
reluctant to leave their sees for any substantial period of time. The reasons for this are relatively
easy to understand. The office of bishop in the fifth century was far more than a religious one.
The bishop's responsibilities also included secular administration, and any absence could result in
a loss of power within his see. Germanus was no exception to this rule. Before he became
Bishop of Auxerre he held the office 'defensor civitatis,' and after his return from Britain he
traveled to the Praetorian Prefect of Gaul to request that the taxes levied against the city of
Auxerre be reduced. Both examples clearly indicate the amount of political power he exercised.
Any attempt by the pope, therefore, to remove him from Auxerre to Britain would likely have
been met grudgingly by Germanus, if he consented to it at all. This, however, is the story
Prosper would have us believe. Why then would Germanus go to Britain? The VGerm offers a
most viable solution. As defensor civitatis in North Gaul, part of his responsibility would have
been to adjudicate cases from Britain. For this reason, the British certainly would have known
Germanus, and probably trusted him. For this reason, and this reason alone, he probably agreed
to go to Britain at the request of its petitioners. This is precisely what happened according to the
VGerm.15 This information alone, however, can not negate Prosper's argument. Could the
papacy have not set precedent by sending Germanus to Britain? We must now tum our attention
to the papacy's position in this story.
When considering the papacy's tradition of sending people to other parts of the empire,
either to combat heresy or to establish the papal position, it soon becomes apparent that Prosper's
account stands out as unique. He is alone among all sources (chronicles or letters) in stating that
the pope sent someone (i.e., anyone, not just Germanus) to another part of the empire vice sua.

14E. A. Thompson, Saint Germanus of Auxerre and the End of Roman Britain (Woodbridge: 1984) challenges the viability of
Constantius of Lyon, Vita s. Gennani episcopi Autissiodorensis, W. Levison, ed., M.G.H. S.R.M. 1 (Hannover, Leipzig: 1920)
225 - 283 (hereafter cited as VGenn) on several criteria which will be discussed in detail later in this paper. He ignores, however,
the Vita s. Lupi episcopi Tricassinae, B. Krusch, ed., M.G.H. S.R.M. 1 (Hannover, Leipzig: 1920) 284-302 (hereafter cited
VLupi), entirely and tends to doubt Constantius in large part because the text is hagiography. Ian Wood, "The Fall of the Western
Fmpire and the End of Roman Britain," Britannia 18 (1987) 251-261, asserts that Thompson's position on Constantius is soft in
light of the fact that it is hagiography and argues that his criticism should cut deeper. Like Thompson, he prefers the account of
Prosper of Tiro, Epitoma chronicon, T. Mommsen, ed., M.G.H.A.A. 9; chronica minora saec. IV. V. VI. VII. 1 (Berlin: 1982, repr.
Berlin: 1961 (341-499), (hereafter cited as Chron) to that given by Constantius. Michael Jones, "St. Germanus and the Adventus
Saxonorum," The Haskins Society Journal 2 (1990) 1-12 is one of the most recent authors to follow Thompson and Wood and to
i nore completely the VGenn .
1 "Eodem tempore ex Britaniis diretca legatio Gallicanis episcopis nuntiavit, Pelagianam perversitatem in locis suis late populos
occupasse et quam primum fidei catholicae debere succurri. Ob quam causam synodos numerosa collecta est, omniumque iudicio
duo praeclara religionis lumina universorum precibus ambiuntur, Germanus ac Lupus apostolici sacerdotes, terram corporibus,
caelum meritis possidentes. Et quando laboriosior necessitas apparebat, tanto earn promptius eroes devotissimi susceperunt,
celeritatem ncgotii fidei stimulis maturantes," VGenn, chapter 12.
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"Papa Celestinus Germanum Antissiodorensem episcopum vice sua mittit ." 16 From the beginning
of the bishopric of Rome until 449, the term "vice sua" is never used by the papacy or anyone
related to the office. Instead, if the pope sent someone on a papal mission another formulation
was utilized. Three instances of Pope Celestinus sending people abroad are left to us. In all
three cases, the term legatum suum is used to designate the position of those being sent by the
pontiff. 17 If, then, the papacy never utilized the term "vice sua," from where does Prosper Tiro
get the idea?
One point that resonates immutably among all ancient historians who know Prosper Tiro
is that Prosper was a dogmatic supporter of the papacy, and a strong detractor of the Pelagian
movement 18 As Muhlberger has said, "From an early point in his career, Prosper had the
profoundest respect for the authority and orthodoxy of the see of Rome ... he always thought
well of the popes, and gave no room to scandals that might bring disrepute on them." In fact,
Prosper's pro-papal position and anti-Pelagian position would suggest that his motivation for
describing the Germanus' trip was not objective, but rather explicitly drawn to reflect his opinion.
In short, Prosper's motivations were to exhort the victory of the papacy in a region far detached
from Rome. Why was not this position noticed earlier?
Scholars have long assumed a working date of 435 for Prosper's chronicle (some 50 years
before the VGerm). The date is correct, but this is true for the first edition of the text only.
Prosper's work went through several stages before it was finally completed. It seems most logical
then that the story of Germanus was edited in the later revision of 455 as opposed to the earlier
one of 435. That this probably occurred can be deduced from the key term "vice sua." The first
use of the term vice sua occurs in 449 at the Council of Ephesus. Shortly after this council, in
451, the council of Chalcedon was held, and is notable for several reasons, not the least of which
was the establishment of the bishop of Rome as primate over the bishop in the East of the
Catholic Church. When Prosper undertook his revision in 455, with the power of the pope
vindicated in 451, he could well have inserted the current language known to him, or even
attempted to alter the story of Germanus and Palladius to establish precedence for the more
recent events at Chalcedon. Although the evidence is circumstantial, it alone seems to account
for the misplaced stories of Germanus and Palladius, and the unusual use of the term vice sua.
Only a person deeply dedicated to the position of the pope would go to such an extreme position
to fortify and defend the office of the papacy, but this is precisely the type of individual Prosper
of Tiro appears to have been.
I have challenged the notion that the papacy in the early fifth-century had a sufficiently
organized chain-of-command to effectively control the Catholic Church in the West The records
of the papacy's use of legates under Innocent I, Zosimus, Boniface I, Celestinus, and Sixtos III

16Chron, op. cit.
17 "In causa Apiarii mittit episcopum Faustinum legatum suum ad Adros." P. Jaffe, Regesta pontificum romanorum, 2nd ed.,
(Leipzig: 1885) 367. The other two examples from the reign of Coelestus reveal no change in this pattern. In 431 (two years after
Germanus' journey to Britain), be agrees to send Cyril of Alexandria to the council at Ephesus. Again be sends him as suum
legatum, not vice sua. "An:adio et Proiecto episcopis ac Philippo presbytero legatis suis ad concilium Ephesium delegatis, ut
Cyrilli, episcopi Alexandrini, praeceptis utantur, praescribit." The final example concerns the same event and people, only this
time entrusting An:adius, Proiectus, and Pbillipus to the same council, and again as legatuos suos . "An:adium et Proiectum
er.scopos et Pbilippum presbyterum, legatos suos, commendat •
1 Stephen Mublberger, The Fifth-Century Chroniclers (Wiltshire, England: 1990) 70-78.
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would seem to substantiate this theory. In addition, we also saw that the papacy only intervened
in the West when requested, never at its own discretion, further evidence that the papacy was not
firmly in control of the western Churches at this point. Perhaps the strongest evidence, however,
concerns Germanus of Auxerre. Traditionally the best evidence cited to support papal power in
the West before Leo I, it seems apparent that this story was little more than a propaganda piece
for a chronicler favoring the position of the papacy.
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A BIOGRAPHICAL DATABASE BASED ON
GREGORY OF TOURS' HISTORY OF THE

FRANKS

Allen Jones
University of South Carolina
One of the research methods used by historians in the twentieth century has been the
creation and application of biographical catalogues and lists. An example of this kind of work
from the field of Ancient History is The Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire, or PLRE,
(1971-1992).1 It provides biographical sketches of office holders under the Roman imperial
system and Germanic kings, and it details persons who were of senatorial status.
The use of computers enhances both the creation and application of biographical
catalogues. Computers enable the maker of a catalogue to compile information more easily. The
editors of PLRE recorded biographical sketches on hundreds and thousands of separate note cards
or in some similar manner.
Today, the producer of a catalogue, using a computer, can enter and store biographical data
concerning thousands of persons onto a single disk. The user can access information from a
computer in a variety of ways not possible with a hard copy format. (This will be addressed
specifically, below.) Both creator and user are able to emend or add material to a database without
having to resort to supplements or marginalia. Revision of a hard copy biographical catalogue
necessitates either the publication of a new edition or, more commonly, the release of corrections
and additions in separate hard copies, that is, in journals.
A biographical database for persons from Gregory of Tours' History of the Franks was
created between 1990 and 1992.. This database is actually a subset of the "Biographical Database
for Late Antiquity Project". 2 In the last several years, data for this project have been entered from
1Jones, A. H. M., J. R. Martindale, and J. Morris, Prosopography of the lAler Roman Empire, Vol. 1, 260-395 (Cambridge:
University Press, 1971); J. R. Martindale, Prosopography of the lAter Roman Empire, Vol. 2, 395-527 (Cambridge:
University Press, 1980); idem, Prosopography of the lAler Roman Empire, Vol. 3, 527-641 (Cambridge: University Press,
1992).
2In 1974, Ralph W. Mathisen first began searching for a method to convert material from the Prosopography of the lAter
Roman Empire to computer format. In 1980, with his dissertation completed, he resumed the undertaking in earnest. The
pilot project for a proposed large biographical database commenced in 1984. Material for more than 1,200 persons was
encoded in that year. The result of Mathisen's work is the first biographical database for Late Antiquity.
In 1990, I began serving as a research assistant for the "Biographical Database Project for Late Antiquity Project". My
role involved entry of biographical information from the History of the Franks of Gregory of Tours into Mathisen's
Database. This phase of the operation was completed in 1992.
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Allen Jones
two primary sources, Duchesne's Fastes episcopaux de la ancienne Gaule3 and PLRE II, and from
two secondary sources, the histories of Ammianus Marcellinus and of Gregory of Tours. This
paper will discuss the data entered from the historical work written by Gregory of Tours.
The History of the Franks was written in the late sixth century, completed in 591.4 The
author was Gregory, a bishop of Tours, which in Late Antiquity was perhaps the most important
episcopal see in Gaul. Gregory was a member of a very powerful Gallo-Roman senatorial family.
He claimed several saints in his lineage, and he himself was canoniz.ed after his death in 594. His
works are the principal source for knowledge of sixth-century Gaul. In the History of the Franks
one witnesses the rise to prominence of the barbarian Frankish kings of the Merovingian dynasty,
successors to the Roman Empire in Gaul in the late fifth century. The bishop concentrates the better
part of the book on his own age of the late sixth century, which was a period of sporadic civil wars
between various factions supporting this or that grandson of Clovis (481-511 ), who had been the
most successful Merovingian king. Gregory's work contains numerous anecdotes dealing with
church history, especially tales of miracles performed by doz.ens of saints. But the work can be
used especially to get an idea of the degree of cooperation between an established, powerful
Gallo-Roman senatorial aristocracy and a newcomer Frankish nobility.
The transfer of biographical information from the History of the Franks to computer began
in 1990. The data were entered on an IBM PS/2 using dBASE software. The database is entitled
GREGORY. An entry was made for every person mentioned in the text, whether that individual
was rich or poor, whether living or already dead (in relation to the author), whether from
sixth-century Gaul or from twelfth-century B.C. Palestine, whether named or mentioned
anonymously. The GREGORY database contains 2,501 entries. There are 1,163 entries of
groups of personsS, while 1,438 are of individuals. 919 entries are of persons named by Gregory,
and 419 are of anonymous individuals.
Data were entered into the GREGORY database in a standardiz.ed format A set number of
common characteristics (name, place of origin, sex, religion, social and economic status, and many
more) were considered for each entry. Each characteristic has been assigned a standard-length
category, called a "field". Consult the table entitled "Fields Used in the GREGORY Database" for
a list of all the fields used. This list also includes a brief description of the kind of data that is
entered into each field.
For fields in which the information is rather unique to an individual, such as a person's
name, the data were spelled out. Thus, "Alaricus II" was typed into the-NAME field of that entry.
See the "Sample Entry from the GREGORY Database". For fields in which data occur
repetitiously among many entries, predetermined coded values were used. For the Sample Entry,
I would like to thank Professor Mathisen, first, for the opportunity to have participated in the important developmental
stages of this database, and second, for allowing me to present material from the Database Project in this article.
3L. Duchesne, Fastes episcopaux de l'ancienne Gaule, 3 Vols., 2d ed. (Paris: A. Fontemoing, 1907-1915).
4The following are English translations of works by Gregory of Tours: Gregory of Tours: History of the Franks, ed. and
trans. Lewis Thorpe (New York: Penguin Books, 1974); Gregory of Tours: History of the Franks, ed. and trans. 0. M.
Dalton (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1927); Gregory of Tours: The Life of the Farhers, ed. and trans .. Edward James, 2d ed.
(Liverpoole: University Press, 1991); Gregory of Tours: Glory of the Confessors, ed. and trans. Raymond Van Dam
(Liverpool: University Press, 1988); Gregory of Tours: Glory of the Martyrs, ed. and trans. idem (Liverpool: University
Press, 1988).
50ne entry can represent an anonymous group of persons, whether its number is large or small, known or unknown. One
entry could describe a large number of soldiers on a particular campaign. Others could consider the children of a particular
duke, the servants of some bishop, three assassins sent somewhere by a queen, two doorkeepers at a church, etc.
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the single-character "A" was typed into the RELIGION field to indicate that this individual was an
Arian Christian. Standardization of fields makes it possible later effectively to analyze a database
statistically and quantitatively.
Several decisions were made as regards output of data from the GREGORY database. The
information needed to be presented in a readable format Some fields such as NAME can be output
directly. So, if "Alaricus II" is typed in, "Alaricus II" is printed out. Coded fields, however, must
be processed to be made readable. This is done by a Command File. A few standardized fields
can be output so as to read as a sentence. With the MILSERVICE field, for instance, an asterisk is
entered into the database, and the output reads "so-and-so engaged in military service". Codes of
other fields are made to be spelled out after the name of the field and a colon. For example, when
an "A" is entered into the RELIGION field, the processed field reads "Religion: Arian Christian".
Data in the BIOGRAPHY field is output in readable format, just as it was entered.
The user of the GREGORY database can output biographical data in a number of ways.
First, perhaps the most obvious process would be to view or print out a single entry. Data for a
single complete-entry listing could be placed onto a computer screen or it could printed out on a
3"-by-5" note card for convenient use. If the BIOGRAPHY field is to be included; a printout on 8
1/2" X 11" paper may prove more serviceable. The "Sample Entry" is an application of this kind.
Second, a biographical catalogue can be created from GREGORY by using the
complete-entry format. In essence, the catalogue would be a string of entries. A catalogue needs
include only those individuals who interest the user. One desiring biographical sketches of
Frankish kings could run off hard copies of entries with POSmON of "King". A women's
historian could create a dictionary of women in the History of the Franks. A medical scholar could
print out a catalogue of persons with known health related problems. One studying Paris could
categorize entries from GREGORY of persons who held a POSmON in that city.
A concrete example of a biographical catalogue derived from the GREGORY Database is
my master's thesis. I created a prosopography of persons active ~n Late Antiquity (ca. 260-591)
whom Gregory named in his history. There were 2,501 entries in the GREGORY database from
which to choose for inclusion in my biographical catalogue. Individuals active before the mid-third
century were omitted so as to focus only on persons from Late Antiquity, that is, upon those
persons with whom Gregory would have been more directly familiar.
Third, a virtually infinite number of specialized lists can be created from the GREGORY
database. The simplest of these to print out are frequency counts. One may wish to count the
number of entries from the History of the Franks that include a value for a particular field, for
example, the number of entries with known marital status, or the number of entries known to have
had children.
More specifically, it is possible to count occurrences of a particular value for a certain field.
In a matter of seconds, one can determine the ratio of men as opposed to women referred to by
name by Gregory of Tours. This ratio just happens to be 673 to 68, or nearly ten to one.
It is also possible to list entries from GREGORY by a number of select fields. Using the
GREGORY database, one could create a rather large list of the names of all persons in the History
of the Franks active in Late Antiquity. Additionally, on the same list, one could print out the sex,
occupation, and economic status of these persons, if so desired.
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Lists need not include all entries from a database. They can be limited to those entries
having values from specific fields. For example, see the small yet insightful "List of Women from
the History of the Franks Known to Have Traveled". The selected fields for this register are
NAME, DATEACTIVE, PLACECALC, and POSIDON, organired by TRAVEL.
Finally, the GREGORY database can be used for specialired studies of Late Antique
society. For example, the orthography of Gregory of Tours may be examined. Gregory often
uses different spellings for the same name. For instance, the name Sigivaldus is sometimes spelled
with an "i" and sometimes with a "y". The name Syagrius is sometimes changed to Syacrius with a
"c" instead of a "g". There are many more cases like this in the History of the Franks. A study of
such entries might reveal that the author or some medieval editor used alternate spellings of names
to distinguish different persons with the same name.
The number of academic puzzles that might be answered by employment of the GREGORY
database are many. One could determine whether Gregory consciously chose to name persons of
high social status and to refer anonymously to those of lesser station. The author names 565
"Roman senatorial aristocrats" and "noble non-Romans", while he mentions only two-hundred
persons from these classes anonymously. Conversely, Gregory supplies the names for only seven
servants, but he mentions fifty of these anonymously. And he makes anonymous reference to
seventeen slaves, while he names only one slave.
A scholar could employ the GREGORY database in order to substantiate or refute the claim
made by historian John M. Wallace-Hadrill that Gregory of Tours differentiates between Franks
and Romans in the days of Clovis but makes no distinction between the two groups in his own
day. 6 To do this one would create two sub-databases, one of Gallo-Romans and Franks active in
the late fifth and early sixth centuries, another of Gallo-Romans and Franks active in the late sixth
century. Having methodically examined the NAME and POSIDON fields of these entries, one
could theorire on the degree of segregation between Franks and Romans in the two periods.
Finally, the GREGORY database could be consulted to help in discovery of unknown
biographical data concerning known persons. About thirty persons whom Gregory refers to
anonymously have been identified thus far. These "discovered" anonymi from the History of the
Franks include Amalasuintha, daughter of Theoderic, king of the Ostrogoths in Italy, Chosroes the
Persian Emperor, and Ethelbertus, a king of Kent. Who knows what biographical data of known
persons lie hidden in anonymous descriptions?
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6John M. Wallace·Hadrill, "The Work of Gregory of Tours in the Light of Modem Research," chap. in Long Haired Kings:
and Other Studies in Frankish History (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1962), p. 60.
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Fields Used in the GREGORY Database

Fields Used
NAME
NAMESTAND
GENS
ALTSPELL
DUPLICATE
NATIONALTY
AREAORIG
DIOCESORIG
PROVORIG
PLACEORIG
PLACECALC
DATEACTIVE
BIRTHDATE
DEATHDATE
DEATHAGE
DEATHCAUSE
HEALTH
OCCUPATION
ACTIVITY
POSITION
PLACE
DATE
POSITION2
PLACE2
DATE2
POSITION3
PLACE3
DATE3
ADDITOFFIC
MILSERVICE

HONORS
SEX

MARITAL
CHILDREN
RELATIVES
RELIGION
CLASSBIRTH
CLASSDEATH
SAINTHOOD
SOCIALACT
PROFACT

Name of individual
Standardized name
Family name
Alternate spelling indicator
Duplicate entry indicator
Nationality
General area of origin
Diocese origin
Province origin
Most specific place of origin
Standardized value for PLACEORIG
Date active
Year of birth
Year of death
Age in years upon death
Cause of death
Any health related problem
Occupation or role in life
Any performed while in occupation
Highest/most recent job title/office
Place where POSITION was held
Date when POSmON was held
Second highest/most recent office
Place where POSITION2 was held
Date when POSITI0N2 was held
Third highest/most recent office
Place where POSITION3 was held
Date when POSITION3 was held
Additional offices indicator
Military service indicator
Any public honors received
Sex by individual or group
Marital status
Number of children known
Known relatives
Most specific form of religion known
Earliest/lowest ranking status
Latest/highest ranking status
Any aspect of sainthood held
Any social activity engaged in
Any professional activity
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LEGAL
ECONSTATI
ECONTRAN
PROPERTY
EDUCATim

WRITING

LETTER
TRAVEL
RELIABILIT
EPITAPH
ANCSOURC
ANCIENTRI
MODERNRI
ADDITREFS
COMMENT!
DBSOURCE
BIOEXIST
BIOORAPH
DATEENTR
DATEUPDA
DATEBEG
DATEEND
DATESORT

Sample Ent

Name: Alaric
Nationality: 1
Geographical
Area: West~
Province: N.i
Sex: Male
Marital Statu
Children: 1
This person l
Date active: ~
Birthdate: N/
Deathdate: 51
Cause of dea
Known Clas:

Allen Jones

Fields Used in the GREGORY Database (continued)
LEGAL
ECONSTATUS
ECONTRANS
PROPERTY
EDUCATION
WRITING
LETTER
TRAVEL
RELIABILITY
EPITAPH
ANCSOURCE
ANCIENTREF
MODERNREF
ADDITREFS
COMMENTS
DBSOURCE
BIOEXIST
BIOGRAPHY
DATEENTRY
DATEUPDATE
DATEBEG
DATEEND
DATESORT

Any legal activity
Economic status
Any economic transaction performed
Property owned
Educational background
Writing activity indicator
Received an extant/lost letter
Any travel performed
Reliability of existence indicator
Epitaph indicator
Kind of source of information
Ancient/primary references listed
Modem references listed
Additional references indicator
Brief comments
Database of entry's origin
Existence of BIOGRAPHY indicator
Text biography
Date entry was created
Last date entry was updated
Earliest date of attestation
Latest date of attestation
Calculated date of activity

Sample Entry from the GREGORY Database
Name: Alaricus II
Nationality: Visigoth, "Goth"
Geographical Area of Origin or Activity:
Area: West Roman Empire
Diocese: Gaul
Province: Narbonensis I
Location: Toulouse
Sex: Male
Marital Status: NIA
Children: 1
This person had known relatives.
Date active: 484-507
Birthdate: NIA
Deathdate: 507
Cause of death: Violence (Battle, riots, etc.)
Known Class. Earliest: NIA, Latest: Noble Non-Roman
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Sample Entry from the GREGORY Database (cont)
Economic Status: Powerfully Wealthy
Religion: Arian Christian
Occupation: Leader of non-Romans
Latest Position: King of the Visigoths
Date: 484-507
Place: Toulouse
Actions: Killed by Clovis at Battle of Vouille
Alaricus II engaged in military service.
Professional activity: Sent a representative on a mission
Travel experience: CiviVMilitary Business
Modem References: CHF 63; PII 49
Ancient References: GregTur HF 2.27, 33, 35, 37, 3.0
Date of entry: 11/28/90
Most recent update: 12/18/90
Comments: Son: Amalaric
Biographical information (if any):
2.27 Defeated by Clovis, Syagrius fled to Alaric II at Toulouse. Clovis ordered Alaric to surrender
Syagrius or be attacked. Alaric handed Syagrius over to envoys who returned him to Clovis.
2.33 When Gundobad took Vienne, he sent those Franks who were with Godigisel in exile to
Alaric at Toulouse.
2.35 Alaric sent envoys to Clovis to obtain a meeting. The two met near Amboise on an island in
the Loire. They sat with each other at the dinner table and swore eternal friendship. Alaric
returned home.
2.37 Clovis met Alaric on the battlefield of Vouille, near the tenth milestone outside Poitiers.
Clovis killed Alaric, and the Frankish king was almost killed himself. Amalaric, son of Alaric,
escaped to Spain and ruled his father's kingdom wisely.
3.0 Gregory writes that Alaric refused to accept the Trinity. He thus was deprived of his kingdom,
his subjects and, more important, his afterlife.

List of Won1
Known to H

Values for TRi
B = "Civil/Mil
C = "Coerced'
D="Medical
F = "Flight"
G = "Religion
ff ="Change,
I = "Child Ac<
J = "Legal Ma
K = "Sent intc
V = "Several C
W="Weddin
X = "Special C

ForDAIBAC
574an = befo1
574ca = arour
574ps = after
581/584 = Soi
EIV =Earlyt
M/LVl=Mid

TRAVELNA
B
C

D
F

0
H
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Anon:
Anon
Anon
Anon
Anon
Anon
Anon
Anon
Anon
Melru
Pelag
Anon
Anon
Ano11
Berth
Cons

Allen Jones
List of Women from the History of the Franks
Known to Have Traveled

Values forTRAVEL:
B = "Civil/Military Business"
C = "Coerced"
D = "Medical Reasons"
F = "Flight"
G = "Religious Pilgrimage"
H = "Change of Domicile"
I= "Child Accompanying Parent(s)"
J = "Legal Matters"
K = "Sent into Exile"
V = "Several Categories Apply"
W = "Wedding, Marriage"
X = "Special Circumstance; Category Not Listed"

ric to surrender
to Clovis.
~isel in exile to

: on an island in
ndship. Alaric

For DA1EACTIVE:
574an = before 574
574ca = around 574
574ps = after 574
581/584 = Sometime between 581 and 584
EIV = Early fourth century
MILVI = Middle to late sixth century, etc.
TRAVELNAME

mtside Poitiers.
:, son of Alaric,

B
C

of his kingdom,
D
F

G
H

Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Melania
Pelagia
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Berthefledis
Constantina

DATEACTIVE PLACECALC POSmON
584
585
532
582
LVI
555/560
MVI
574an
581
LIV/EV
572ca
581/584
576ca
585
M/LVI
589

Austrasia
Avignon
Clermont
Nantes
Nice
Gaul
Gaul
Italy
Tours
Rome
Limoges
Agen
Rheims
Verdun
Paris
Poitiers

Wife of Bobo
Wife of Mummolus
Wife of Lytigius
Wife of Pappolen
Possessed Person
Wife of Chramn
Mother of Gundovald
Wife of Alboin
Wife of Vedast
Citiz.en
Mother of Aredius
Wife of Ragnovald
Wife of Siggo
Prophetess
Nun
Nun
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List of Wo
List of Women (continued)
TRAVELNAME
DATEACTIVE PLACECALC POSmON

J

Didimia
LVI
Poitiers
Nun
Widow of Desiderius
Tetradia
584/590ca
Clermont
Tranquilla
585/587
Poitiers
Wife
Anonymous 530s
Clermont
Daughter/Theudebert
Anonymous 589
Chalon
Virgin
Chrodieldis 589/590
Poitiers
Nun
Ingitrudis
579/590
Tours
Nun
Clermont
Sister/Apollinaris
KAlchima
515/532
Anonymous 583/587
Clermont
Wife of Guntram Boso
Anonymous 580/583
Tours
Wife of Leudast
Chrona
LV/EVI
Gaul
Nun
Placidiana
Clermont
Wife of Apollinaris
515/532
Com Grinder
Septimina
Austrasia
589ca
Paris
Wife of Childebert
Ultrogotha
558
V Anonymous LVI
LeMans
Aristocrat
Anonymous LVI
Soissons
Wife of a serf
Anonymous EVI
Italy
Wife of Traguilla
Basina
Soissons
Nun
580/590
Berthegundis MILVI
Tours
Nun
Brunichildis M/LVI
Tours
Queen
Chlodosuintha 575/588
Paris
Princess
MVI
Soissons
Wife of Alboin
Chlotsinda
Burgundy
Queen
Chrotchildis LV/MVI
Soissons
Wife of Childebert II
Faileuba
587/589
Helena
EIV
Mother/ Constantine
Britain
Rheims
Wife of Hermangild
Ingundis
575/585ca
Rigunthis
580/585
Soissons
Princess
W Anonymous LVI
ConstantinopleWife of Maurice
Anonymous 526an
Gaul
Wife of Theoderic
Anonymous EVI
Italy
Wife of Sigismund
Anonymous MVI
Paris
Wife of Ethelbert
Anonymous 585/590
Poitiers
Wife of Childeric
Anonymous 581
Tours
Wife of Lupus
Basina
456/463ca
Paris
Wife of Childeric
Chlotchildis 511/531ca
Paris
Wife of Amalaric
Deuteria
FJMVI
Cabrueres
Wife of Theudebert
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Allen Jones

List of Women (continued)
DATEACTIVE PLACECALC POSffiON
TRAVELNAME
Radegundis 587an
Thuringia
Nun
Theodogilis 560s
Paris
Nun
Vuldetrada
Germania
Wife of Garivald
550s
Wisigardis
Germania
Wife of Theudebert
532/539ca
X Anonymous 589
Chalon
Wife of Amalo
Queen
Anonymous M/LVI
Soissons
Maria
Aries
Charlatan
589/591
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THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S BATTLE
AGAINST VENEREAL DISEASE
DURING WORLD WAR II:
IMPLEMENTATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA

Janet Hudson
University of South Carolina
Venereal disease--the very name has been synonymous with immorality, infidelity, and
evil. Yet in 1940 the label carried more than embarrassing connotations. The danger of a death
sentence accompanied untreated cases. Each year more than 100,000 people died in the United
States from syphilis. Ten percent of the nation's insanity cases and fourteen percent of blindness
were attributed to untreated syphilis. Despite the seriousness of this disease, Americans had only
recently begun confronting it as a medical problem. Zealots of the progressive era advanced the
fight against venereal disease as if it were a moral crusade. "Proper folk" never mentioned the
word, and self-restraint was all the protection anyone needed against it. This shroud of secrecy
was lifted, however, when Thomas Parran became surgeon general in 1936. Parran brought to the
nation's attention his lifetime commitment to eradicating the disease that had destroyed so many.•
Thrust into the midst of this steady progress toward eliminating the venereal menace was
the disastrous threat of war, constantly dreaded because every war to date had accelerated the
growth of this disease, especially among military personnel. The United States Apny and Navy
had long recognized the problem venereal disease posed in time of war. America's wars of the
nineteenth century had consistently doubled the venereal rate.2 World War I began breaking this
trend of rapid rate increases in venereal infection but only because the military applied aggressive
control measures. Prophylactics were an important tool in General John Pershing's near obsessive
campaign against the disease. Military acceptance, however, did not thwart civilian opposition, and
many complained that condom distribution was the government's method of promoting
immorality.3
Drawing upon the experiences of successful collaboration during World War I, the United
States Public Health Service, American Social Hygiene Association, the Army, and the Navy each
renewed their cooperative bonds to each other after the outbreak of the Second World War. As
European hostilities mounted these organizations adopted a set of priorities and goals for protecting
1congress, House of Representatives, 76th Cong., 2nd sess. Congressional Record, (5 March 1940), vol.86, pt. 3, 2410;
Allan M. Brandt, No Magic Bullet: A Social History of Venereal Disease in the United States Since 1880 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1985), 129, 138-47.
2Joseph Earle Moore, "Venereal Disease and National Defense," Journal of the American Medical Association 111 (26 July
1941):255-58.
3"General Pershing," Journal of Social Hygiene 26 (February 1940): 98.
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the armed forces from venereal disease, commonly known as the Eight-Point Agreement. This
statement, which shaped future government policies on venereal disease control, included a
commitment to education, early diagnosis, persistent contact tracing, and repression of
prostitution. 4
With extensive troop mobilization in 1941, the focus of venereal disease control quickly
narrowed to point six of the Eight-Point Agreement--repression of prostitution. Determined to put
legislative power behind the Eight-Point Agreement, the House of Representative's Committee on
Military Affairs sponsored a bill that prohibited prostitution within the vicinity of military
installations. On July 11, 1941 the May Bill, named for the committee's chairman, Andrew May
of Kentucky, became law, making prostitution near a military base a federal crime. 5
Why so much emphasis on controlling prostitution? Medical, military, and political
officials were in rare agreement that commercial prostitution was the principal factor responsible
for escalating rates of syphilis and gonorrhea. Surgeon General of the Army James Magee argued
that seventy-five percent of all venereal infection among soldiers could be traced to prostitutes.
Accepting this premise, the conclusion followed that elimination of this menace was paramount in
any scheme to protect American service men and to insure the vitality of the armed forces. 6
Yet prostitution had always resisted elimination. "Camp followers" and military
encampments had long coincided. World War II, however, presented a new dimension to this
classic relationship between soldier and prostitute--the automobile. Dr. Charles Reynolds, former
Army Surgeon General, lamented that the "camp followers had motorized as the army
mechanized." Surgeon General Parran also decried this innovation. "The prostitute army has
taken to wheels . . . following the men and the money wherever they go," Parran declared.
Accessible transportation also facilitated prostitutes' quick movement from city to city and enabled
these women to elude authorities successfully.7
Awareness of the VD rate increase became apparent when a study of the first one million
selectees' medical records was published. The Selective Service Act of 1940, unlike the policy in
World War I, refused acceptance to all but the ablest of men. For the first time individuals with
venereal infections were rejected. Of the first 1,070,000 selectees, 48,500 had syphilis. The
results of this study were particularly embarrassing to South Carolina. The national average for
syphilis infection among selectees was 47.5 per 1000. South Carolina's average was three times
this at 156 per 1000, giving the state the second highest rate of syphilis in the nation among draft
age men. Florida was first with a 170.1 to 1000 ratio. African-Americans had disproportionately
high rates of infection. The national average for black selectees was 247.7 per 1000, compared
with South Carolina's 296.5 per 1000.8 While most contemporaries attributed this high rate of

4Medical Department, U.S. Army, Preventive Medicine in World War II, Communicable Diseases, (Washington, D.C., GPO,
1960) 5: 140-41; Annual Report of the Surgeon General of the Public Health Service, 1941, (Washington, D.C.: GPO,
1941), 205.
5New York Times, 24 May 1941, 10:5; Congress, Senate, 97th Cong., 1st sess. Congressional Record vol. 87, pt.6, 582425.
6Preventive Medicine in World War 11, 142-43. The idea of protecting soldiers by repressing prostitution is a theme that
~pears in almost every source on the subject.
The State, 1 April 1941, in World War II Scrapbook, vol 1, South Carolina Department of Archives and History,
Columbia, South Carolina, 45, hereafter cited as SCDAH; Thomas Parran and R.A. Vonderlehr, Plain Words About Venereal
Disease, (New York: Reynal & Hitchcock, 1941), 104; The State 4 January 1941, 12.
8Parran and Vonderlehr, Plain Words, 202-05.
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venereal disease to a more sexually promiscuous lifestyle among African-Americans, a more
plausible explanation was their inadequate economic, educational, social, and medical resources.
This study was not the only negative attention South Carolina received regarding venereal
disease. In March 1941 Charles Taft, assistant director of the Office of Defense Health and
Welfare Services, labeled South Carolina as "one of the bad places." Acknowledging that many
other states shared this fate, Taft indicated that South Carolina was "the only state complained
about." Moreover, Taft noted, he had received serious complaints that local authorities were
ineffectively managing the problems of prostitution around Fort Jackson, Camp Croft, Parris
Island, and the Charleston Navy Yard.9 Much of this criticism stemmed from South Carolina's
traditional practice of segregating rather than repressing prostitution. Often physicians would
inspect brothels, attempting to keep them free of venereal infection. Federal health officials
universally condemned this practice and insisted that repression was the only effective method of
control. 10
Taft's public criticism and the study identifying South Carolina's extremely high syphilis
rate did not complete the Palmetto State's stint in the spotlight. The American Social Hygiene
Association, an important component in the equation of government and private cooperation, drew
national attention again to South Carolina with the publication of its nationwide study of
prostitution laws. It revealed that while most states had adequate laws against prostitution, seven
states--Arizona, Arkansas, Kentucky, Nevada, Tennessee, West Virginia, and South Carolina-had no laws prohibiting prostitution. Three states--Georgia, Mississippi, and South Carolina-even permitted procuring a prostitute for hire.11
Of the sixteen various statutes found throughout the country designed to prohibit either
prostitution or penalize its customers South Carolina had only one, "injunction and abatement,"
which was a civil rather than a criminal law. Armed with this analysis, George Gould, legal
consultant for the American Social Hygiene Association, quickly identified South Carolina as a
problem state that needed immediate attention, especially since South Carolina hosted several
military installations. Gould came to South Carolina, promoting a comprehensive bill that would
enable the state to suppress prostitution easily.12
Federal officials descended on South Carolina just as state Senator Richard Jefferies
became the new governor on March 4, 1941, completing the term of Governor Joseph E. Harley
who died in February. Their purpose was to inform state authorities about the difficulties local
health officials were encountering without the necessary legislation to combat prostitution.
Apparently persuaded by the urgency of these please, Jefferies delivered a special message to the
House on Tuesday, March 10, advocating the need for a law against prostitution and urging
members to pass Gould's proposed bill by the end of the week.13
Federal pressure on South Carolina did not end with the initial suggestion that legislation be
proposed. The same day Jefferies addressed the House, he received a telegram from Surgeon
9The State, 22 March 1941, 1.
IOThe State, 22 March 1941, l; Information package from the American Social Hygiene Association to Governor Olin
Johnston, Olin Johnston Papers, Box 8, at SCDAH .
11 George Gould, "Laws Against Prostitution and Their Use," Journal of Social Hygiene 21 (October 1941): 336-37.
12George Gould to Richard Jefferies, 18 March 1942, Richard Jefferies Papers, Box 3, "Legislative Matters," at SCDAH;
Richard M . Jefferies, "Message from the Governor," March 10, 1942, Journal of the House of the General Assembly of the
State of South Carolina (Columbia, SC: Gonzales and Bryan, State Printers, 1942), 1170-71.
13House, Journal, 1942, 1170-75.
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Janet Hudson
General Parran which stressed the importance of this national effort against venereal disease and
reiterated the need for South Carolina's cooperation to deal effectively with the problem. A barrage
of letters from federal officials descended on Governor Jefferies. Frank Knox, Secretary of the
Navy, told him that "forty-seven [of forty-eight] states now have laws prohibiting commercial
prostitution." The implication was strong that South Carolina was shamefully laggard and should
comply. 14
On March 10 the House Judiciary Committee introduced Gould's bill. The only hint of
controversy surrounding the bill stemmed from a proposal requiring that the man, as well as the
woman, involved in any alleged prostitution arrest be prosecuted. But this motion was
immediately tabled without discussion. The bill then passed both houses on March 14, 1942,
giving South Carolina its first law prohibiting prostitution. Finally, South Carolina had joined the
national effort. 15 Obviously federal encouragement produced the desired results in South Carolina.
Since the legislation was packaged as an effort to protect American soldiers, resistance was
unwarranted and compliance tolerable.
How did the cities in South Carolina near military bases attempt to remedy the prostitution
problem identified by the federal government? Columbia, the state's capital and home to Fort
Jackson, experienced a tremendous influx of soldiers beginning in late 1940 followed by a marked
increase in prostitution. Mayor Frank Owens pledged Columbia's support in fighting prostitution
and appointed a Committee on Social Hygiene to develop a strategy for the city. After two months
of deliberation, the committee formulated a program that proposed three courses of action:
immediate closing of established houses of prostitution, extended commitment of law enforcement
to police conditions in the city that encouraged prostitution, and enhancement of recreational
opportunities available to soldiers, especially on Sundays. The last proposal met stiff opposition
from citizens who disdained the commercialization of Sunday. While skirting this potentially
explosive issue, Owens quickly embraced the first recommendation, closing houses of
prostitution, which no one publicly opposed. 16
Periodic raids were conducted as an effort to
eliminate the current prostitution and discourage other prostitutes from settling in Columbia.
"Tourist camps," suspected as being merely fronts for prostitution, were often the target of these
raids. Owners protested these occasional forays, charging that the "illegal searches without
warrants" were ruining their business. Raids, however, were not sufficient to end prostitution.
By early 1942 a new report on Columbia's progress at eliminating prostitution surfaced. It
condemned the city and Richland County for its deplorable vice conditions. Senator May, author
of the federal legislation to repress prostitution, threatened the city with an investigation if
conditions did not improve soon.17

14-relegram from Thomas Parran to Richard Jefferies, 10 March 1942; Frank Knox to Richard Jefferies, 18 March 1942; Paul
McNutt to Richard Jefferies, 11 March 1942, Telegram from Robert Patterson to Richard Jefferies, 13 March 1942; Henry
Stimson to Richard Jefferies, 25 March 1942, all in Jefferies Papers, Box 3, "Legislative Matters," SCDAH.
15 House, Journal, 1942, 1166, 1270, 1321, 1519; Senate, Journal, 1942, 792, 871, 985, 1010; The State, 18 March 1942,
14 .
16The State, 12 January 1941, 10-A; 4 January 1941, 12; Columbia City Council, Minutes of the City Council, 19 March
1941, 269, at City Hall, Public Information Office, Columbia, South Carolina.
11 The State, 19 March 1941, 1; 23 March 1941; C.T. Graydon (attorney for the tourist camp owners) to Sheriff Heise and
Chief Pratt, 2 February 1942, Governor Joseph E. Harley Papers, Box 1, File "G," at SCDAH; George Howell to Richard
Jefferies, 15 July 1942, Jefferies Papers, Folder 46, South Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia,
South Carolina, hereafter cited as SCL.
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Columbia was not the only South Carolina city plagued with prostitution problems.
Charleston, South Carolina's most important coastal city and host for the Navy Yard of the Sixth
Naval District, was fraught with vice conditions that captured the nations attention in May 1942.
That month Pie, a national pictorial magazine, featured an expose on the prostitution, gambling,
and alcohol problems rampant in Charleston. Its source was a deliberately leaked naval intelligence
report. This embarrassing publicity was the culmination of a bitter struggle between Charleston's
local city officials and the Navy.is
Tension between these rival authorities began in September 1941 with a naval inspection of
recreation available in Charleston for off-duty sailors. Finding the situation unacceptable, Admiral
William H. Allan, commandant of the Charleston Navy Yard, placed twenty-seven Charleston
establishments off-limits to sailors and insisted that vice conditions be improved. Mayor Frank
Lockwood made token efforts to appease the Navy, but Admiral Allan remained dissatisfied and
the controversy reemerged in a few months.19
The murder of a twenty-two year old taxi-cab driver on February 8, 1942 ignited a new
confrontation between the Navy and Charleston. On Monday following this Sunday episode in the
red light district, Admiral Allan pronounced all of Charleston "out-of-bounds" to naval personnel
for one week. Allan also announced that access would remain prohibited if local authorities did not
clean-up Charleston--meaning eliminate the prostitution. Outraged, Lockwood wrote to Senator
Burnet Maybank and Representative Mendel Rivers, requesting that they consult with naval
officials in Washington about Allan's decision to put all of Charleston out-of-bounds. Concerned
citizens, frustrated with the seeming impasse between city and military officials and concerned
about the economic impact of continuing this struggle, announced the formation of the Civic
Union.2°
At the High School of Charleston on February 16, 1942, six hundred people clamored to
witness the showdown between Lockwood and Allan at the Civic Union's first organizational
meeting. The meeting became a forum for accusations and platitudes. Lockwood asserted that
Charleston was no worse than other coastal cities with naval bases. Despite Lockwood's attempt
to justify his position, the crowd was not receptive. Instead, the assembly was enamored with
Allan's suggestion that owners of establishments associated with prostitution were deliberately
overlooked. One participant indicated that "someone was holding up the police department." They
all understood "someone" to be Lockwood, who had abolished the police commission when he
came to office. This action effectively put the mayor's office in control of the police department.
Lockwood immediately denounced the Civic Union as a political arm of his opponents. The
following morning Lockwood released a statement to the press that he was determined to "clean-up
the city regardless of whom it hurts from the Battery to the boundary."21
Lockwood's bold statement, followed up with numerous raids, dropped this volatile issue
out of the headlines until Pie published its inflammatory article in May 1942. Replete with
anecdotes from the naval intelligence report the magazine had received, the story was obviously a
continuation of the earlier feud between federal and local authorities. One problem it disclosed was
18Charleston News and Courier, 26 May 1942, 5.
19charleston News and Courier, 10 February 1942, l; 12 February 1942, 16.
20"Letter from Mayor Lockwood to the Civic Union," Charleston News and Courier, 12 February 1942, 16; 11 February
1942, 11-12.
2 1charleston News and Courier, 11 February 1942, 12; 17 February 1942, l; 18 February 1942, 1.
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the practice of prostitutes marrying heavily inebriated sailors with plans to Elraw their maintenance
allowance while they were at sea. Some women reportedly had married two or three men for this
purpose. Publication of this article renewed the Navy's charge that local politicians permitted these
conditions to survive. At a meeting of the Charleston Civic Union a naval intelligence statement
circulated, scorning incumbents for allowing these deplorable conditions to thrive. The conditions
are a "menace to our country and a fifth column of the worst sort." The charge persisted that
prostitution could exist only with official toleration. News that Allan would soon be leaving
Charleston, however, encouraged Lockwood to defuse this tension with the Navy. After alt,
Lockwood blamed Allan, not the Navy, and did not want to take any action that would embarrass
the new admiral scheduled to arrive July 1.22
With federal and state legislation against prostitution in place, aggressive repression of
prostitution ensued nationwide as it had in Columbia and Charleston. Health officials, however,
soon realized that the venereal disease rate did not drop because prostitutes revolved in and out of
jail. Treatment was essential if disease rates were to decline. Here two needs fortuitously met-the Public Health Service's need for experimentation with new treatment methods and the
military's need to reduce VD infection. The result was Rapid Treatment Centers, quarantine
hospitals that treated prostitutes with VD.23
Advances in venereal disease treatment mounted through 1944. That year, however, a
pivotal leap prompted Surgeon General Parran to characterize the fiscal year ending June 1944 as
"one of the most significant in the history of venereal disease control." Successful experimentation
positioned researchers to conclude that they were on the verge of harnessing an innovative weapon
against venereal disease--penicillin. Use of this miracle drug remained experimental during the war
and the government reserved the limited penicillin supply for military use. Besides soldiers,
prostitutes were given next priority, believing that treating prostitutes was synonymous with
protecting the military.24
The first Rapid Treatment Center did not open until late 1942, but efforts to establish them
began much earlier. Coinciding with federal efforts to construct these detention hospitals for
treating venereal disease patients was the collapse of funding for the New Deal Civilian
Conservation Corp (CCC) camps. Before news became official that the CCC camps would be
abandoned, rumors abounded that the Federal Security Agency had requested some of the CCC
camps for use as venereal disease quarantine hospitals. Meanwhile, South Carolina's need for a
detention center resurfaced in themidst of this speculation. The Citizens' Committee of Columbia
agreed that South Carolina should diligently pursue every avenue toward securing Pontiac, a CCC
camp just north of Columbia. Acquisition of Pontiac would not only assist the state in treating
venereal disease, but expenses would largely be financed by the federal government through the
Lanham Act, an appropriations act that funded construction of federal facilities for war needs. 25

22charleston News and Courier, 26 May 1942, 5; 27 May 1942, 1-2.
23Annual Report, United States Public Health Service, 1944, (Washington, DC: GPO, 1944), 85-86; Annual Report, South
Carolina State Board of Health, 1943, 141.
24Annual Report, US Public Health Service, 1944, 85-86; Annual Report, US Public Health Service, 1945, 99-101; Dr.
John Preston, interviewed by author, October 1991.
25 Charles Taft to R.A. Lovett, 15 July 1942, Telegram from Richard Jefferies to Charles Taft, 1 July 1942, George Howell
to Richard Jefferies, 15 July 1942, Telegram from Richard Jefferies to Charles Taft, 22 June 1942, Folders 46 & 47,
Jefferies Papers, at SCL. The Citizens' Committee of Columbia was created to investigate potential solutions for solving
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South Carolina's need for a detention hospital and the Federal Security Agency's desire to
meet that need, however, were not enough to secure a CCC camp. Before procurement of Pontiac
could become a reality, the sea of federal bureaucracy, mined with hazardous traps, had to be
successfully navigated. Disagreement abounded between branches of the federal government over
who needed it the most. 26 While working for a quarantine hospital, Jefferies also gave attention to
an equally important concern: the handling of black and white prostitutes. Jefferies told Taft that
South Carolina had a "distinct problem in taking care of prostitutes in the two races." One camp,
Jefferies asserted, would be inadequate for treating both white and black women. While he
reasoned that separation was needed because venereal disease was more difficult to manage among
"colored people", his real motivation seemed far more obvious.27 Fundamentally the culture could
not tolerate it. Segregation had been and continued to be a paramount concern for white South
Carolinians, especially regarding intimate situations.
Success soon followed persistence,
however. By December 1942 South Carolina had finally acquired two temporary detention
hospitals--Pontiac and Goldville. Washington had capitulated to South Carolina's segregation
request by making Goldville a quarantine facility for black women. These two converted CCC
camp facilities were among the first detention hospitals the Public Health Service opened as part of
the national Rapid Treatment Center experiment during the war.2 8 Patients for Pontiac and
Goldville primarily came from police referrals. Generally they were young women, fifteen to
twenty-five years old, who had been arrested either for prostitution or "violation of the health
ordinance." The punishment required confinement until cured. 29
Two years following the acquisition of Pontiac and Goldville South Carolina's quarantine
facilities for treating venereal disease appeared transitional, continually rotating patients and
treatment approaches to facilitate treatment research and to accommodate racial segregation. 30
Despite the sporadic and inconsistent career of Rapid Treatment Centers in South Carolina, James
Hayne, state health director, pronounced them an unqualified success. They have been, he
insisted, "one of the most outstanding and beneficially effective accomplishments in this locality in
the promotion of human health and welfare in recent times. "31
Not everyone, however, shared Hayne's enthusiasm for the hospitals' operations. In
addition to treating women with venereal disease, the Federal Security Agency envisioned the
quarantine hospital serving a dual purpose. While being cured of their venereal disease, these
women were to be rehabilitated and receive vocational training. But Columbia's Citizens'

Richland County's growing prostitution and venereal disease problem after Senator May threatened to investigate the area
for violations of the May Act.
26Telegram from Colonel Bradgon to Richard Jefferies, 27 July 1942, William Glassford to Vice Chief of Naval Operations,
9 November 1942, Folder 47, Jefferies Papers, at SCL.
27 Richard Jefferies to Charles Taft, 17 July 1942, Folder 47, Jefferies Papers, at SCL.
28 Annual Report, South Carolina State Board of Health, 1943, 141; Annual Report, South Carolina State Board of Health,
1944, 9-10.
29City of Columbia, City Court Dockets, 1943-1945, City Court Storage, Columbia, South Carolina.
300ther VD treatment facilities included Sand Hills, also known as Camp Victory (a former National Youth Administration
facility), and Riverside, a hospital built with federal money that was destroyed by fire in February 1945. Annual Report,
South Carolina State Board of Health, 1943, 141; Annual Report, South Carolina State Board of Health, 1944, 9-10, 32-38,
111; Annual Report, South Carolina State Board of Health, 1945, 23-24, 35-36.
31Annual Report, South Carolina State Board of Health, 1943, 142.
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Committee realized that Pontiac fell short of this ideal. Pontiac operated more as a penal institution
than a hospital, members charged, often refusing or delaying admission of volunteer patients. 32
Fortunately for everyone the war ended in 1945, but neither prostitution nor venereal
disease disappeared. War and VD had long been familiar companions, and World War II
continued this tradition. Although prostitution and venereal disease were not eradicated during
World War II, the program experienced some success. In 1943 the Division of Social Protection
conducted a study demonstrating that among service men sexual contacts with commercial
prostitutes had dropped to only twenty percent of all contacts, compared with seventy-five percent
in the beginning. The new problem contributing to soldiers' infection, according to the Division,
was "promiscuous girls and women." 33 Interestingly, no agency of the federal government ever
identified men as a contributing factor in the spread of venereal disease.
Quantifying successful prostitution control, however, was so subjective that it is difficult to
measure. The real success of the war effort in venereal disease control was not the diligent yet
futile efforts to eliminate prostitution, but rather the Rapid Treatment Centers or quarantine
hospitals. At these facilities, new treatment methods, including penicillin, were developed and
administered. As more people experienced complete cures, reductions in the rate of transmission
ensued. Without the war perhaps federal money would not have flowed as freely to research and
treatment as it did. Moreover, the wartime need to protect the armed forces supplied an ample
source of available, although perhaps not so willing, patients for experimentation. The Rapid
· Treatment Centers began as a temporary measure to alleviate a crisis situation but became an
intricate part of venereal disease treatment when peace resumed.
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32Toe Citizens' Committee proposed that the City of Columbia apply for its own federal Public Health Service funds because
of the State Board of Health's poor performance record. This local disagreement exemplified problems experienced at the
national level between agencies with overlapping responsibilities sharing the same resource to resolve similar problems.
Minutes of the Columbia City Council, 7 July 1944, 60-61; Annual Report, US Public Health Service, 1944, 83.
33Annual Report, US Public Health Service, 1943, 150.
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THE D'OILLYS OF OXFORDSHIRE:
POLITICS AND PATRONAGE IN ANGLONORMAN ENGLAND

Larry Salley
University of South Carolina
The d'Oilly family of Oxfordshire represents a rare opportunity for investigation of the
workings of the medieval English aristocracy. Although the house of d'Oilly is often mentioned in
various studies of medieval English politics and society, no comprehensive study of the baronial
family has ever been undertaken. Besides extensive property, the traditional medieval measure of
wealth and power, the d'Oillys also possessed various other indicators of prestige and royal favor
(or disfavor). In this paper, the history of this Anglo-Norman baronial family will be used to
illustrate in microcosm both the importance of royal favor upon the careers of medieval aristocrats
and how fickle that favor could be.
The d'Oillys, in addition to their tenures as barons of Hook Norton, served in varying
capacities as both royal and local administrators, household officials, and members of the royal
court. The fluctuations in official standing, viewed over the course of five barons' careers, can be
used in context with the political history of medieval England to generate a picture of the relative
attitudes of the Anglo-Norman kings toward their nobles, as well as the direct role they could (and
did) play in baronial affairs.
The d'Oilly family originated in Normandy, likely in or around the village of Ouilly-leBassett.1 The first d'Oilly who can be positively placed in England is Robert (I), a contemporary
of William the Conqueror. It is almost certain that he participated in the Norman Conquest of
England,2 and he undoubtedly received a share of the spoils. 3 He received two baronies, the
Honor of Beckley, later called St. Valery, and the Honor of Oilly, also called the Barony of Hook

Iwmiam T. Reedy, "The First Two Bassets of Weldon," Northhamptonshire Past and Present, vol 4, no. 4 (1969-70) 243.
2Bayley, 1,5. Master Wace, Chronicle of the Norman Conquest, trans. Edgar Taylor. (London: William Pickering, 1837)
211.

3David C. Douglas has demonstrated that Wace cannot be trusted in this regard without independent verification, and he does

not include Robert d'Oilly in his list of definite participants at Hastings. Douglas does, however, include Hugh d'Ivry,
butler to William I, on the verified list. Robert had strong ties to the house of d'lvry. Moreover, Robert witnesses a royal
charter as minister as early as 1067. All these factors, combined with the substantial territorial grants to Robert which
followed the Conquest, suggest very strongly that he fought at Hastings. D.C. Douglas, "Companions of the Conqueror,"
History 28 (1943) 129-147. H. W. C . Davis, R. H. C. Davis, and H. A. Cronne, eds. Regesta Regnum AngloNormannorum . 4 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1913-1969) 1: No. 10.
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Norton, after its caput. 4 Here we see for the first time the influence of royal patronage upon the
fortunes of the house of d'Oilly, as the Conqueror provided the daughter and heiress of one of his
wealthiest English allies as a bride for Robert. This union with Ealdgyth, daughter of Wigod of
Wallingford, either accomplished or legitimized the transfer of much of the English lord's property
to the new baron.s These original grants were again augmented in 1083 as a reward for Robert's
participation in the siege of Sainte-Suzanne in Maine.6 By the time of the Domesday survey in
1086, Robert d'Oilly held property valued at over £465 in eleven counties. More than £413 of this
was held directly from the king. According to the ranking system of W. J. Corbett, who arbitrarily
classified barons into five groups based upon the Domesday value of their tenancies-in-chief, this
total would place Robert d'Oilly in the second-highest tier, among the twenty richest barons in
England.7 However, the value of these extensive lands represents only a portion of the tenurial
patronage shown Robert by William the Conqueror, for prior to Domesday's compilation he had
given away the sizeable barony of Beckley to his brother-in-arms, Roger d'lvry.
The bulk of favors bestowed upon Robert by the Conqueror came in the form of royal titles
and offices. He served as a constable to the household of William I, a quasi-military office. 8 His
other primary military function to the crown was as castellan of the royal castle at Oxford.
Tradition holds that he was responsible for the construction of Oxford castle in 1071, and that
virtually he commanded, in addition to the castle, the government of the entire county.9 Both the
constableship and the castellany of Oxford became hereditary offices of the d'Oillys. 10 Robert also
seems to have held the office of Sheriff under William I in as many as three counties. 11
Besides these offices, Robert possessed a certain level of prestige at court. C. Warren
Hollister has pioneered the use _of royal charter attestations as an indicator of the influence of
various barons in the Anglo-Norman Curia Regis.12 Those who witnessed the king's charters
most frequently are assumed to have been most often in his presence and to have had his ear most
readily. Robert is named as a witness to sixteen royal charters, enough to rank him in a tie for
eighth among the most frequent of William I's charter attestors. Unfortunately, five to eight of
Robert's attestations are not genuine.13 But even subtracting these spurious charters, the eight to
eleven which remain place him just outside the range of the premier ten curiales. He was also
addressed in four of William I's charters--less often than Geoffrey of Coutances (13), Robert of

41. J. Sanders, English Baronies (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963) 54.
5Edward A. Freeman, The History of the Nonnan Conquest of England, vol 4 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1871) 732-4.
6Ibid, 657-8.
7William John Corbett, "The Development of the Duchy of Normandy and the Norman Conquest of England," The
Cambridge Medieval History, vol. 5 (Cambridge: University Press, 1968) 510-511.
8White, 149-50.
9Annales Monastici 4:9. Chronicon Monasterii de Abingdon 2: 7,12.
10white, 150-1.
11 Toe counties were Berkshire, Oxford, and W1UWick. Regesta 1: nos. 49, 104, 200. See also Judith Green, English
Sheriffs to 1154 (London, 1990) 26, 69, 83. Further circumstantial evidence for Robert holding the office of Sheriff of
Oxford can be found in his role as castellan. By the thirteenth century, almost half of the royal castles, including Oxford,
were administered by the sheriff. J. G. A. Pounds, The Medieval Castle in England and Wales (Cambridge: University Press,
1990) 87-8.
12c. Warren Hollister, "Magnates and Curiales in Early England," Monarchy, Magnates, and Institutions in the AngloNorman World (London: Hambledon Press, 1986) 97-116. Originally printed in Viator 4 (1973): 115-122.
13 Regesta 1: nos. 10, 89*, 90, 95*, 141*, 143, 144*, 178*, 199, 209, 216*, 233*, 234*, 235, 270, 275 (* indicates
charter of doubtful authenticity).
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Mortain (7), or Odo of Bayeux (5), but more often than any of the other ten leading courtiers.1 4
Even his appearance on the witness lists of the five to eight spurious charters is evidence of his
prestige--at least forgers considered him a legitimate curia/is!
When William the Conqueror died in 1087, Robert d'Oilly lost not only his King and liege
lord, but his patron as well. Robert d'Oilly may have continued as sheriff of Warwickshire under
the new king, William Rufus, and he retained the same responsibilities as royal constable and
castellan of Oxford. Because of these official connections, as well as the fact that Robert d'Oilly is
not known to have possessed baronial lands in Nor:mandy, it seems certain that Robert sided with
Rufus in his succession struggle with his brother, Robert Curthose, in 1088. This loyalty, though,
still did not ensure the kind of close relationship Robert had shared with the Conqueror. He only
is named as a witness to three of Rufus' charters, one-fourth as many as another of the new king's
royal constables and sheriffs, Urse of Abetot. 15 Moreover, Rufus rewarded his own friends and
allies with patronage just as his father had previously done--sometimes to the detriment of the "old
guard." Robert d'Oilly became the victim of this policy when a lucrative Oxfordshire manor which
he had held at farm from William I was granted by William II as part of the Honor of Gloucester to
one of his new favorites, Robert fitz Hamon.1 6
When Robert d'Oilly I died c. 1093, he was succeeded by his brother Nigel as the second
baron of Hook Norton.17 A generous marriage-portion granted to Robert's only daughter, Maud,
ensured that Nigel would control only a barony of approximately half the size that Robert had.
Moreover, Nigel, like his brother before him, also had to deal with the same diminished influence
of the family with King William II. Although he retained the family's hereditary positions as
castellan of Oxford and royal constable, Nigel did not serve as a sheriff under Rufus, and only two
of his attestations to Rufus' charters survive. is
The d'Oillys' fortunes would change again, however, when William Rufus was succeeded
by his brother, King Henry I, in 1100. Henry, an effective administrator, favored loyal royal
servants and household officers over the wealthiest magnates as his curia/es. We cannot be certain
whether it was Nigel d'Oilly's role as constable, the family's history of service, or some
unrecorded specific act of loyalty that won over the new king, but we do know that the role played
by Nigel d'Oilly under Henry I rivaled that of Robert d'Oilly under the Conqueror.
Nigel continued as castellan of Oxford, and continued under Henry I to attest as a royal
constable.19 To these hereditary duties Henry added new responsibilities. Nigel rejoined the ranks
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14Regesta 1: nos. 49, 130, 200, 277 (Evidence for no. 277 can be found in "Errata," Regesta 2: 398). Hollister, "Magnates
and Curiales," 109.
15Regesta 1: Nos 315,319,328. Hollister, "Magnates and Curiales," 110-111. This discrepancy is magnified by the early
death of Robert d'Oilly. His attestations took place over the first six years of a thirteen-year reign. But even doubling his
attestation totals would not place him among William Il's top ten curiales, nor would his attestations equal half those of
Urse of Abetot.
16The Victoria County History of Oxford 9:140.
17Although Judith Green states that no evidence exists which proves that Nigel was Robert's brother or his son (The
Government of England Under Henry I (Cambridge, 1986) 265 and note), the monks of Oseney claim that "Robertus de
Olleyo et Nigellus de Olleyo fratres fuerunt carnales .... Mortuo dicto Roberto sine herede corporis sui, dictus Nigellus
frater eius successit ei in hereditatem ut heres." Oseney Cartulary, 4: 11.
18Regesta 1: Nos. 410 and 466. Some argument can be made that Nigel's apparent lack of influence at the court of William
II is the result of his tenure overlapping Rufus' reign only by some seven years (c. 1093-1100). But even adding the three
attestations by Robert d'Oilly in the early part of Rufus' reign (1087-1092), the d'Oilly family only accounted for five
attestations over fourteen years--not enough to be considered legitimate curiales.
19Regesta 2: No. 547.
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of the royal curia/es, witnessing twenty-three royal charters in England and in Normandy.20
Although Henry's court travelled with him between England and the continent, Nigel, whose
household and military duties were concentrated in England, travelled less than most.21 Along
with other influential royal servants, Nigel served as part of the so-called "viceregal court" which
advised Henry's queen Matilda on the governance of England whenever the King was across the
channel.22 In addition, Nigel seems to have been Sheriff of Oxford in 1115,23 and may have
served in 1111 on the treasury court which would later be called the exchequer. 24
At the same time that Nigel d'Oilly experienced the resurgence of his family's influence,
another player was introduced to the game of baronial politics: Brian Fitz-Count. Once again, the
d'Oillys would find that even among royal favorites, some were more favored than others. FitzCount was perhaps the most favored of Henry I's barons after his own illegitimate son, Robert
Earl of Gloucester, and was personally knighted by the king. He was greatly enriched with gifts
of land from Henry I, and at some time before 1119 was given Maud d'Oilly, daughter of Robert,
in marriage. 25
Nigel d'Oilly died in 1115, and was succeeded as baron of Hook Norton by his son,
Robert (II). Fitz-Count, however, probably by virtue of his marriage to Maud, seems to have
succeeded to some of his lands, his constableship, and possibly the office of sheriff as well.26
Robert II apparently made a concerted effort to regain the same level of prestige his family had
held in the past, paying the huge sum of 400 marks of silver for the shrievalty of Oxford in 1129.27
By 1136, under King Stephen, Robert had regained the office of constable as well, and also acted
as a local justice in Oxford from 1136-41. 2s
Despite the gains he ha~ made during the early part of Stephen's reign, from at least 1141
forward Robert placed his loyalty with Matilda the Empress, daughter of King Henry I, in her civil
war with Stephen. The king, of course, retaliated, stripping Robert of both the castellany and the
constableship.29 At the time of his death in 1142, Robert was simply a baron of middling wealth,
without any office or curial importance.
Robert's son, Henry d'Oilly (I), was similarly sympathetic to the Angevin side during the
Anarchy, and had to endure the same lack of royal patronage as a result. But when the Empress'
son, Henry II, succeeded Stephen as king in 1154, the fortunes of the house of d'Oilly improved
immediately. Henry d'Oilly was Sheriff of Oxfordshire from 1155 until 1160, and issued charters
with the title constabularius regis from 1155 until his death in 1163.30
20Hollister, "The Rise of Administrative Kingship," in Monarchy, Magnates, and Institutions, 241.
21 Ibid, 225.
221bid, 229.
23Regesta 2: No. 1128. Judith Green, English Sheriffs to 1154, 69.
24Hollister, "The Rise of Administrative Kingship," 223. Hollister points out that the group which met at the Winchester
Treasury at Michaelmas 1111 was certainly the exchequer, albeit before it had gained its distinctive title. One of the
participants was William d'Oilly, who Hollister guesses was either "a little-known kinsman of Nigel of Oilli .. . or a scribal
error for Nigel himself." The second explanation seems more likely, for the only known William of Oilli, Nigel's nephew,
became a monk at Eynsham at am early age. ~
25 Tois was Maud's second marriage. She was widowed by her first husband, Miles Crispin, to whom she bore no heirs.
Therefore, her marriage portion remained in the distaff line.
26Pipe Roll 31 Henry/, 139. Green, The Government of England Under Henry/, 247-8.
27Ibid, 2.
28Regesta 3: no. 271 and xxv.
29Regesta 3: xx, xxxi-xxxii. Eynsham Cartulary 1: 411-416.
30Pipe Roll 2,3,4 Henry II, 35, 81, 149. Pipe Roll 5 Henry II, 33. Pipe Roll 6 Henry II, 8. Oseney Cartulary 5: nos. 572b,
572c, 691. Eynsham Cartulary l: no. 70, 76.
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Henry d'Oilly (I) left as his heir an infant son of the same name, who, while in his
minority, of course possessed no influence whatsoever. But after he came of age, Henry (II)
d'Oilly pursued the traditional family occupations, eventually serving as constable to King Richard
Lion-heart, and also as Sheriff of Oxford in 1195 and 1196. 31 This regained prestige would be
lost yet again, though, with the accession of King John in 1199 and his subsequent attempts at
revenue-raising at the expense of his barons. Henry amassed such a long and convoluted string of
debts to the crown that the harried exchequer clerk recorded from 1204 forward that he owed only
"de pluribis debitis." 32 These financial woes were compounded when he borrowed over £1000
from Simeon the Jew, an Oxford financier, and thereby incurred perhaps the largest single debt to
Jewry in all of medieval English History. 33 King John took this debt into his own hands in 1208
and used it to exert extreme financial pressure upon Henry.34 Not surprisingly, when England's
barons rose against John in 1215, Henry d'Oilly (II) was among the rebels. He paid for this
decision when John not only stripped him of all his offices, but declared his barony forfeit as
well. 35 However, following the rebellion and Magna Carta, Henry's lands and his constableship
were restored by the minority government of King Henry III. 36 He possessed only the barony and
the constableship at the time of his death in 1232. Henry d'Oilly (II) had no heirs of his body, and
was the last d'Oilly baron of Hook Norton.
The careers of the five d'Oilly barons are a striking testament to the importance of personal
ties to the crown for the English baronage--particularly for those barons who intended to exert
more than local influence. Every time a new king came to the throne during the d'Oillys' careers,
the new monarch's personal feelings toward the family and official policy toward his courtiers led
to some adjustment in the family's fortunes. Likewise, every time a new lord took control of the
Honor of Hook Norton, he had, at least in some sense, to make a fresh start in his relationship
with the king--either helped or hindered by the standing of his predecessor. Finally, baronial
actions and reactions to political circumstances could (and did) lead to tension and even outright
violence between lord and vassal. Often, however, the resolution of those circumstances had the
effect of turning the political spectrum inside out--making yesterday's rebels into tomorrow's
courtiers and trusted servants into personae non gratae. Although all of the Anglo-Norman barons
were considered the "king's men" as his vassals, whom the king himself considered "his men"
could make the difference between prosperity and adversity.

31 Pipe Roll 7 Richard I, 142. Pipe Roll 8 Richard[, 69. In this same year (1196), I. J. Sanders states (in English Baronies,
54) that Henry II d'Oilly died and was succeeded by a son, Henry ill (obit 1232). The Annales Monastici, however, indicate
that it was Henricus Secundus who died in 1232, and the Pipe Rolls show no evidence to the contrary.
32Pipe Roll 6 John, 107.
33 Cecil Roth, The Jews of Medieval Oxford (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1951) 11-12.
34Pipe Roll JO John, xvii, 139.
35Rotuli Litterarum Clausarum, ed. Thomas D. Hardy (London: Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1835) 237.
36Ibid, 324b.
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"THE LIGHT OF LEARNING
EXTINGUISHED WITHIN OUR BORDERS"
THE COLLEGE HOSPITALS,
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 1862-1865

Tom Downey
University of South Carolina
In December 1861 South Carolina Surgeon General Robert W. Gibbes addressed a letter to
the State Senate, commenting upon the generally dismal hospital provisions furnished by
Confederate authorities. "I need scarcely remind you," he wrote, "of the sad neglect of early
preparation by the Confederate Government of necessary hospitals which has been so lamentably
felt in the neighborhood of our armies." Nor did arrangements in South Carolina escape his
disapprobation, which deemed them to be "entirely inadequate." Noting the recent occupation of
the Port Royal region by Federal forces and the growing number of Southern troops along the
coast, Gibbes emphasized "the necessity of extensive hospital preparation for the aid and comfort
of the latter." He did not wish to see a repetition of the deplorable lack of hospital preparation
which occurred after Manassas, and urged the Senate to undertake the organization of a large State
hospital in the interior of South Carolina.1
The site Gibbes recommended as "the most eligible position" for such a facility was
Columbia. The city was centrally located and far removed from the activities of the camps. Yet,
with its numerous railroad connections, Columbia was accessible to all parts of the state. Gibbes
also pointed out that the distance between Columbia and Charleston was about the same as between
Richmond and Manassas, "where the general and other Confederate hospitals are located." 2 Both
the House and Senate responded positively to his petition and quickly sent a joint resolution to
Governor Francis W. Pickens, requesting that he act "to establish suitable Army Hospitals at
convenient and safe points in South Carolina. "3
But when Confederate authorities arrived in the capital city to follow through on Gibbes'
recommendation, they found a hospital already established by the ladies of Columbia. In the first
months of the war, disease and exposure wreaked havoc among area army encampments. Acting
lJoumal of the Senate of South Carolina Being the Sessions of 1861 (Columbia: Charles P. Pelham, 1861) 164-165.
2Ibid.
3Reports and Resolutions of the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina Passed at the Annual Session of 1861,
(Columbia: Charles P. Pelham, 1861) 286.
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on their own initiative, several of the city's leading women established and operated a hospital at
the State Fairgrounds to serve the needs of the sick soldiers. So, when Confederate officials
arrived the following winter, they found, much to their delight, a hospital already furnished and in
operation. The ladies deferred to the military authorities and turned their facility over to the medical
department, although they continued to volunteer their services wherever needed. 4 However, it
was not long before shortcomings affecting the fair-ground buildings' suitability for hospital
purposes became evident. Medical officials found the structures neither spacious enough nor
comfortable. In addition, they were of rather loose and flimsy construction. Located upon an
exposed hill, "wind pours through them from one end to another," and the roof was in such poor
condition, "that, in rainy weather, patients suffering from typhoid pneumonia had to be moved
from one place to another to escape being drenched in their sickbeds. "S Lacking the building
material necessary for constructing new facilities, Confederate authorities began casting about
Columbia for a more hospitable site.
Their search soon ended at the campus of the South Carolina College. The College
buildings were well constructed, centrally located, furnished, and, by June 1862, largely
unoccupied. Ever since the fall of Fort Sumter, the student body of South Carolina College had
been zealously trying to enlist for service in the army, only to be returned to its studies time and
again. When conscription became law in early 1862, what remained of the student body quickly
enlisted to avoid the dreaded stigma of being drafted. Although without students, the faculty
believed their duty remained with the College, and resolved to reopen it, "if possible," the
following week. 6 But by May only nine students and an almost equal number of faculty were the
sole occupants of the campus grounds.7
With the College open in name only, Confederate authorities applied to the faculty for
permission to use the buildings for hospital purposes, and were promptly rebuffed. Undaunted,
they made a second application to the College trustees and were again refused. Sensing that a
change of tactics was necessary, Confederate officials bypassed the College authorities and
appealed directly to the Governor and Executive Council of South Carolina for permission. 8
This time the request received a favorable response. On June 16, 1862, the Governor and
Executive Council drew up a series of resolutions, recommending that "the College buildings as
are not otherwise appropriated should be tendered to the Confederate Medical director of this
Department to be used as a hospital for the accommodation of sick and wounded soldiers." It was
further recommended that all non-medical activities on the campus be constricted to as small a place
as practicable to provide "as much space as possible to a purpose which· so strongly commends
itself on the ground of sound policy as well as patriotism and humanity." Trustees received a copy

4Mrs. Campbell Bryce, Reminiscences of the Hospitals of Columbia, S.C. During the Four Years of the Civil War,
~Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1897) 4-7, 13.
Charleston, Mercury, 4 December 1862; Reports and Resolutions, 1862, 213.
6Maximilian LaBorde, History of the South Carolina College, (Charleston, SC: Walker, Evans, & Cogswell, 1874) 472.
7Daniel Walker Hollis, The University of South Carolina, vol. l, South Carolina College (Columbia: University of South
Carolina Press, 1951) 213-222; "War Records", 2 Vol., Bulletin of the University of South Carolina (Columbia, 19071908), vol. II, 21.
8Charles E. Cauthen, ed., Journals of the South Carolina Executive Council of 1861 and 1862, (Columbia: South Carolina
Archives Department, 1956) 198.
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of the resolutions, along with a face-saving proviso, suggesting the tendering of the buildings
should come from the trustees, not by an act of the Governor and Council. 9
Seeing the handwriting on the wall, the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees met
that same evening and requested the faculty to complete exams as soon as possible, since the need
for hospital accommodations in Columbia "was one of the most pressing character."10 The
following day, June 17, in a communication to the Executive Council, trustee William Desaussure
recommended that two of the College buildings be turned over to the Medical Director for hospital
use. 11 On June 21, the medical purveyor in Columbia accepted the buildings on behalf of the
Confederate Government.12 Four days later, Confederate officials took possession of several of the
College buildings and began preparing them for use as a military hospital.
Six buildings were initially occupied, while the science rooms, laboratories, society halls,
library, and faculty residences remained in possession of the College. 13 With the appropriated six
buildings, two hospitals were organized. College Hospital No. 1 occupied the northside buildings
of the College, while College Hospital No. 2 consisted of those on the southside. Students'
bedding and mattresses were also taken, with an appraisal made in order that they might be
reimbursed for their lost property.14
As a hospital, the South Carolina College accommodations "proved to be reasonable, as
well as great." During the summer of 1862 the site received 2,500 patients from Virginia and the
Carolina coast, with as many as 500 in attendance at a single time.is After a six-month search, the
Confederacy in South Carolina finally found what seemed to be the perfect solution to the problem
of interior hospital accommodations.
But the faculty and trustees of South Carolina College were by no means ready to concede
the cause of education to Confederate authorities. In August acting faculty president Maximilian
LaBorde wrote to the governor and council, requesting that the buildings be delivered up to
College authorities by mid-September, so that they might be prepared for the return of students in
October. As LaBorde and the College trustees understood it, the use of the buildings for hospital
purposes was only intended to be a temporary measure until other provisions for the sick and
wounded could be made.16
Governor Pickens understood otherwise. After waiting a full month before replying to
Laborde's request, he declared that "on account of the war" it was the opinion of the Executive
Council that the South Carolina College should remain a hospital for the present. "There seems to
be now no alternative but to submit to the suspension of our Institutions during the war," Pickens
stated. "It is deeply to be regretted, but we have no alternative." Still, he held out a thin ray of
hope: "If the change of circumstances would justify it," Pickens was willing to permit the
reopening of the College. Furthermore, he would refer the entire matter to the State Legislature for
action. 17
91bid., 205.
IO"War Records", vol. I, 26.
l lcauthen, Journal of the Executive Council, 206.
12Ibid., 207.
13Hollis, South Carolina College, 222.
14cauthen, Journal of the Executive Council, 213.
IS Reports and Resolutions, 1862, 213-214.
16Cauthen, Journal of the Executive Council, 252; "War Records", vol. I, 27.
17"War Records", vol. I, 28-29.
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Perhaps fortified by the possibility that the College might be reopened if better hospital
facilities could be found, LaBorde continued to press for the return of the College buildings. In
October, bypassing the Governor and Executive Council, he sent a communication to Confederate
Medical Director Thomas Ogier. Happy as he was that the College was being used in a noble and
patriotic service, LaBorde reiterated the faculty's understanding that such use was only a temporary
measure. "The Faculty believe," he further argued, "that without any special detriment to the
public good, they may be returned to them and that the sick soldiers can find an asylum
elsewhere." 18 In reply, Ogier stated his willingness to remove patients from the College as soon as
other hospital arrangements could be made. But after visiting Columbia in early October he found
that due to the difficulties in obtaining sufficient labor and material, "it would be several months
before suitable buildings could be erected." Given his understanding that Pickens was
recommending to the legislature that the College be closed for the duration of the war, Ogier felt it
ought "to remain as it is during the war." He further emphasized that this arrangement would save
the Confederate government a substantial expense. 19 He made a similar recommendation to
Governor Pickens, with the additional approval of his plan by General P.G.T. Beauregard, the
commanding general in South Carolina. 20
What little chance remained to reopen the College would hinge on the decision of the state
legislature in its upcoming session. College authorities were not without allies. Pickens supported
reopening the College, but his power to influence a decision in the matter was greatly reduced by
the dissolution of the Executive Council and the end of his term as governor. Governor-elect
Milledge Bonham, a South Carolina College trustee, likewise favored a continuation of the
institution, as did several College alumni serving in the Legislature. Representative Richard
Yeadon, especially, maintained that better facilities could be had at the fairgrounds and lamented
that "the light of learning [would be] extinguished within our borders." 21 The Charleston Daily
Courier supported Yeadon and his colleagues, concurring that hospital facilities should be found
elsewhere, rather than "continue the College as the seat of disease and infection, instead of the
shrine of literature and science."22 However, the rival Mercury, took the opposite view. "To what
better purpose could the buildings be applied?" it protested. The College was "never better
employed than in sheltering the men who are pouring out their blood to preserve her from a savage
enemy." 23
On December 17, 1862, the Senate Committee on the College, Education, and Religion
made its recommendations, much to the dismay of the College supporters. Tactfully the
Committee assigned blame to neither side in the debate, regarding as "neither untimely nor
injudicious" the surrender of the College buildings. The faculty members and their supporters only
did their duty as they saw fit in defending their institution against wartime demands that were
detrimental to higher education in the state. But with an attack on Charleston seemingly imminent
and the continued build-up of troops along the Carolina coast, the need for interior hospital
accommodations would not allow exemption of the College. Therefore, the Committee
18Ibid., vol. 1, 30-31.
19Ibid., vol. l, 31.
20cauthen, Journal of IM Executive Council, 219.
2lcbarleston, Daily Courier, 19 December 1862.
22cbarleston, Daily Courier, 23 December 1862.
23cbarleston, Mercury, 20 January 1863.
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recommended that "the College buildings remain in possession of the Confederate authorities for
the purpose of a Military Hospital," with the stipulation that the military return the buildings in as
good condition as they were received. The recommendations passed both the House and Senate by
February, 1863.24
The decision of the legislature, it seemed, would put an end to the debate over the College
buildings once and for all. But the respite was only temporary. The following April, College
trustees met and resolved that the "College duties be resumed at the usual time next fall" and that
the faculty should inform Confederate authorities of this intention. 25 This the faculty did and boldly
placed public notice in South Carolina newspapers, announcing that "the duties of the College will
be resumed on the 1st of October next. "26 LaBorde contacted Confederate officials and requested
that the buildings be returned by July 1, in order that they could be prepared for the reception of
students. By now, General Beauregard must have been thoroughly annoyed with LaBorde and his
incessant pestering. In June his chief of staff sent a reply to LaBorde, reminding him of the
decision of the legislature the previous winter and again reiterating the necessity of continuing
hospital operations on the campus grounds due to the lack of suitable alternative sites. "In other
words," he curtly replied, "in view of the wants of the service, it is clearly impossible to give these
buildings up at this juncture. "27
Already insulted by this rebuff, injury was added on August 25, when LaBorde was
informed that medical authorities impressed the school's new College Hall into hospital service.
On the previous day, J. Ford Prioleau, surgeon in charge of College Hospital No. 2, received
orders to increase accommodations in his hospital by 300. Permission was granted by military
officials to impress buildings if necessary. The building was not the first choice of medical
officials, but no other site could be acquired due to owner resistance. "All [agreed] that the soldier
should be cared for," one surgeon noted, "but each thinking that their house ought to be the last
taken."28 With the College trustees absent from the city, a formal request for the College Hall could
not be made. Thus, given no other alternative, Prioleau exercised the authority vested in him and
occupied the hall the following day.29
By December 1863, after two fall terms without students, College officials finally
reconciled themselves to the fact that their buildings would remain hospitals for the duration of the
war. Even if classes could somehow be reopened, the lack of eligible students would require a
drastic lowering of academic standards in the course of instruction. Although resigned to the
closing of the College, both the trustees and the state legislature agreed that efforts to prevent the
breaking up of the faculty should be made. However, not wishing to see the payment of faculty
salaries further burden the already hard pressed state treasury, College authorities began a long
series of negotiations with Confederate officials, in the hope of obtaining a reasonable amount of
annual rent for the College buildings. 30 After a lengthy debate, a final agreement was reached on
September 28, 1864. An annual amount was to be paid by the Confederate Government for use of
24Reports and Resolutions, 1862, 214-216.
25•war Records", vol II, 26.
26columbia, Daily South Carolinian, 15 May 1863.
27 •war Records", vol. I, 33, vol. Il, 27; Hollis, South Carolina College, 223-224.
28second North Carolina Hospital, Letterbook, 1863-1865, 24 October 1863, South Carolina Department of Archives and
History. Columbia.
29"War Records", vol Il, 29-30.
30"War Records", vol I, 35-37, vol Il, 32-34.
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all the occupied buildings, including back rent from the time of occupation to April 12, 1864. After
that date, the annual rent was to be paid in quarterly installments. 31 But a lack of funds prevented
any part of the amount from being paid and the war ended with College officials never receiving
any of the agreed-upon rent.32
LaBorde deeply regretted the necessity of closing the College, an act that, he believed,
"sealed up the avenues of education throughout our State." 33 But he could console himself and the
trustees with the observation "that few hospitals in the Confederacy have been as well organized
and conducted. "34 It was not an empty boast. The three College hospitals had a combined capacity
of over 800 patients and were the largest military hospital facility established in South Carolina.
By war's end, tens of thousands of soldiers, both Union and Confederate, had convalesced within
the College walls. However, three years of military service confirmed many of Laborde's fears for
the future of the school. Both in its physical plant and as an institution, the College suffered
greatly. In January 1866 the College marshal found the buildings occupied by Union soldiers and
refugees. Rooms were filthy and dilapidated, and most of the roofs leaked badly. 35 The next four
decades would see the school suffer through a series of no less than eight reorganizations, finally
culminating in 1906 with the creation of the University of South Carolina. However, the school
never regained its former prestige.
Experiences similar to those of South Carolina College played out across the Confederacy.
As the war progressed, the sacrifices it demanded became increasingly oppressive upon the
Southern people and its institutions. But, as in the case of the College, such calls were not always
met willingly or without reservations. Reactions varied from simple grumbling to the bread riots in
Richmond and other Southern cities. The story of the College Hospitals demonstrated how slow
much of the South was in realizing what its struggle for independence would cost, not just during
the war but in the decades beyond as well.
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31Ibid., vol II, 36-37.
32ffollis, South Carolina College, 226.
33 LaBorde, History of South Carolina College, 502-503.
34"War Records", vol II, 22.
35Edwin L. Green, History of the Buildings of the University of South Carolina, (Columbia, SC: R.L. Bryan, 1909) 18-19.
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STALKING THE ELEPHANT (AND THE
DONKEY):
POLITICAL COLLECTIONS AT CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY

James Cross
Clemson University Libraries
Twentieth century political collections tend to be intimidating because of their size and
complexity; my own institution has over 1,000 feet of material available for research use, and over
half of that is in the Thurmond Collection. Faced with such a daunting prospect, it is no wonder
that the researcher may feel a little like a hunter in the jungle stalking big game without a guide, and
be discouraged from taking up the chase in the first place.
The purpose of this paper is to act as a guide and "beater" to the political collections held by
the Special Collections Unit of the Clemson University Libraries - to describe briefly these
collections and identify some of the research topics or approaches contained in them. Rather than
give a 'laundry list' of material held by Special Collections, this paper will describe Clemson's
holdings by grouping them under each topic or approach. These include biography, political
history, social history, agricultural history, and local history.
There are certain traditional ways of using political collections. The papers of individuals
always lend themselves to a biographical approach, and the papers of John C. Calhoun, Ben
Tillman, and, more recently, James F. Byrnes and Strom Thurmond have all been used in this
way. Yet there is still much to do in this area. No scholarly biography exists for A. Frank Lever,
who for 18 years championed the cause of agriculture in the U.S. Congress during the early part of
the 20th century. There are few scholarly articles about the Quattlebaum family, prominent in
Horry County affairs during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, or Congressman Ed Young
and Republican Party stalwart James Duffy, both pioneers for the Republicans during the 1960's
and early 1970's.
Even those South Carolina politicians who have been the subject of biographical study
would reward another look by historians. Since the publication of Pitchfork Ben Tillman, South
Carolinian in 1944, there has been no scholarly, book length reassessment of Tillman's career.
This remains true in spite of changes in the way historians interpret both the Populist and
Progressive movements; most of these changes have occurred since World War II. Edgar Brown
was one of the most powerful Democrats in the state legislature, yet The Bishop from Barnwell, a
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1963 biography based mainly on newspaper reports and anecdotal evidence, remains the only
monograph about this important figure in South Carolina's political history. Even Byrnes and
Thurmond, both recently the subjects of biographical studies, have sufficiently complex personas
and multi-faceted careers to merit further study. For example, there is still need for a conventional
scholarly biography of Senator Thurmond, one that covers all aspects of his political and personal
life. One could study certain aspects of each man's career, such as Byrnes' role as the 'Czar' of
economic mobilization during World War II using the Office of War Mobilization material in the
Byrnes Papers, or Thurmond as a lawyer in Edgefield County during the Great Depression using
the Legal series in the Thurmond Collection.
Political history - the history of political movements and events - is another common
approach to using political collections. The growth of the Republican Party in the state can be
charted by using the Young and Duffy collections; the Duffy papers include an unpublished history
of the Republican Party in South Carolina during the 1960's. Although a Democrat, Paul
Quattlebaum supported Eisenhower in 1952, and his efforts are documented in the "Eisenhower
for President" series in the Quattlebaum Family papers. James F. Byrnes' activities on behalf of
both the Democratic and Republican parties are reflected in the material at Clemson. The papers of
Edgar Brown, 'Mr. Democrat,' are essential for understanding the state Democratic Party,
especially during the period 1940-1970. And although there have been recent studies of the
presidential campaign as an institution, such as Gil Troy's book See How They Ran, the same
cannot be said for congressional campaigns; the collections held by Clemson and the University of
South Carolina would be good places to start such an investigation, at least for South Carolina.
The Thurmond Collection is a rich source for political historians. There is a large amount
of material concerning legislation the senator favored or opposed in the Subject Correspondence,
Military Assistant and Legislative Assistant series, particularly civil rights, veterans legislation and
the Panama Canal Treaties. Thurmond's role in important nominations, especially those for the
Supreme Court, is also well documented; there is material on Abe Fortas' nomination for Chief
Justice in 1968, and the failed nominations of Clement Haynsworth and G. Harrold Carswell by
Nixon to fill Fortas' seat after his resignation in 1969.
For those historians interested in the 1948 States' Rights campaign, the Gubernatorial
series of the Collection, which contains the largest amount of manuscript material extant on that
subject, will be open for use by 1995. The Gubernatorial series also documents Thurmond's bid
for Olin Johnston's Senate seat in 1950; combining research in this series with the relevant material
in Senator Johnston's papers at the University of South Carolina could result in a fascinating look
at this bitterly fought campaign. Another series in the Collection, the Campaigns series,
documents Thurmond's support of Goldwater and switch to the Republican Party in 1964.
Material concerning his 1978 campaign against 'Pug' Ravenel, the most difficult senatorial
campaign for Thurmond since his 1954 write-in campaign, is also part of this series. Using the
Campaign series with others in the Collection, such as Speeches and Subject Correspondence, one
could trace Thurmond's role in the "Southern Strategy" that won Richard Nixon and the
Republican Party the White House in 1968.
There are other collections at Clemson that have a "Nixon connection." One of
Thurmond's proteges, J. Fred Buzhardt Jr., became Special Counsel to Nixon in matters relating
to Watergate, becoming Counsel to the President in 1974. The contents of Buzhardt's papers
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include a list of possible actions to be taken in response to the subpoenas for the tapes and
summaries of the taped .conversations. These summaries may include notations of significant
events, participant's recollections of the conversation and information regarding collateral material.
The papers of Harry Dent, another Thurmond staff member who moved on to the Nixon White
House, are also at Clemson; it is hoped that they will be processed and open for use sometime in
the near future.
Political movements and events often have wider social implications, so political collections
can also be "grist for the mill" of the social historian. For example, the book Strom Thurmond and
the Politics of Southern Change used Thurmond's career as a way of exploring white reaction to
the civil rights movement, which resulted in the sharing of political power between whites and
blacks in the South. Constituent mail, such as the files found in the Subject Correspondence series
of the Thurmond Collection, is an important source of information concerning the feelings of
South Carolinians (and those outside the state) on various social issues.
With the end of the
Cold War, it is to be expected that interest will only increase in the anti-communist movement. The
papers of James F. Byrnes and Edgar Brown contain material of interest, as do the papers of
Robert Adger Bowen - writer, poet, editor and special agent for the FBI. Files in the Bowen
papers reflect his anti-communist efforts as director of the Bureau of Translations and Radical
Publications from 1917-1929 and contain his correspondence with J. Edgar Hoover spanning a
fifty-year period. Files relating to anti-communism appear in the Thurmond Collection as well,
most notably in the Subject Correspondence and Special Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee
series.
The latter series (SPIS, for short) is one of the most interesting in the Collection; it
documents the "muzzling the military" investigation undertaken by the Senate Armed Services
Committee in the early 1960's, after complaints that the Kennedy Administration was "toning
down" anti-communist rhetoric in speeches given by military officers. SPIS contains a wealth of
information about military anti-communist and morals training, including reports, lesson plans,
publications, seminar information and training film reviews. General Edwin Walker, who later
became involved in the events surrounding President Kennedy's assassination, figures
prominently in the portion of this series relating to individuals of interest to SPIS; there is a great
deal of information on his 'Pro-Blue' anti-communist training program. The series also helps
document the tensions between the Pentagon and the State Department over the direction -of foreign
policy during this period. A countervailing view of the anti-communist crusade may be found in
the papers of Hugh Hester, a former Army brigadier general turned peace advocate and foreign
policy critic. In fact, Hester shows up in the SPIS subseries devoted to individuals!
While SPIS documents military training and education, the papers of Ben Tillman are
concerned with the education of the masses; specifically, education of benefit to the rural
population. His correspondence with Walter Merritt Riggs, President of Clemson University from
1910-1924 and whose papers are part of the University Archives, illustrates Tillman's ideas on the
role and type of education desired by this Upstate agrarian. Such a study could be expanded to
include how Tillman's vision related to similar movements in other states towards land-grant
'agricultural and mechanical' schools. Education was also a special interest of Edgar Brown, and
his papers reflect this. The State Senate series in the Thurmond Collection documents his interest
in education while a member of that body, while correspondence in the Gubernatorial series
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describes Thurmond's efforts to strengthen education in the state during his tenure as governor.
Agricultural history is a special strength of the collections of Clemson University, including
its political collections. Rural concerns have always been important to South Carolina legislators;
indeed, several have been farmers themselves. The most important collection in this regard is the
A Frank Lever papers. The material in this collection documents his leadership on the House
Committee on Agriculture and his role in sponsoring and supporting agricultural legislation such as
Cotton Futures Act, the Federal Farm Loan Act of 1916 and, of course, the Smith-Lever Act
Lever left the House in 1919 to accept a position on the Federal Farm Loan Board and later
became a member of the Federal Farm Board; the files in the Lever collection documenting this
period (1924-1931) include correspondence with educators and farmers with questions on loans
and new methods of agriculture. He later held the position of public relations director for the
Southeastern region with the Farm Credit Administration and served in this position from 1933
until his death in 1940. The papers for this period include correspondence with regional offices in
the Southeast and the Administration's Washington headquarters. Lever was interested in writing a
biography of noted agriculturalist Seaman A Knapp, and his notes and correspondence concerning
Knapp are also part of the collection.
Congressman Ed Young was another South Carolina legislator interested in farm matters.
Included in Young's papers are the records of the family farm for the period 1926-1956. Most of
these records deal with his father, Fred Young's breeding of purebred Jersey cattle and production
of butterfat. Material in the legislative portion of the collection document his interest in such
agricultural programs as the Rural Environmental Assistance Program (REAP). The Brown,
Thurmond, and Tillman collections also contain material relating to agriculture in South Carolina.
All of these collections supplement other holdings concerning agriculture located in Special
Collections, such as the papers of rural sociologist B. 0. Williams, the records of the Farmer's
State Alliance and the papers of agricultural and vocational educator Floyd Drayton Johnson. They
can also be used in conjunction with the records of the University's Agricultural Extension
Service, which are part of the University Archives and are a vital source for understanding the
agricultural history of South Carolina.
Local history and genealogy are not areas often associated with political collections. Yet
legislators represent geographical areas and their re-election hinges on their ability to satisfy local
needs. In addition, politics is often a family affair, and an interest in genealogy can arise as the
family becomes more powerful in its home area. In the Thurmond Collection, foreclosure cases in
the Legal series and correspondence with constituents, county officials, and federal relief agencies
in the State Senate series are very useful in documenting economic conditions in Edgefield County
during the Great Depression. The Executive Assistant series contains information on local grants
for public works projects such as economic development projects, low income housing and water
and sewer projects that could result in studies of cooperation (or lack thereof) between local
governments, members of Congress, and the executive branch. There is also documentation of
collaboration between industry and Thurmond both in this series and in the Gubernatorial and
Military Assistant series. Conditions in Barnwell County are reflected in the Brown papers and the
Quattlebaum Family papers contain a great deal of information about Horry County. Paul
Quattlebaum also was an avid genealogist and local historian, and his interest in these subjects is
reflected in the family papers as well. The Thurmond, Tillman, and Young papers all contain
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I have attempted in this paper to describe the political collections at Clemson University and
to illustrate some of the uses to which researchers can put this material. Of course, there are other
topics of interest that can be explored using the political material in Special Collections, ranging
from civil rights to foreign policy, from economic history to the history of Congress as an
institution. The use of these collections is only limited to the imagination of the researcher. This
all researchers are invited to come to Clemson - to stalk the elephant and the donkey and take
some trophies home.
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RESEARCH IN MODERN POLITICAL
COLLECTIONS:
A USER'S VIEW

Robert G. Barron
University of South Carolina
In my Master's thesis I intended to examine the Cold War and, more specifically, how the
American people were put on a hostile footing toward the Soviet Union after the Second World
War. In addition, I wanted to base my research on locally available primary sources. My starting
point was the Library of Congress National Union Catalogue of Manuscript Collections in the
Thomas Cooper Library at the University of South Carolina.
First I looked up James P. Richards in the National Union Catalogue. Richards was a
Congressman from South Carolina who served as chairman of the House Foreign Affairs
Committee from 1951 to 1953. I was elated to find that his papers were in the University's South
Caroliniana Library. After looking for them in Manuscript Division of the library, I was told that
the Richards Papers are held off-site in a building several blocks behind the Carolina Coliseum.
The warehouse is a treasure trove stacked to the ceiling with primary source materials.
Unfortunately, the Richards Papers consist of only three boxes of material. Most of this relates to
Richards' 1957 mission to the Middle East as an envoy of President Dwight D. Eisenhower. The
fact that he was sent to the Middle East by the President as a proponent of the Eisenhower Doctrine
attests to his expertise in foreign affairs. He was a man of great stature in the foreign policy
community, but because of their focus, his papers were of little use to me.
While I was spending my time with the Richards Papers, I became acquainted with the
Collection as a whole and with the finding aids. The finding aids describe the contents of a
collection of papers and allow one to locate specific topics or types of documents within that
collection.
I was especially intrigued by the finding aid for the papers of United States Representative
William Jennings Bryan Dom from the Third District of South Carolina. The Dom finding aid
revealed a man who was very interested in the foreign policy issues of his day. He was elected to
the House in 1946 and served until 1974. All the while, the finding aid shows, he was active in
discussing and shaping American foreign policy. I knew that I had found gold. The subject files
consist of about eighty-five boxes of correspondence and other material. The finding aid itself is
almost one hundred pages long. The time had come to begin the laborious part of my research-going through every folder in each box that seemed to have material on foreign policy, anti-
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Communism, or the Cold War. I knew that this would take a great deal of time, as any careful
research does. Some of the folders took only a few minutes to go through, others took longer.
One can never know if a folder will prove to be useful or if it will lack any imponant information.
The curator, Herbert Hartsook, made me aware of the papers of other South Carolina
legislators held by the University and suggested that I look into the holdings for Representative
Robert T. Ashmore and Senator Olin D. Johnston. He also referred me to the papers of
Representative Joseph R. Bryson which are currently held in a Masonic Lodge in Columbia.
Throughout, I became cognizant of the symbiotic relationship between researcher and archivist.
My study of the Dom papers has proven to be very interesting and useful. Most of the
material in the subject files consists of correspondence between Dom and his constituents, other
Americans, and a wide array of politicians and government officials. Other materials include
Congressional committee reports, copies of bills and resolutions, excerpts from the Congressional
Record, and newspaper clippings. The letters, postcards, and telegrams are the most useful
records in the collection. They express the feelings that ordinary Americans had about the grave
foreign policy issues facing the United States during the Cold War. It was once widely held that
newspaper articles, magazine stories, editorials, books, and films provided adequate access to the
mind of America. The availability of archival sources like the papers and correspondence of
national politicians destroys this myth.
The intense pressures of the Cold War and its dangerous crises pushed foreign policy
issues and considerations into the domestic arena. For instance, Dorn and many of his
correspondents feared that desegregation might be a Communist plot to weaken the white race in
America. At the very least, they believed it to have Marxist overtones, thus making it a danger to
national security. Stanley F. Morse, President of the Citizens Grass Roots Crusade of South
Carolina, was but one correspondent who expressed these views to Congressman Dom. Morse
believed that "the anti-segregation drive has a definite connection with the Marxist plot to make
America a Socialist State." 1 Dom replied that he was "in complete agreement."2
Even simple issues like the fluoridation of drinking water were grossly distorted when they
were viewed through the shadows of fear and paranoia that the Cold War evoked. In 1953, a bill
before the Congress called for a stop to fluoridation. Its sponsors feared that during a Communist
take-over stockpiles of the chemical would be dumped into the water supply, resulting in mass
poisoning. A North Carolina man expressed the same concerns in a letter to the congressman.
"The danger here is terrible," he warned. "We know that the Soviets have a big plan of sabotage
attack in the USA. And here is a deadly poison ... stored by us at the water plants of our cities,
right where any enemy saboteur can dump it into the water supply to poison people wholesale." 3
Dom's correspondence also reveals a great deal about the Cold War politician. He was a
strident anti-Communist, but he did not support the various containment policies of Presidents
Harry S. Truman and Dwight D. Eisenhower. He was against all foreign aid and proudly states in
many letters that he voted against every foreign aid bill except the one giving assistance to Greece
and Turkey in 1947. Dom believed that containment and foreign aid would weaken the United
1Stanley F. Morse to William Jennings Bryan Dom, 29 January 1954, William Jennings Bryan Dom Papers, Topical Files,
Box 4, Modem Political Collections, South Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia.
2Dom to Morse, 5 February 1954, Dom Papers, Topical Files, Box 4.
3Charles Milton Newcomb to Dom, 23 March 1953, Dom Papers, Topical Files, Box 4.
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States and make it more vulnerable to Communist subjugation. He defined his opposition to
foreign aid in a 1958 letter to one of his constituents. He writes, "My contention is that the
Russians create agitation and unrest all over the world and constantly threaten free people in the
hope that America will spend itself into bankruptcy. "4 He believed in spending the money at home
on a huge air force capable of striking anywhere in the world in the defense of the United States.
Despite his opposition to containment and foreign aid, Dorn fits the mold of the Cold
Warrior in some fundamental ways. He was convinced that the Soviet Union was behind most of
the evil in the world and that Communism, in all of its sinister manifestations, threatened
America's freedom and way of life. Dom saw the era of Soviet-American struggle as a pivotal
period in which the fate of the world would be decided. "These are critical times in which we
live," he wrote in 1959. "We will either enter the millenial years or be destroyed." 5 The
Congressman's papers show that this was not a statement made in passing with little forethought,
but a guiding principle of his foreign policy thinking.
As a diplomatic historian I am particularly sensitive to the importance of using innovative
and newly available sources. Recent critics have charged that the field is plagued by a narrowness
of outlook and a lack of methodological sophistication. This criticism is being answered as
diplomatic historians recognize the importance of the domestic aspects of America's foreign affairs
and as they act upon the newly-felt need to explore how public thinking affects and is affected by
the nation's foreign policy. Historians need not be dependent on the State Department for primary
sources. Washington.
If diplomatic history is to survive as a viable field within the discipline, it is clear that new
sources must be used and that new questions must be asked. Modem political collections and
other like resources have the potential to revitalize the study of American foreign policy. They
offer the diplomatic historian a vast new territory of primary source material as well as countless
new questions that must be explored.

4Dom to Julia Adams, 20 January 1958, Dom Papers, Topical Files, Box 11.
5oorn to Charles L. Gasque, 14 September 1959, Dom Papers, Topical Files, Box 16.
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DOCUMENTING POLITICAL ACTIVITY IN
MODERN SOUTH CAROLINA

Herbert J. Hartsook
University of South Carolina
Sir John Seeley once said--"History is past politics, and politics present history." The papers
of significant political leaders are critically important in documenting American life and the issues
of our time. This paper describes some of the manuscript collections documenting political activity
in South Carolina which are held by the South Caroliniana Library and points to research projects
which could be based upon these collections.
The South Caroliniana Library is a special collections library at the University of South
Carolina whose holdings document the history of the state and its citizens. The Library has over
2,000 manuscript collections as well as important book, map, photograph, and newspaper
holdings. These materials date from the seventeenth century to the present. The Library's division
for Modem Political Collections was created in 1991 in order to develop and care for manuscript
collections documenting modem government and the post-World-War-II political scene.
Many people think of the modem era as being too recent to lend itself to proper historical
study. However, archivists collect contemporary records and strive to document modern life just
as they do for earlier periods of our history. Modem records tend to be vast accumulations. The
Caroliniana's largest collections all post-date World War II. Our collection of John C. Calhoun's
papers occupies approximately twelve linear feet This is an extensive body of papers for its time,
but represents a tiny fraction of what is available for contemporaries like Fritz Hollings or Strom
Thurmond. I To date, we know of over 1,350 linear feet of non-current records held by Senator
Hollings, documenting his twenty-six years in the Senate. Although the average quality of
individual items found in modem collections may not compare to the Calhoun papers, these
materials comprise a fascinating resource for the study of contemporary life. Our goal in Modem
Political Collections is to document all manner of political experience in the state. We collect the
papers of South Carolina political leaders and organizations influencing political affairs at the local,
state, and national levels. Our existence as a separate division recognizes the special demands on
the Library in planning the development of Modem Political Collections and in processing, storing,
1Toe Ernest F. Hollings Collection is currently being processed and is not open for research. The collection will include
personal, campaign, gubernatorial, and Senate files and will document Senator Hollings' life and career in public service.
The papers of Senator Strom Thurmond are being collected by Clemson University.
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and providing reference to these large and complex collections. Currently fourteen collections are
open for study. Our largest processed collections are the papers of Bryan Dom and Olin Johnston.
Olin Johnston was twice elected governor of South Carolina and served in the United States
Senate from 1945 until his death in 1965. Johnston's papers chiefly reflect his tenure in the
Senate, but also include gubernatorial scrapbooks and a small amount of material documenting his
campaigns. 2 Johnston's gubernatorial papers are held by the South Carolina Department of
Archives and History3 and researchers have easy access to both collections.
William Jennings Bryan Dorn represented the Third District in the United States House of
Representatives from 1947 to 1948 and 1951 to 1974. In 1973 Dom decided not to seek reelection
to the house, and instead mounted an unsuccessful bid for governor. Although Dom never again
held public office, he was elected chairman of South Carolina's Democratic Party and served two
terms, from 1980 to 1984. The Dorn Collection consists of congressional and personal papers.
The latter chiefly document his campaigns for public office, beginning in 1940, and his leadership
of South Carolina's Democratic party.4
In addition to the papers of Johnston, Dom, and Hollings, Modem Political Collections holds
the papers of Congressmen Robert Ashmore5, Allard Gasque6 , John L. McMillan 7 , James P.
Richardss, and Floyd Spence9, the state's two major political partiesio, the League of Women
Votersll, and state legislators Sol Blau12, Isadore Lourie13, Dick Riley14, and Nick ZieglerI5. We
are actively soliciting additional materials and will continue to build on our current holdings.
2The Olin D. Johnston Collection consists of 400 linear feet of material, 1935-1965, chiefly documenting his Senate
service, 1945-1965 . The collection also includes gubernatorial scrapbooks, 1935-1938, and small amounts of personal,
campaign, and gubernatorial papers. A collection inventory is available at the library.
30lin D. Johnston was twice elected Governor, and served from 1935 to 1939 and 1943 to 1945. The South Carolina
Department of Archives and History holds 59 linear feet of material from Johnston's first term and 12 linear feet from the
second term.
4The William Jennings Bryan Dorn Collection consists of 155 linear feet of material, 1912-1988. A detailed collection
inventory is available at the library.
5 Robert Ashmore [1904-1989) represented South Carolina's 4th District in Congress between 1953 and 1969. The
collection consists of 1.25 linear feet of material, 1930-1990.
6 Allard Henry Gasque [1873-1938) represented South Carolina's 6th District in Congress from 1923 to 1938. The
collection consists of 8.75 linear feet of papers, 1920-1938.
7John L. McMillan [1898-1979) represented South Carolina's 2nd District in Congress from 1938-1973. His collection
consists of 10 linear feet of papers, 1938-1972. A collection inventory is available at the library.
8James P. "Dick" Richards [1894-1979) represented South Carolina's 5th District in Congress from 1933 to 1957. His
collection consists of 3.75 linear feet of material, 1932-1974, and chiefly documents his mission, 1957-1958, as Special
Assistant to President Eisenhower. Richards toured the Middle East promoting the Eisenhower Doctrine. A collection
inventory is available at the library.
9Floyd D. Spence (b.1928), has represented South Carolina's 2nd District in Congress since 1971. The Spence Collection
currently consists of one foot of material, 1962 to date, documenting his life and career. The library is also conducting an
oral history with the Congressman.
10Toe papers of the Democratic Party of South Carolina consist of 32.5 linear feet of material, 1926-1980. Those of the
Republican Party of South Carolina consist of 6.25 linear feet of material, 1963-1979. Both collections document party
activities at the local, state, and national levels to promote party platforms and candidates. Detailed collection inventories
are available at the library.
11 The library holds papers of the League of Women Voters of South Carolina and its local leagues in Columbia\Richland
County and Spartanburg. The papers of the state League currently consist of 30 linear feet of papers, 1951-1988; those of
the Columbia\Richland County league, 7.5 feet, 1946-1984; those of the Spartanburg League, 2.5 feet, 1940-1961.
Detailed inventories for the collections are available at the library.
12Solomon Blatt (1895-1986) represented Barnwell County in the South Carolina House from 1933 until 1986; he served as
Speaker from 1935 to 1946 and 1951 to 1973. The collection contains 22.5 linear feet of material, 1918-1986, and
documents his personal and public life. A collection inventory is available at the library.
13Isadore E. Lourie [b.1932) represented Richland County in the South Carolina Senate between 1973 and 1992; prior to
that he served in the House from 1965 to 1972. To date, the library has received over 30 linear feet of papers. Processing
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The Library has implemented an oral history program to supplement the documentary record.
In processing a collection, archivists become aware of issues or activities that are poorly
documented. When possible, we try to identify individuals involved in those matters and interview
them to collect information and improve the record available to scholars for study. Typical
interview subjects for Modern Political Collections include legislators, key aides and other
associates, and opponents. Once the interview has been completed, an edited transcript is
prepared. Both the recording and the transcript are made available for study.
Scholars derive special benefits from working in Columbia. The University's Thomas Cooper
Library, a very fine research library and government documents repository, provides scholars with
ready access to the secondary sources they need and to voluminous government documents and
reports. The state archives is an indispensable resource as the repository for official gubernatorial
and other state records.
As noted earlier, a major benefit to conducting research in the modem era is the sheer volume
of documentation which exists. The Library will receive over 1,300 feet of Senator Hollings'
records during 1993-1994, dating back to his entry to the Senate in 1966. This material will be
added to over 100 feet of Hollings' gubernatorial and campaign papers currently being processed.
Volumes between 100 and 1,000 feet are quite common among Congressional collections. The
difficulty in dealing with such collections is not finding documents to study and cite. It is finding,
among the mass of documentation, those records pertinent to a subject that have high informational
quality.
Many key players in modern affairs are, obviously, still living. They are usually willing and
often enthusiastic to be interviewed and can provide the scholar with vital recollections of the
events in which they figured and participated. A researcher's contact with the individual may
consist of a single question, or interaction may be much more extensive and take the form of a
series of interviews taking the person from birth to current day. An interview conducted with
Rembert Dennis required twenty sessions, each lasting up to ninety minutes, and took place over a
sixteen-month period 16; this is typical of an extensive project.
In interviewing Senator Hollings we have been impressed with his recall of the form and
substance of the events covered. Transcripts, together with the original tapes, will form an
important element of his collection. While human memory is subject to error, it is fairly easy to
determine the general quality of a subject's memory by checking his or her recollections against the
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has not yet begun and the collection is not open to research at this time . The library will conduct an oral history interview
with Senator Lourie .
14 Richard W . Riley [b .1933] served in South Carolina's General Assembly, 1963-1976, and as Governor, 1979-1987. He
is currently U.S. Secretary of Education. The library has received approximately 45 linear feet to date documenting
Governor Riley's education and career in public service, Mrs . Ann "Tunky" Riley's efforts as First Lady to secure and
improve the mansion complex and gardens, and papers of Edward Patterson Riley [b. 1900], documenting his impact on
South Carolina political affairs, particularly as Chair, 1960-1 964, of the Democratic Party of South Carolina. The
collection is unprocessed and not yet open to research .
15Eugene Noel "Nick" Zeigler [b.1921] served in the South Carolina House and Senate, 1961 to 1972. His papers consist of
18.75 linear feet of material, 1921-1988, documenting his education, public service, personal interests, and legal career. A
collection inventory is available at the library .
l6Rembert Dennis [ 1915-1992] represented Berkeley County in the South Carolina House from 1939 to 1942 and in the
Senate from 1943 to 1988 . This extensive interview covering Dennis' life history was conducted for the University of
South Carolina by historian Dale Rosengarten. Transcription has begun and the interview should be available in 1994 at
Modern Political Collections.
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documentary record. A subject also may exhibit a definite bias, but any record is subject to bias
and the careful scholar will be alert to this.
Access to collections is facilitated by finding aids created by repositories to assist scholars in
referencing their holdings. Aids may include entries in the National Union Catalog of Manuscript
Collections, issued by the Library of Congresst7; published guides listing all holdings of a
repository; and collection guides or inventories, usually only available at the repository itself. An
inventory provides a very detailed description of a collection's contents.
Archivists' chief goal in processing any collection is to organize the material in a manner
allowing the efficient retrieval of information. Ofte~ the collection's arrangement will reflect the
original order established by its creator. Finding aids usually include a biographical or
organizational sketch, a prose description of the collection that considers the import of the material
and the manner in which it has been arranged, and a listing of the contents at the series, box, or
folder level. Typical series found in congressional collections include general correspondence or
papers; speeches and press releases; and topical files. Finding aids can be brief or run to several
hundred pages. The length usually reflects the size, complexity, and importance of the collection.
In processing Bryan Dom's papers, Library staff looked at every folder and a large percentage of
the actual documents received. The Dom finding aid is over eighty pages in length and in it we try
to pass on to the researcher all that we have learned about the collection during processing.
Finding aids may take various forms, ranging from catalog cards to published books, as well
as appearing in microfilm publications and on computer networks. Repository reference staff
members always are available to help researchers identify collections of interest, explain the
arrangement of those collections, and identify series or particular files that might pertain to the
scholar's research project. Staff members can also be valuable sources for ideas on research topics
documented by their holdings.
Almost any legislative action or topic of controversy will be covered to some degree in political
collections. All of our political collections include constituent correspondence regarding issues of
the day. Constituents write to their representatives in Congress and the state legislature giving their
most intimate opinions on matters affecting their lives. Often they write at length and in great
detail. A recent national survey of scholars working with congressional collections cited
constituent correspondence as one of the most productive sources. 18 No newspaper or magazine
article can so catch the spirit and emotion of the public. Topical files usually contain
correspondence and reference material such as reports, publications, and statistical data and regard
specific subjects ranging from bills before the legislature to local projects. These files can be of
immense value to a researcher who is working on a related subject. Civil rights, religious
freedom, gun control, and corruption in government are examples of emotional issues documented
in our collections by extensive constituent correspondence and topical files.
Women's history is a popular topic and a good thesis or dissertation waits to be done on the
effort to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment in--South Carolina. The papers of Bryan Dom, the
League of Women Voters, and Isadore Lourie all have material pertaining to the ERA and the
17 The National Union Catalog of Manuscripts Collections contains descriptions of collections held by repositories across
the country and is updated annually. Participation is voluntary. The Catalog serves as the main reference tool for locating
manuscript holdings in the United States.
18 The Documentation of Congress, Report of the Congressional Archivists Roundtable Task Force on Congressional
Documentation; directed by Karen Dawley Paul, 1992, 132.
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Library's Manuscripts Division holds the papers of the South Carolina Coalition for the Equal
Rights Amendment 19 . Taken together, the Library holds over ten feet of original source material
on the ERA in South Carolina.
A historian interested in Watergate, the proposed impeachment of President Nixon, and his
subsequent pardon, will find in Bryan Dom's papers over one foot of constituent reaction mail
illustrating the mood of South Carolinians during this divisive period. An excellent paper on South
Carolina's reaction to Watergate and its aftermath could be based upon these records, together with
government documents available at Thomas Cooper Library and newspapers available at the
Caroliniana.
Fritz Hollings is a remarkable figure in this state's modem history. As governor, Hollings
changed the fabric of the state. His efforts to bring industry to South Carolina and establish a
system of technical education to provide a skilled work force for those businesses are well known.
He also receives credit for his determination, once it was obvious that South Carolina's schools
would be integrated, that integration occur without the bloodshed and hostility that the country had
witnessed in other Southern states. A study of his gubernatorial service would be invaluable.
Such a history would analyze the establishment of vocational education centers, the creation of
South Carolina Educational Television, efforts to attract new industry to South Carolina, and the
planning leading to the integration of higher education in South Carolina, accomplished under
Governor Donald Russell shortly after Hollings left office.
The papers of the League of Women Voters form a marvelous resource. The League plays a
vital role in South Carolina government and politics; it is well known for its sponsorship of
campaign debates. Perhaps more important is the critical research members conduct on issues
including government reform, the environment, the justice system, and voter registration.
Political campaigns and campaigning in general are fascinating subjects, full of drama. The
drama is magnified by the importance of the outcome of the contests. Campaigns are documented
in the papers of the state parties and individuals. Personal collections often document the
individual's own campaigns and those of opponents and others sharing the ticket. Collections
often include opposition research and valuable resource material on local, state, and national issues
and campaigns. Surprisingly, the Johnston Collection contains half a box of material documenting
Barry Goldwater's presidential campaign of 1964. Dick Riley's papers include significant files on
Jimmy Carter's presidential campaign, which Riley managed in South Carolina, and Bryan Dom
collected material on many South Carolina campaigns dating from the late 1940s to the mid-1980s.
The Hollings papers will also contain significant records documenting local, congressional, and
presidential campaigns in South Carolina
The 1974 South Carolina gubernatorial election was a unique and fascinating event worthy of
book-length treatment A young Charlestonian, Pug Ravenel, surprised the Democratic powers by
winning the party's nomination following a tumultuous primary season. The Republican primary
was less wild but the result was no less surprising. Low country dentist James B. Edwards
emerged the victor over Vietnam war hero General William Westmoreland. It seemed certain
Ravenel would defeat Edwards in the general election. However, a suit was brought charging that
Ravenel had not met state residency requirements for seeking office. The suit threw his campaign
19 The South Carolina Coalition for the Equal Rights Amendment collection consists of 3.75 linear feet of material, 19631978. A detailed collection inventory is available at the library.
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into turmoil. Many voiced suspicions that Democratic power brokers might be trying to wrest the
nomination from the maverick Ravenel. Ultimately, the courts ruled against Ravenel. He
campaigned actively until October 21st, when the United States Supreme Court turned down his
appeal.
The state Democratic Convention reconvened promptly and selected Bryan Dorn, the runnerup
in the Democratic primary, to be the party's gubernatorial nominee. Ravenel's candidacy had been
expected to energize a new generation of political activists. Instead, it proved a divisive issue for
the party and resulted in the election of South Carolina's first Republican governor since
reconstruction. The final tally showed Edwards with 263,000 votes to Dom's 248,000. Dom's
papers contain substantial documentation on this campaign. This race is also documented in the
party and League collections and in oral histories conducted with Ted Riley and others. Other
fascinating campaigns that merit study include Fritz Hollings' bid in 1962 to unseat Olin Johnston
and Marshall Parker's strong senate campaigns against Hollings in 1966 and 1968 for the Senate.
Isadore Lourie and Dick Riley have made substantial contributions to South Carolina's
history. A biography of either man would easily lend itself to use as a vehicle for a fascinating
study of the evolution of South Carolina's government from the 1960s, when power was held
tightly by a few senior members of the Assembly, to the early 1990s. This was a period of great
change and a modem history of the General Assembly would be of particular interest today as the
state contemplates extensive government reform.
Many research topics will draw significantly from two or more of our collections. An
excellent example of this is the controversy over the proposal to erect a dam at Trotters Shoals.
The debate over this project was long and bitter. The dam was first proposed in the late 1950s as a
source of relatively inexpensive power for inhabitants of South Carolina and Georgia living along
the Savannah River. Trotters Shoals Dam was to be located near Elberton, S.C., between
Hartwell and Clark Hill dams. The dam would be located in the heart of Bryan Dom's district and
Dom became the leader of opposition to the dam. Duke Power Company had talked of building a
steam plant in the area and the Mead Paper Corporation was considering the area for the location of
a paper mill. Both prospective construction sites would be under water if the dam were built.
Dom argued furiously that the benefits of industrial development in the area, primarily the valuable
His opposition to the
additions to the area's tax base, far outweighed the need for the third dam.
dam became the_focal point of his 1960 re-election bid. Dom had run unopposed in recent
elections. In 1960, Calhoun Falls' Mayor T.M. Tucker entered the Democratic primary and made
Dom's stand on the dam a key plank in his campaign. Even though Dom won handily, Tucker's
campaign illustrated the divisiveness of the issue.
The faction working to gain authorization of the dam, which was ultimately approved, was led
by South Carolina's senior senator, Olin D. Johnston, and Georgia's Richard B. Russell. They
emphasized the benefits of the dam as a source of relatively cheap power for thousands of families
in South Carolina and Georgia. The Dom and Johnston collections provide a wealth of
documentation on this incident.
The emergence of the Republican party in South Carolina is of great importance and a study of
the decisions of men like Floyd Spence, Marshall Parker, and others to leave the Democratic party
and head tickets for the Republicans would be valuable.
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The breadth of research opportunities in the modern era is extraordinary; the research topics
described above are representative of the type of work that waits to be done in Modern Political
Collections. The Library will continue to solicit new collections and develop the oral history
program as it works to document South Carolina in all its aspects, improve access to its holdings,
and actively encourage the study of South Carolina's modern history.
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ORAL HISTORY AT THE SAYANNAH
RIVER SITE

Tonya Browder, David Colin Crass, and Richard David Brooks
University of South Carolina
The Savannah River Archaeological Research Program is a division of the South Carolina
Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology. It advises the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) on
issues of cultural resource management. For the past year and a half, the SRARP Community
History Project has been collecting both oral and written interviews from people who once lived in
the area. Seventy-eight interviews have been collected, along with memorabilia, such as
photographs, family diaries, church minutes, and business records. SRARP has concentrated its
efforts on Dunbarton and Meyers Mill, two of the communities that were on what is now the
Savannah River Site.
The Dunbarton Community was established well before the Civil War, and like most small,
rural towns, it sprang up around the railroad depot. The town of Dunbarton, named for the
Dunbar family, was incorporated on September 21,1910, with the town limits being set one mile
from the Atlantic Coast Line railroad depot in all directions. It was a small town with a population
of around 300 in 1951 and most of the residents could trace their family back to the very beginning
of the town. The town of Meyers Mill was named afer the Meyer family, which established a grits
mill there in the late 19th century.
Most of the people in and around Dunbarton and Meyers Mill were farmers; however, there
were also merchants in the town. The farmers planted cotton, com, watermelons, and a large
variety of garden vegetables. Most of them also raised livestock for their own consumption and to
sell at market. The merchants in town primarily operated general stores. Aside from the farmers
and merchants, there were other full-time and seasonal occupations in the area. They centered
around three cotton gins, a fertilizer plant, Schumpert's Lumber Mill, Leigh Banana Case
Company, various grain mills, sugar and cane syrup manufacture, as well as odd jobs such as pea
thrashing, driving a school bus, cutting pulp wood, delivering ice, and hauling vegetables to
market.
These economic pursuits created within the community a network of interaction and
exchange. The merchants provided a market for farmers to buy and sell goods, and the other
occupations in the area allowed people, who did not want to be farmers or merchants, the
opportunity to make money and provide for their families. These occupations and other small "odd
jobs" also provided farmers and merchants with extra income. Furthermore, farmers and
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merchants were not totally distinct from each other. For example, Hamilton "Ham" Dicks owned
and operated a "General Merchandise Self Service Grocery" store, a cotton gin, and a fertilizer
plant in Dunbarton, and owned and operated a farm (Hamilton Dicks III, 1992).
When farmers needed help with planting, tending, or harvesting their crops, they either
called on their neighbors, with the agreement of helping them later if they needed any, or they hired
help. During World War II, there was also another alternative-- German Prisoners of War.
Several informants remember the German soldiers coming to work on their farm or on a
neighbor's farm. Mrs. Thelma Ellis recalled that German POW s who worked on their farm liked to
touch the Ellis' baby because "they had children of their own that they missed and they just wanted
to touch him, just touch him" (Thelma Ellis, 1993).
As part of the interview process, informants were asked what they did for fun. The range
of responses was wide, from Richard Johnson Jr., who stated that "anytime I didn't have to work
was fun" to Paul Hazel Jr., who proclaimed that he "had no time for fun, had to work." In
general, informants indicated that most of their entertainment centered around the church and its
activities, and visiting friends and family. Local entertainment was very important, because during
the early and mid-20th century, the majority of people in the study area did not travel very far too
often. Local entertainment sponsored by the church included hay rides, weenie roasts, picnics,
and dances. The school in Dunbarton also sponsored activities such as dances, talent shows,
plays, and a Halloween carnival. These two organizations were the centerpieces of the
community, and when funds were needed to be raised for the church or school, the community
came together and sponsored fundraisers that were both entertaining and profitable. Horace and
Corilee Dicks, Jr. recalled that:
They used to have, if they needed to raisea little money for the church or for the
schoolhouse or something like that, box parties and the ladies would fix lunches in
boxes and wrap them up and put ribbons on them and the men would bid on the
boxes and whoever's box they bought they got to eat supper with the young lady.
If you were pretty, it didn't matter what you put in the box, but if you were ugly,
you had to have fried chicken and potato salad! (Corilee & Horace Dicks, Jr.,
1992).
Other activities that Dunbarton and Meyers Mill residents participated in for fun revolved
around family and friends. There were big family reunions or gatherings, which involved a large
dinner, barbecue, picnic, or fish fry. There was also the simple activity of "visiting." Dunbarton,
Meyers Mill, and the surrounding area wen"! close-knit communities, and since there was not much
else to do on a Sunday afternoon, people got in their cars and went riding around through the
various small towns, perhaps stopping at different friends' or family members' homes to say hello.
Nevertheless, instead of riding around the countryside, some people preferred just to walk down to
a neighbor's house and visit for a while on the front porch--enjoying the company of a good
friend, watching folks pass by, and discussing the latest gossip.
People did not need only such activities to keep them occupied if they had a good fishing
pole or a nice hunting rifle. And what child or teenager could resist a cold running creek on a hot
Saturday afternoon after all the chores were finished. Going to the movies and listening to the
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radio was also a lot of fun. Teenagers and young adults spent their leisure time together in groups
and had fun swimming and fishing, picnicking and cooking outdoors, riding and visiting friends,
going to dances, parties, and movies and, especially, courting. Mildred Eaves Whitson
remembered how she used to have fun growing up:
I would go to parties at friends' homes and dance and play games like "Spin the
Bottle." I also went riding around with a bunch of friends. I remember we used to
ride in an old pickup truck. We would pile hay in it and a boy we knew would
bring his Victrola along and we would listen to our favorite songs as we rode.
Every time we hit a bump, though the record would skip.
(Mildred Eaves Whitson, 1992).
For most people in the towns of Dunbarton and Meyers Mill, the day began at daybreak.
People got up and immediately began their daily chores--lighting the wood stove for breakfast,
feeding the livestock, and collecting eggs from the chickens and milk from the cows. Informants
canned their vegetables, made preserves out of their fruit, and cured or smoked their meat for
consumption during the winter. They provided almost all of their own food, raising hogs,
turkeys, chickens, and cows, and growing fruit and nut trees as well as vegetable gardens.
Informants prepared their food for three meals a day. The first meal was a large breakfast,
followed by dinner, which was the main meal, and a small supper, which usually consisted of the
leftovers from dinner or something simple like flap jacks. Because desserts were usually only
prepared on holidays or other special occasions, foods that we take for granted were seen as
special treats. Ice cream or lemonade on a hot summer day and boiled peanuts in the late summer
or early fall were all special treats.
Most of the homes in Dunbarton and Meyers Mill were one-level frame structures covered
by weather-boards, with two porches. A long hall went down the middle of the home to separate it
into two halves. Most of these homes were built in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. The family size ranged from three to twelve members and most informants, whether
they lived in town or in the country, lived in more than one home in and around Dunbarton. All of
these homes were originally heated by fireplaces or trash burners, which were located in almost
every room in the house, and were lit by kerosene lamps; however, after electricity was brought
into the area in the 1940s, most informants had their homes wired for it. Gathering around the
fireplace in the "master" bedroom was a popular pastime during the winter, and sitting on one of
the porches was one of the most popular pastimes during the summer. Overall, the dining room
seems to have been the most important room in the house, because it was a show place for
company and many family discussions took place there during meal times.
Yards were swept to bare dirt with home-made dog fennel brooms to cut down on the
amount of snakes and disease and to make the yard look neat and well-kept, much as lawns are
kept well-clipped today. Whether the home was in town or on the outskirts, the outbuildings
generally included an outhouse, a smokehouse, a well, a pump house, a chicken or fowl house, a
dairy house, a boiler house, a loft or stable, a barn, a flower pit and other buildings such as a tool
shed, a garage, a mule barn, and a fertilizer barn. These outbuildings were not just located on the
farm, but were common in town as well. This indicates that self-sufficiency was not merely for the
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farmers. The people in town also believed in providing most of their own food and carried out
similar types of chores. In this respect, there was little difference between farmers and people who
lived in town.
Life in Dunbarton and Meyers Mill revolved around the church and the school. The church
played a much larger role in society then than it does now, especially in the early 20th century.
Not only did it provide spiritual guidance, but it also set the norms for behavior, both public and
private. In these small communities, there was no police force to maintain order; it was the duty of
the church to keep people in line. The punishment for breaking the church's law was not a jail
sentence, but rather the humiliation of having your name "stricken from the church roll." It may
not seem like much today, but during this time period, with the church in such high standing,
people who had been stricken from the church roll were looked down upon and ostracized by their
peers. There were many churches in the area, and although they were almost all Baptist, they were
attended by all denominations. To give an example of the types of laws the church set for its
congregation to obey, here is an excerpt from the church minutes of Cypress Chapel Church,
which was located in the town of Dunbarton: "After discussion, it was decided that the following
resolution should be placed upon the minutes of this Church--RESOLVED that it is the sense of
this congregation in Conference assembled this 13th day of January A.D. 1900 that after this date
the practice of DANCING, the use of PROFANE LANGUAGE, and DRUNKENESS will not be
allowed among its members." (Cypress Chapel Church Minutes, 1899-1923).
There were two schools in Dunbarton, the Elementary and the High School, and at one
time there was also a small two-room school in Meyers Mill. However, the Meyers Mill school
was later incorporated into the Dunbarton School and students from Meyers Mill were bused to
Dunbarton. A large black school, Four Mile High School, was also located in the area near
Dunbarton.
The end for the Dunbarton and Meyers Mill communities came suddenly. C. S. Anderson,
a former resident of Dunbarton, recorded in his diary that:
On Nov. the 28th 1950 the news was flashed over the U.S. that the Goverment
was taking over parts of Barnwell County and Aiken County which means we must
all give up Homes and friends and move away tis hard to realize Such a thing I am
trying to not let it worry me So much for I have already spent the most of my life if
the young people could only realize what it ment they are the ones who will feel it
more than the older ones.
(C. S. Anderson Diary, January 1, 1951).
In the spring of 1951 a mass meeting of the citizens of Dunbarton was held at the school
house to decide what to do with the small amount of money the town would be receiving for the
town property, which consisted of the lot with the jail and the office building. After much
discussion at the meeting, B. F. Anderson suggested that they have an annual barbecue reunion of
the citizens of Dunbarton. Immediately, Clarence Dicks made a motion to this suggestion, it was
seconded, and unanimously voted in (Margaret Anderson, 1991).
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You miss the people. I have met only good people since I moved away, but I miss
the people I grew up with, my work habits, church attendance, and the community.
Cotton and corn was common to everybody. That was a difficult period of time
economically, but I would take nothing for living in it and I would love to be able to
go back. It feels like a written script--like it was meant to be. It's an experience that
only peopie who lived there could remember and feel.
(Richard Johnson, Jr., 1992).
Today, Dunbarton, Four Mile High School, and various smaller groups have reunions in
the area. The SRARP facilitates visits to the old towns and home sites, and interviews people who
lived there. The first volume of a three-volume oral history series on the area has been completed.
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The sixty-third annual meeting of the South Carolina Historical Association convened at the
South Carolina State Museum in Columbia on March 13, 1992. Despite the threat [and, later, the
reality] of the "snow storm of the century," an estimated seventy-five members and guests of the
Association attended the meeting. Following registration, coffee and doughnuts, the membership
attended a rich offering of four morning programs beginning at 9:30 AM.
Session I, entitled "Researching South Carolina's Modem Political History" was chaired
by John Edmunds of USC at Spartanburg. Presentations in this session included Herbert J.
Hartsook, South Caroliniana Library of USC at Columbia, "Documenting Political Activity in
Modern South Carolina"; James Cross, Special Collections/fhurmond Center of Clemson
University, "Stalking the Elephant (and the Donkey): Political Collections at Clemson
University"; and Robert G. Barron, USC at Columbia, "Research in Modern Political
Collections: A User's View." Comments were offered by Steven D. Tuttle of the South Carolina
Department of Archives and History.
Session II was entitled "Race in South Carolina from Reconstruction to Second
Reconstructlon" and was chaired by H. Lewis Suggs of Clemson University. Laylon Wayne
Jordan, College of Charleston, offered "'The New Regime': Race, Politics, and Police in
Reconstruction Charleston, 1865-1877." Terence Finnegan, University of Illinois, presented "The
Lynching of Anthony Crawford in Abbeville County, 1916." Kirk G. Bast, Clemson University,
discussed "'As Different as Heaven and Hell': The Desegregation of Clemson College."
Comments were offered by A. V. Huff, Furman Univesity.
Session III, chaired by Jane Bishop of The Citadel was entitled "The Society and Politics
of Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages." Presentations in this session included Martin Davis,
USC at Columbia, "Fifth-Century Bishops, Their Travels, and the Papacy"; Ralph W. Mathisen,
USC at Columbia, "The Late Roman Legal Distribution System"; Allen Jones, USC at Columbia,
"A Biographical Database Based on Gregory of Tours' History of the Franks"; and Larry Salley,
USC at Columbia, "The d'Oillys of Oxfordshire: Politics and Patronage in Anglo-Norman
England." Comments were offered by David Nicholas of Clemson University.
Session IV entitled "Ideas and Policies in Twentieth Century South Carolina," was
chaired by Will Huntley of the Governor's School for Science and Mathematics. Presentations in
this session included Thomas J. Ward, Jr., Clemson University, "The Campaign Against Pellagra
in Upstate South Carolina"; Marvin L. Cann, Lander College, "Robert Quillen: A Champion of
Traditional Values", and Janet Hudson, USC at Columbia, "The Federal Government's Battle
Against Venereal Disease During World War II: Implementation in South Carolina." Comments
were offered by Susan Giaimo Hiott, Special Collections/fhurmond Center of Clemson
University.
Following the morning sessions the membership recessed for lunch in the Vista Room
where an excellent repast was enjoyed. After President Charles Lesser called the Business
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Meeting to order, Rodger Stroup, Director of the S. C. State Museum and former president of the
Association, welcomed the Association to the Museum. President Lesser thanked the Museum
for its hospitality, Vice President Denis Paz for an excellent program, Editor Peter Becker for
making sure that the 1993 PROCEEDINGS were published in an excellent and timely manner,
At-Large Executive Committee member Amy Thompson McCandlless for serving without
recognition [due to a transcription error by the Secretary], and the Secretary/Treasurer for
performing yeoman's work in keeping the SCHA going. After these introductory comments, the
Secretary/Treasurer's Report was summarized for the absent Secretary/Treasurer [who had fled
the snowstorm just prior to lunch]. The Association's membership is at its largest size in years
and the organization is in excellent financial health.
Peter Becker announced the winners of the competition for "The Best Papers Presented at
the Annual Meeting." There were two awards, each for $100: one for the best graduate student
presentation and one for the best presentation from other members. Eligible papers included
those presented in 1990 and 1991. The selection committee chose two papers from the 1991
annual meeting: Kathy Pearson, Emory University, had presented "The Role of Germanic Males
in the Early Middle Ages" and Bertrand van Ruymbeke had offered "The Huguenot Emigration,
from the French Perspective." The awards were made to the two winners in absentia.
President Lesser announced the appointment of a committee to study the constitution and
by-laws of the Association. The committee will be composed of Denis Paz, Katherine Cann, and
A. V. Huff [chair]. The committee will propose amendments at next year's annual meeting. A
proposed slate of 1993-1994 Officers was then introduced by Amy Thompson McCandless. It
was noted that Bill Brockington had requested that the office of Secretary/Treasurer be divided
as the task had become ever more complex, especially with the addition of a quarterly SCHA
Newsletter. Wheras this will require a change in the constitution, it was requested that the officer
change be made on an ad hoc basis while the constitution and by-laws are being revised. The
proposed slate of 1993-1994 officers was:

President - Denis G. Paz, Clemson University
Vice President - Marcia G. Synnott, USC at Columbia
Treasurer - Wm. S. Brockington, Jr., USC at Aiken
Secretary - W. Calvin Smith, USC at Aiken
The slate was approved by acclamation. Terry L. Helsley, Rock Hill School District, and Amy
Thompson McCandless, College of Charleston, continue on the executive committee, serving the
second year of three year terms. Peter W. Becker, USC at Columbia, agreed to continue as editor
of THE PROCEEDINGS.
A. V. Huff presented a motion regarding the restructuring of the government of the state
of South Carolina. According to legislation recently passed by the State House of
Representatives, the Department of Archives and the State Museum will be under the umbrella of
the Department of Tourism, Recreation, and Cultural Resources. The following resolution was
proposed and unanimously passed by the members present.
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The State Reorganization Plan adopted this week by the South Carolina House of
Representatives places the present Department of Archives and History as a
division within a cabinet-level Department of Tourism, Recreation, and Cultural
Resources. The new division will be headed by a Deputy Director, appolnted by
the Cabinet Secretary, who also will be a political appointee.
The House Bill does not recognize (1) the unique history of South
Carolina among the states of the Union; (2) the extraordinary collection of
colonial and state records which South Carolina possesses; and (3) the need for a
highly qualified and technically trained historian and/or archivist to head the
agency and for removing the agency head from politicization.
The South Carolina Historical Association is the professional organization
of historians in the state and has had a long relationship with the Archives
Department through the nomination of a member of its governing board.
Therefore, the Association respectfully requests the Senate of South
Carolina to include in the authorizing legislation for the Archives
and History Division of the new Department provision for an advisory council
drawn from the historical community of the state which will be
empowered to nominate to the new Secretary candidates from which the Deputy
Director of Archives and History will be chosen. Such an arrangement has worked
well in North Carolina, and we urge the Senate to adopt if for South Carolina.
The membership present also voted to notify the membership of the situation by a special
mailing and to encourage their State Senators to· work towards amending the House-passed
legislation.
Following discussion on this topic, Life Members were recognized, a practice that had
sometimes lapsed in recent years. President Lesser noted that the secretary/treasurer was making
a concerted effort to honor long-standing members of the SCHA who have retired but who are
still active in the Association. He noted that one charter member, J. Mauldin Lesesne, Sr., is still
living. Life Members include: M. Foster Farley of Newberry College, Daniel W. Hollis of USC
at Columbia, Robert S. Lambert of Clemson University, E. M. Lander of Clemson University,
Lewis P. Jones of Wofford College, Robert D. Ochs of USC at Columbia, William H. Patterson
of USC at Columbia, George C. Rogers of USC at Columbia, Albert N. Sanders of Furman
University, Joseph T. Stukes of Francis Marion College, and Wylma Wates of the S. C.
Department of Archives. The membership gave rousing applause to Joe Stukes and Wylma
Wates, who were present.
Finally, the sixty-fourth annual meeting will be held at the College of Charleston
Conference Center on March 5, 1993. There being no further business, the sixty-third annual
meeting of the South Carolina Historical Association adjourned to a special performance entitled
"F.D.R.: A World War II Reflection." This living history demonstration by E. H. Beardsley,
USC at Columbia, was introduced by Rodger Stroup. Following this fascinating performance,
those still in attendance went to the final sessions of the day.
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Session V, entitled "New Approaches to Researchlng and Presenting United States
History," was chaired by Bruce W. Jordan of Christ Church Episcopal School in Greenville.
Presentations in this session included Tonya Browder, David Colin Crass, and Richard David
Brooks, all of the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology of USC at
Columbia, "Oral History at the Savannah River Site"; Robert P. Green, Jr., of Clemson
University, "American History in the Schools"; and Fritz Hamer of the South Carolina State
Museum, "Barbecue, Farming and Friendship: German Prisoners of War and South Carolinians,
1943-1946." Comments were offered by Alexia Helsley of the South Carolina Department of
Archives and History.
Session VI, entitled "Health, Wellbeing, and the State in South Carolina, 1820-1865,"
was chaired by James Farmer of the University of South Carolina at Aiken. Presentations
included Peter McCandless of the College of Charleston, "A Propitious Moment': Founding the
South Carolina Lunatic Asylum"; Patricia D. Bonnin's paper, "The Problem of Relief for the
Families of Confederate Soldiers in South Carolina," was read by her fellow graduate student at
the University of Illinois, Terence Finnegan; and Tom Downey of USC at Columbia, "'The Light
of Leaming Extinguished Within Our Borders': The College Hospitals, Columbia, 1862-1865".
Comments were offered by Wylma Wates, formerly of the S. C. Archives.
Gentle libations and delightful conversations were enjoyed by those remaining before the
homeward journey through the snow was attempted.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT, 1993
South Carolina Historical Association
READY ASSETS AND EXPENDITURES

CHECKING ACCOUNT:
Balance, December 31, 1992
Deposits, January 1 - December 31, 1993:
Individual Memberships, SCHA Annual Meeting
Fees, Departmental Memberships, Library
Memberships
Total
EXPENDITURES, January 1 - December 31, 1993:
Luncheon._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Best Paper Awards, 1993_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Printing Cost of The Proceedings------Postage & M a i l i n g - - - - - - - - - - - Safety Deposit Box_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deposited to new Savings Account._ _ _ _ _ __
Printing and Office Supplies._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Checks and Service Charges._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Total._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

$2425.66

$~

$6619.90
$1168.08
$ 180.00
$1881.75
$ 298.17
$ 25.00
$1844.22
$ 165.35
$_uQ

$5564.07

~fore the
Total Checking Balance, December 31, 1993_ _ _ _ __

$1055.83

1bmitted,

1gton, Jr.
freasurer

OTHER ASSETS

GENERAL SAVINGS ACCOUNT:
Aiken County National Bank
The Flrst Savings Bank
NCNBCD
Total General Savings

$1844.22
$ 723.39
$~

$ 4335.66

PROCEEDINGS PUBLICATION ENDOWMENT FUND:
NCNB CD
$2495.95
NCNB CD
$.J..i3.MI
Total Endowment Fund
___ $4026.42
HOLLIS PRIZE ACCOUNT:
The First Savings Bank CD
The First Savings Bank CD
Aiken County National Bank Savings
Total Hollis Prize Account

$ 601.16
$ 901.58
$ ~

$1788.99
Respectfully Submitted,
William S. Brockington, Jr.
Secretary/freasurer, SCHA
December 31, 1993
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